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ANNEX I BASELINE ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST 

A. Project Related Information 
 

1. Sub-Project Name:          
Location (Rural Municipality/Municipality):             Ward No:    

District:                                 State No.:         

Intake Location:                            Elevation:  
Longitude:                            Latitude:  
River Source:        Elevation extent: 
Command Area (ha.):       
Main Canal Length (km):     No. of Branch Canal: 
Total number of Beneficiaries HH:   Total Population:           Male:         Female: 
Stakeholders (Forest Type with Name, Village Name):  
  

2. Upstream Watershed Information 
Rural Municipality/Municipality:              Ward No:    
Catchment Area (km

2
):      Elevation extent: 

Longitude extent:                           Latitude extent:        
Total number of Beneficiaries HH:   Total Population:           Male:         Female: 

 Stakeholders (Forest Type with Name, Village Name):  

3. Major problems in existing irrigation facilities: 
 

4. Major works to be accomplished (Describe such as construction of head-works, lining of canals, 
realignment of canals, no. of cross drainage structures, etc):  
 
 

B. Physical Environment 
5. Physiographic (topography, land use and geomorphology) details: 

 
6. Geology (rock types, quality, satiability and seismicity): 

 
7. Land uses and land use pattern (ZoI): 

Existing land use along the canal alignment, command area and catchment area: (Describe in length 
and area in terms of forest, cultivated land, built up area, and others): 

8. Soil Type: 
Soil Type of command area:  
Soil type of canal alignment:  
Soil structures and fertility of command area:   

9. Drainage (type and characteristics): 
Source of river:  
Dry season flow:  
Current water use of river in D/S and U/S (Irrigation, hydropower, water mills, drinking water and 
others) : 
 Water adequacy situation:  
 Water quality:  
Sediment condition:  
Morphological condition of water sources within catchment area:   
Describe the high flow situation and flooding frequency: 
Requirement of protection works:  
 

10. Erosion within ZoI Area: 
 

11. Existing landslides and potential landslide areas within ZoI Area: 
 

12. Climate of Project (temperature, precipitation, wind direction, humidity and sunshine hour): 
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13. Existing and potential stone quarries along with quantify required and produced: 

 
14. Location of Quarry Site, spoil disposal and its suitability: 

 
C. Biological Environment 
15. Types of Forest: 

Type of forest Name of Forest Main Species 

Government   

Community managed   

Leasehold   

Private   

Religious   

Plantation   

16. Community Forests (if any):     
Name of Community forest: ______________________________________________________ 
Total number of households in CF_________ Established Date______________   Area in ha _____ 
Ethnicity of the users (i.e., major caste of users) _________________________________________ 
Major Plant Species _______________________________________________________________ 
Plant species of economical importance _______________________________________________ 
Wild Animals ____________________________________________________________________ 

17. Total forest area within the sub-project area (ZoI): 
 

18. Major Vegetation: 

S.N. Local Name of Plant Used For Remarks 

1    

2    

3    

4    

19. Ethno-botanical Information: 

SN Local Name of Plant Use Status Remarks 
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4            

Note: Use tick mark (√) 
20. Is the project area adjacent to or within any of the following environmentally sensitive areas?  

 Protected Area 

 Buffer Zone Area 

 Conservation Area 

 Wetland Areas 

 Mangrove Areas 
21. Wildlife's core habitat in and around sub-project area: 

 
 

22. Information on Wild Animals and Birds 

Note: Use tick mark (√) 
 

23.  Information on Reptiles 

SN Local Name Common Uncommon Habitat Remarks 

Snakes     

1      

2      

3      

4      

Lizards and others     

SN Local Name Status Hunting/Poaching for 

Common Rare Endangered Meat Skin Others 

Wild Animals 

1        

2        

3        

4        

Birds 

1        

2        

3        

4        
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1      

2      

Note: Use tick mark (√) 
24.    Information on Aquatic Life 

SN Local Name Common Uncommon Habitat Remarks 

Fish Species      

1      

2      

3      

4      

Note: Use tick mark (√) 
D. Other Information (if any) 
25. Presence of government or private farms and/or industries, recreational areas, drinking water source 

within ZoI Area: 
 

26. Commercial plantation activity: 
 

27. If yes, name of plants planted, and objective of plantation 
Name of Plant: 
For timber or firewood production: 
NTFPs: 
Recreation: 
Rehabilitation of encroached areas: 

28. Natural and plantation areas within ZoI area and species composition: 
 

29. Existing forest fires and potentials: 
 

E. Potential Climate and Disaster Risk in the Sub-Project Area 
 

30. Is the sub-project area subject to hazards? 

 Earthquakes 

 Floods 

 Landslides 

 Fire hazard   

 Climate change 
 

31. Do you know about NAPA, LAPA, and CAPA? 
 
 

32. Adaptation activities conducted - Yes/No 
 
 

33. If yes when, who and how much duration the adaptation measures conducted in the sub-project area 
 
 

34. Climate Change-changes in temperature, precipitation, or extreme events patterns over the project 
area affects the water availability, crop water requirement and peak flood (past & present context) 
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ANNEX II BASELINE SOCIAL CHECKLIST 

I. General 
 

1. Name of proposed irrigation sub-project (ISP): 
2. ISP Location (VDC, district, and state): 
3. Source of system and its location (VDC):  
4. Size of CA currently served (ha.):    Expected CA after rehabilitation (ha.): 
5. Total number of beneficiary HH:    Population M  F 
6. Ethnicity  Majority  Minority  Dalits  Indigenous HH   women headed 
7. Length of the main canal in meter:    Branch Canals: 
8. Main canal Extension(s):  Yes   No;  If Yes, additional length: … 

 

II. History 

Irrigation System 
 When constructed: Canal running since (history): Year …… 
 Who started or built it? Funding: 
 How it was built 
 Who looked after it 
 Farmers’ way of living before the Irrigation Scheme 
 Any outside support (New construction/finance)…… First………Second support 
 Any natural disaster?   What?    When?  
 Who is responsible for the upkeep of the community water infrastructure? 
 Water availability in the canal: Year round (   ) or Seasonal   (   ) 
 Is water available in dry season? How is water managed during the water-scarce season? By whom?   
 Who decides the allocation?  

 

III. Major Environmental  Changes 
 

 Major Environmental changes noticed? 
 - Aggregation / Degradation (Raising and lowering) of Riverbed. 
 - Discharge fluctuations.  
- Change in River Morphology (river course, shape and size)  
- Fluctuation of GW Table, detection of Arsenic in the vicinity  
- Deforestation, Aforestation 
 

IV. General Social /WUA 
 

 Is there a WUA? When formed, and registered? 
 Committee members, their names – representative from head middle and tail of canal, females, Dalits in 

committee, how many are active? Can women influence meeting decisions 
 Meetings, how often? …  Regular meetings, minutes kept? 
 What is general participation of WUA members (%) in such meetings? 
 Has WUA a Bank Account? How much is in the Account 
 Is Irrigation fee collected, how much per ………? 
 How many are defaulters and since how long?  
 Are there any (social) conflicts? …….. Will the SP create the conflict among the people? 
 Are there any important cultural or archeological sites nearby? 
 Will the ISP need acquisition of land (public or private, temporary or permanent) for its development? 
 Will anyone be prevented from using economic resources (e.g. pasture, fishing locations, forests) to which 

they have had regular access? 
 Will the project result in the involuntary resettlement of individuals or families? 
 Will the ISP cause loss of livelihood?    
 Might the project adversely affect communities or vulnerable people living in the area? How Many? 
 Are there community/PAPs located along/ close to project that may benefit from this project? 
 Do the people know about the project? 
 Nearest market center and type of the connecting road to the market 
 Any other issue? 
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V. Resettlement Concerns 
 

 Will the subproject require acquisition of collectively owned land, state-owned land or land held by 
community under traditional, customary rights? 

 Will the subproject require any temporary land occupation for the construction of facilities? 
Location; Land Area; How Many Farmers’ Land etc 

 Will access to common properties (e.g. burial grounds, community facilities, public grazing lands, forest, 
etc) be restricted by subproject activities? 

 Will land acquisition result in loss of individual housing and/or affect other structures?   
 Will agricultural activities, income and livelihoods be negatively affected by the operation of the irrigation 

system? 
 Are there any non-title holders whose living arrangements, livelihoods will be affected by the subproject?   
 Will there be loss of agricultural plots?      
 Will there be loss of incomes and livelihoods? 
 Are there any outstanding grievances or unpaid compensation?   

 

VI. Indigenous (IP), Vulnerable People
1
 Concerns 

 Are IPs belonging to the Endangered category listed below present in subproject locations?  
(Bankariya, Hayu, Kusbadiya,Kusunda,Lepcha, SurelRaji, RauteKisan, Meche/Bodo) 

 Are other IPs present in subproject locations? Name? 
 Will the subproject restrict their economic and social activity and make them vulnerable? 
 Will the ISP disrupt their community life and cause change in their socioeconomic and cultural integrity? 
 Will the project alter the recognition of their traditional knowledge, preclude customary behaviors? 
 Will there be loss of incomes and livelihoods? 
 Do such groups have traditional cultural practice, economic, social, and political institutions distinct from 

the dominant society and culture? Language/dialect spoken? Will the ISP affect them? 
 Has such groups been historically, socially and economically marginalized, diESMPowered, excluded, 

and/or discriminated against?      
 Will the project directly or indirectly benefit or positively affect livelihoods of Indigenous Peoples?       
 Will the project Acquisition of lands that are traditionally owned or customarily used, occupied or claimed 

by indigenous peoples?  
 

VII. Gender Concerns  
 Do men and women perceive positive and negative impacts of the project differently? 
 Are the benefits likely to be distributed equitably between men and women?  
 What may be the gender-specific implications of the subproject? 
 What factors affect the level of men’s and women’s participation? Incentives and constraints?     
 Which modes of participation do men and women favor (e.g., decision making in planning, cash or, labor 

contribution for construction, training, financial management, organizational management) 
 Identify key gender and women’s participation issues.  
 What can be the role of gender in the project activities?  
 Executing agency’s capacity and commitment to participatory approaches and gender focus.  
 Assess Status of women: Political representation and awareness etc.  
 Broad gender division of labor in productive (e.g., agriculture, income generating) activities 
 Income sources, Expenditure patterns and decision making, by gender 
 Land ownership, tenure and use, by gender  

 

VIII. No. of community infrastructures likely to be damaged (Description): 
 

IX. No. of cultural sites within the project area likely to be damaged: 
 

X. Other Stakeholders at site  
(a) NGOs, CFUGs: (b) Cooperatives/farmers groups: (c)       Source sharing other groups. 

XI. Anticipated Project Impacts   Positive Impacts     Negative Impacts  

 

                                                           
1
Check whether they fall within they 59 Indigenous People (IP) listed in the Act (NFDIN, 2002 AD, 2058 BS) 
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ANNEX III SPECIFIC GROUP CHECKLIST 

Project affected people (PAP) 

 Ethnic groups in the community, name and %:    

 Will there be loss of land (private and public)? 

 Are people willing to contribute land voluntarily? 
(Voluntary land donation forms) 

Will any of the properties are likely to be affected due to sub-project activities?  

 - School - Market - Water Resources / Springs - Private Land - Buildings/Structures - Temples/ Mosque/Bihar 
- Landslide prone zone - National/Community Forest - Chautara & other public area   

Women 

 No. of women headed HH in community?   Major occupation: 

 Average family size   Education/literacy Average land holding 

 Source of livelihood   Food sufficiency 

 Is there wage difference between men and women? 

 Do you participate in irrigation system maintenance?  If no why? 

 Out migration 

 Who makes decision in the family, agricultural matters? 

 Are you in WUA committee?   What position? 

 What are your major needs? 

 What assistance/support is required? 

Indigenous People /Dalit/Vulnerable 

 No. of Indigenous people HH in community?  Average family size  occupation: 

 No. of Dalit HH in community?    Average family size  occupation: 

 Source of livelihood for IP   for Dalit 

 How long they have been living in the area? IP  Dalit 

 Food sufficiency     What are their major needs? 

 What assistance/support is required? 

 Explain cultural system:    Speak own language? 

General Questions 

 Do men and women perceive positive and negative impacts of the project differently?  

 Are the benefits likely to be distributed equitably?   

 How can negative effects be minimized or mitigated?  

 Who manages water for agricultural use and how?  

 Is there conflict between agricultural and domestic water allocation? How are needs prioritized?  

 Are there conflicts in water distribution in general, based on gender, income level, ethnicity/castes? 
How can these be solved?  

 Who is responsible for the upkeep of the community water infrastructure?  

Opinions about the proposed subproject: 
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ANNEX IV BASELINE AGRICULTURE/INTEGRATED PEST MANAGEMENT CHECKLIST 

A. Checklist for FGD (WUG/ farmers/IPM groups) 
1) Use of pesticides and chemical fertilizers; their effect in plant and soil health and consequent impact 

on human health. 
2) Use of plant hormones and growth regulators 
3) Farm irrigation methods and water use (on-farm water management practice) 
4) Farm machinery use- type and intensity 
5) Soil amendments (agriculture lime, micronutrients use) 
6) Preparation and use of organic manure 
B. Checklist for Key Informants 
7) Agronomic practices of major crops 
8) Cropping pattern/Crop rotation 
9) Productivity status of major crops 
10)  Resilience of farming systems to the effects of climate change 
11) Post-harvest processing and storage practices 
12) Marketing channels and markets 
13) Fisheries/Livestock raising practices 
14) Limiting factors and possible mitigation measures of more intensive cultivation 
15) Soil erosion, flooding, drainage.  
C. Checklist for NGO/CBO and Local Government 
16) Available processing and storage facilities 
17) Availability of road and electricity within the sub-project command area 
18) Agro-input and output marketing facilities (Agrovet, collection center, hat bazar, retail market, 

wholesale market etc.) 
19) Market information  
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ANNEX V ENVIRONMENTAL CHECKLIST FOR SCREENING OF SUB-PROJECT 

Sub-Project Name:                                     Rural Municipality/Municipality:              Ward No:    

District:                                        State No.:         

 Intake Location:                           Longitude:                      Latitude:                     Elevation:  

Command Area (ha.):   Main Canal Length (km):  No. of Branch Canal:  

Delineation of the Geographical Boundary i.e. Zone of Influence (ZoI): The ZoI of the subproject area has been considered as the irrigation command 
area and 50m to 100m distance from the centreline of the canal (depending upon the topography, forest area and the settlement) and the upstream 
catchment area (for FMIS). 

S.N. Screening Questions 

Does the project fall in the below category 
 

Remarks (with details is compulsory) Impact IF Yes 

Yes /No 
Low 

Impact 
Medium 
Impact 

High 
Impact 

ENIRONMENTAL BASELINE CONDITIONS OF SUB-PROJECT AREA 

A. PROJECT SITING 

1 

Is the project area adjacent to or within any of the 
following Environmentally sensitive areas?  

 Protected Area 

 Buffer Zone Area 

 Conservation Area 

 Wetland Areas 

 Mangrove Areas 

 
 

 
 

 

B. ECOLOGICAL RESOURCES 

2 Forest and Vegetation   
 

 
 

 
 

3 Wildlife  
 

 
 

 
 

4 River Aquatic Life 
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S.N. Screening Questions 

Does the project fall in the below category 
 

Remarks (with details is compulsory) Impact IF Yes 

Yes /No 
Low 

Impact 
Medium 
Impact 

High 
Impact 

5 Source of Construction Materials 
 

 
 

 
 

C. PHYSICAL ENVIRONMENT 

6 
Land Use and Topography (canal alignment, command 
area & catchment area )  

 
 

 
 

7 
Landslide/Erosion(canal alignment, command area & 
catchment area )  

 
 

 
 

8 
Flood Prone/ Flood Damage  (canal alignment, command 
area & catchment area)  

 
 

 
 

9 
Drainage System (canal alignment, command area & 
catchment area)  

 
 

 
 

10 
Water Right Issues (water abstraction at 500 m U/S and 
D/S of the intake site) and possible water conflicts  

 
 

 
 

POTENTIAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS  LIKELY TO OCCUR  

D. ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS DUE TO IMPLEMNTATION OF THE SUB-PROJECT 

11 
Encroachment into protected / conservation / buffer areas 
or forest areas  

 
 

 
 

12 Loss of  trees and crops along the canal  alignment  
 

 
 

 
 

13 
Impediments to movements of wildlife, livestock and 
people  

 
 

 
 

14 
It expedite landslide/erosion  or  it  is likely affected by 
landslide and erosion disrupting irrigation system  

 
 

 
 

15 
Activities increases the  flood prone areas or is likely 
affected by the flood damages & flood prone areas  

 
 

 
 

16 
Excessive water inflows from adjacent slope and water 
logging  problems  

 
 

 
 

17 Excavation activities from the intake and canal 
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S.N. Screening Questions 

Does the project fall in the below category 
 

Remarks (with details is compulsory) Impact IF Yes 

Yes /No 
Low 

Impact 
Medium 
Impact 

High 
Impact 

18 Construction material sites (Quarry Sites) 
 

 
 

 
 

19 Stockpiling of construction materials 
 

 
 

 
 

20 Operation of construction equipment and transport 
 

 
 

 
 

21 Work camp location and operation 
 

 
 

 
 

22 Occupational health and safety 
 

 
 

 
 

23 Effect on downstream water use 
 

 
 

 
 

24 
Suitability of water quality for Irrigation (Sediment load 
/GW arsenic content)  

 
 

 
 

25 
Over pumping of Groundwater and changes in 
groundwater hydrology    

 
 

 
 

26 
Intrusion of manures and fertilizers by farmers and drained 
into water bodies  

 
 

 
 

27 
Hazards associated with the use of toxic chemicals and 
pesticides  

 
 

 
 

28 Adverse soil modifications 
 

 
 

 
 

29 Downstream water quality problems 
 

 
 

 
 

E. ENHANCEMENT POTENTIALS DUE TO IMPLEMNTATION OF THE SUB-PROJECT 

30 Employment to the  people 
 

 
 

 
 

31 Community water supply in command area 
 

 
 

 
 

32 Livelihood programs for the local people 
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S.N. Screening Questions 

Does the project fall in the below category 
 

Remarks (with details is compulsory) Impact IF Yes 

Yes /No 
Low 

Impact 
Medium 
Impact 

High 
Impact 

33 Aquaculture in command area 
 

 
 

 
 

34 
Source protection and landscape management works in 
ZoI area   

 
 

 
 

35 Vegetation plantation in ZoI area 
 

 
 

 
 

36 
Conservation training to the concerned 
stakeholders/residents 
 

 
 

 
 

 

POTENTIAL CLIMATE AND DISASTER RISK IN THE SUB-PROJECT 

37 

Is the sub-project area subject to hazards; 

 Earthquakes 

 Floods 

 Landslides 

 Fire hazard   

 Climate change 

 
 

 
 

 

38 

Climate Change-changes in temperature, precipitation, or 
extreme events patterns over the project area affects the 
water availability, crop water requirement and peak flood 
(past & present context) 

 
 

 
 

 

Filled out by:          Signature:                                           Date: 

Note:  
(1) Impacts can be positive or negative   
(2) Low Impacts refers to impact manageable by the community/contractors.   
(3) Medium Impacts involve additional support and implementation of mitigation measures.  
(4) High Impacts involve additional support and planning, full EIA, implementation and monitoring of mitigation measures and approval.         
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ANNEX VI SOCIAL CHECKLIST FOR SCREENING OF SUB-PROJECT 

Sub-Project Name:    Rural Municipality/Municipality:              Ward No:   

District:                      State No.: 

Population:  Male:                      Female:                   Total:    

Screening Questions Does the project fall in the below 
category 

 

Remarks 

 N 
or 
P 

Low 
Impact 

Medium 
Impact 

High 
Impact 

 

1.  Does the activity have human health and safety 
risks, during construction or later?  

     

2.  Will the activity create the conflict among the 
people?  

     

3.  Will the activity cause loss of livelihood?         

4.  Are there any Important cultural or archeological 
sites nearby? 

     

5.  Will the project require the acquisition of land 
(public or private, temporary or permanent) for 
its development? 

     

6.   Will anyone be prevented from using economic 
resources (e.g. pasture, fishing locations, 
forests) to which they have had regular access? 

     

7.  Will the project result in the involuntary 
resettlement of individuals or families? 

     

8.  Might the project adversely affect communities 
or vulnerable people living in the area? 

     

9.  Will the project negatively affect more than 200 
PAPs? 

     

10.   Are there members of community/PAPs located 
along/ close to project who could benefit from 
this project? 

     

     
Note:  
Extent of loss is primarily in terms of the portion of land and / or structures.  In order to establish 
extent of loss, the following category of losses is considered:  

Minor impacts: Less than 10% of the total area 
Adverse impacts: Between 10 to 25% of the total area 

Severe impacts: More than 25% of the total area 
 
(1) N= No impacts and P = positive impacts   
(2) Low Impacts refers to impact manageable by the community/contractors.   
(3) Medium Impacts involve additional support and implementation of mitigation measures.  
(4) High Impacts involve additional support and planning, full EIA, implementation and monitoring of 
mitigation measures and approval.         

Filled out by:       Signature:                                  Date: 
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ANNEX VII INVOLUNTARY RESETTLEMENT SCREENING CHECKLIST FOR SCREENING OF SUB-

PROJECTS 

  Land Acquisition/ Resettlement 
Issues 

 

Yes N
o 

Not 
Known 
 

Remarks 
 

1. Will the subproject require acquisition 
of collectively owned land, state-owned 
land or land held by community under 
traditional, customary rights?  

   If yes, compensation at 
replacement cost may be 
required. Resettlement plan 
(RP)  

2. Will the subproject require any 
temporary land occupation for the 
construction of facilities? 
- Location; Land Area; How Many 
Farmers’ Land etc 

   Land leasing may be required 

3. Will access to common properties (e.g. 
burial grounds, community facilities, 
public grazing lands, forest, etc) be 
restricted by subproject activities?  

   If yes, mitigation measures 
accepted by the affected 
community have to be 
outlined in RP.  

4. Will land acquisition result in loss of 
individual housing and/or affect other 
structures?   

   If yes, prepare a resettlement 
plan (RP).   
 

5. Will agricultural activities, income and 
livelihoods be negatively affected by the 
operation of the irrigation system?  

   If yes, livelihood restoration 
measures should be 
developed in the RP.   

6. Are there any non-title holders whose 
living arrangements and/or livelihoods will 
be affected by the subproject?   

   Identify Affected People, 
Numbers 

7. Will there be loss of agricultural 
plots?      

   (Identify Affected People) 

8. Will there be losses of crops, trees, 
and fixed assets?     

   (Identify Affected People) 

9. Will there be loss of businesses or 
enterprises?     

    

10. Will there be loss of incomes and 
livelihoods? 

    

11. Will any social or economic activities 
be affected by land use-related 
changes?     

    

12. If involuntary resettlement impacts are 
expected:       
 – Are national and local laws and 
regulations compatible with WB’s 
Involuntary Resettlement policy? 

   If there are gaps, subproject 
specific resettlement 
principles and measures 
need to be incorporated in 
the RP.  
 

13. Are there any outstanding grievances 
or unpaid compensation?     

    

 IR Impact 
Category 

Plan 
Required  
 

 

 A 
Significant 
Impact 

RP 

 

 B Not 
Significant 

RP 
 

 C No 
impact   

None 
 

 Prepared by Name and Signature:                                                       Date:       
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ANNEX VIII AGRICULTURAL CHECKLIST FOR SCREENING OF SUB-PROJECTS 

Sub-Project Name:    Rural Municipality/Municipality:              Ward No:   

District:                      State No.: 

Population:  Male:                      Female:                   Total:   

Screening Questions Does the project fall in the below 
category? 

Remarks 

 N or P Low 
Impact 

Medium 
Impact 

High 
Impact 

 

1.  Will the proposed subproject 
involve the application of 
pesticides that have a known 
negative effect on the environment 
or human health? 

     

2.  Will the proposed subproject 
involve the application of chemical 
fertilizers that have a known 
negative effect on the soil 
environment or health? 

     

3.  Does the scheme under the 
subproject will generate any 
waste? 

     

4.  Is there any waste management 
plan for the scheme if it generates 
waste? (please include the waste 
management plan) 

     

5.  Will the proposed subproject result 
in increased health risks as a 
result of air and dust pollution in 
the subproject area? 

     

Negative List 

 Any sub-project activity that involves the procurement and/or use of pesticides categorized as 
Class Ia, Ib and II as per WHO classification (Available list of enlisted and registered 
pesticides by Department of Agriculture is given in Annex -) to be added later 

 Any sub-project activity that involves the procurement and/or use of pesticides that has not 
been authorized in accordance with the Pesticides Act of the Government of Nepal.     

Note:  
(1) N= No impacts and P = positive impacts   
(2) Low Impacts refers to impact manageable by the community/contractors.   
(3) Medium Impacts involve additional support and implementation of mitigation measures.  
(4) High Impacts involve additional support and planning, full EIA, implementation and monitoring of 
mitigation measures and approval.         

Filled out by:       Signature:                                  Date: 
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ANNEX IX POTENTIAL ADVERSE ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT AND MITIGATION MEASURES  

S

N 
Impact/Issues 

Type of Impact 

Mitigation Measures Location Method 

Responsible 

Agencies for 

Implementation 
M E D R 

1. Environmental Problem due to Sub-Project Location 

 

Site clearance: 

Loss of Vegetation  

and forest 

resources 

L Lo ST R 

 Plantation activity to 
be initiated 
upstream catchment 
area and uplands 
above canal system 

Around 

Intake and 

along the 

canal 

alignment 

Compensatory 

/Initiate Plantation 

activities  

WUA/CFU Group 

 

Construction of 

Infrastructures: 

Flooding and 

Drainage Hazard 

H Lo LT R 

 Construction of 
structure with 
concrete blocks & 
gabion protection 
works 

Intake Site, 

upstream 

catchment 

and river 

bank 

Included in detailed 

design 

Design Team 

(IDD/SDs)  

2. Environmental Problem related to Sub-Project Design 

 

Unstable sections: 

Landslides, 

scouring and 

seepages along 

canal alignment 

 

H Lo LT R 

 ST- Stabilize slopes 
civil protection work 

  LT-Bio-engineering 
work 

Canal 

Alignment 

(At different 

Chainage) 

ST- Gabion 

Protection, Dry 

Boulder, RCC lining 

 

Design Team 

(IDD/SDs)  and 

WUA 

 

Inadequacies in 

water distribution: 

Increased 

efficiency of canal 

and reduced water 

loss will reduce 

inadequacies in 

water distribution. 

H Lo LT R 

 Control of loss of 
water through 
seepages and  over-
topping 
 

Intake and 

canal 

system  

Proper design of 

system 

 

Design Team 

(IDD/SDs)  

 

Canal 

management: 

O&M of canal has 

to be worked out as 

per new operation 

system.  

M Lo LT R 

 Prepare water 
management plan 
and O & M Plan for 
the sub-project. 

Intake and 

canal 

system  

Plan preparation 
Design Team 

(IDD/SDs/WUA)  

 

Passageway and 

canal management 

 

H Lo LT R 

Provide necessary 

structure for the canal 

management 

 

Canal 

Section  

 Included in detailed 

design 

 

Design Team 

(IDD/SDs)  

3. Environmental Problem related to Construction Stage 

 

Excavation: 

Structures are 

small. Thus 

quantity of 

excavation will be 

minimal and would 

not cause silt run-

off, erosion, loss of 

cropland and 

vegetation.  

L Lo ST R 

 Construction in dry 
season;  

 Spoil shall be 
disposed at 
designated locations 
away from drainage, 
forest area and farm 
land. 

Structure 

location and 

canal 

alignment  

 Restrict disposal 
on farmland, 
forest and 
natural drainages 

 Manage spoil at 
designated 
disposal area 
with planting 
vegetation. 

 Reuse top soil. 

Contractor/WUA 
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S

N 
Impact/Issues 

Type of Impact 

Mitigation Measures Location Method 

Responsible 

Agencies for 

Implementation 
M E D R 

 

Work camp location 

and operation: 

Air and noise 

pollution, water 

pollution, 

unhygienic 

condition. 

H Lo ST R 

 Appropriate location 
away from 
settlement, water 
source and forest 

 Water and toilets to 
labors in camp 

 Manage fuel and 
lubricants if used 

 Proper closing of 
sites after work 

 Plantation on 
exposed areas 

 Engineer’s approval  

Work camp Observation  Contractor 

 

Stockpiling of 

Materials:  

Siltation and 

pollution of surface 

water resulting from 

uncontrolled runoff 

from storage piles 

and disturbance to 

private property. 

M Lo ST R 

 No stockpiling 
during rainy season  

 Covered material 
 Do not store 

blocking natural 
drainage 

 Storage on private 
property will be 
allowed only with the 
written permission 
from the owner 

Construct-

ion sites 

Ensure good 

construction 

practice 

Contractor 

 

Operation of 

construction 

equipment and 

vehicles:  

Emission of air 

pollutants, dust and 

noise. 

H Lo ST R 

 Wet stockpiled 
material before 
loading particularly 
in windy condition 

 Cover vehicles 
transporting sand 
and soil  

 Schedule work 
during day time 

Construction 

site 

Ensure good 

construction 

practice 

Contractor 

 

Occupational 

health and safety of 

workers 

H Lo ST R 

 Insurance to all 
workers.   

 Provide safety gears 
and first aid to the 
workers 

 Clean water and 
toilet at camps 

 Use mosquito net  

Construction 

site 

 Provide 
insurance 

 Provide safety 
gears 

Contractor 

 

Temporary closure 

of irrigation system 

 

L Lo ST R 

 Plan the intake 
construction during 
dry season 

 Make alternative 
arrangement to keep 
the canal running 

Intake site 

and 

canals 

 Construction 
plans 

 Observation/ 
records 

Contractor/WUA  

4. Environmental Problems Resulting from Sub-project Operations 

 

Hazards associated 

with the use of toxic 

chemicals  

L Lo ST R 

 Avoid using 
pesticide to the 
extent possible.  

 Use IPM technique 
to control pest 

Command 

area 
Pest control by IPM 

Agri. Technical 

Section/ Agri. Officer 

 

 

Hazards associated 

with the use of 

mineral fertilizer  

L Lo ST R 

 Use recommended 
dose of inorganic 
fertilizers 

 Provide training to 
farmers 

Command 

area 

Application of use of 

fertilizers 

 

Agri. Technical 

Section/ Agri. Officer 
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ANNEX X POTENTIAL ADVERSE AGRICULTURE IMPACT AND MITIGATION MEASURES 

Sub-

component 

Key Activities Potential Adverse 

Impact 

Mitigation Measures 

Improved 

technology for 

production and 

productivity 

enhancement 

Introduction of flood and 

drought resilient 

technologies  

None   Follow good agriculture practice 

Conservation Agriculture None  Follow good agriculture practice 

Modern cultivation 

techniques 

 Soil and water 

contamination 

 Unsafe work 

place  

 Impact on 

human and 

animal health 

 

 

 The farm should make a safe 

workplace specially while 

working with farm machineries 

 Water and soil used for crop 

production should be free from 

contaminants 

 Use of fertilizers at 

recommended dose 

 Sustainable irrigation practices  

 Sustainable pest and disease 

management adopting IPM 

 Safe disposal of unused 

pesticides and pesticide 

containers  

 Safe disposal of plastic mulch 

and plastic tunnels after use as 

recommended in waste disposal 

plan 

 Good postharvest handling  

 

Agriculture Diversification  Pest and 

disease attack 

 Impact on yield 

and farm income 

 

 

Add more crops to existing crop-mix in 

cropping  

Engage in different value-added activities 

within own farm  

Grow different crop-mix in a larger area 

Grow mixed variety of species in 

monoculture 

Grow more number of crop species and 

wild varieties within farm using spatial 

and temporal diversification strategy 

Grow different crop-mix in a larger area 

 

 

 

 

Post-harvest, 

market and 

value chain 

development 

support 

Storage structures  Spoilage of 
produce 

 Impact on 
environment 
and human 
health 

 The structure should be elevated and 
away from moist places in the house; 

 As far as possible, the structure 
should be airtight, even at loading 
and unloading ports; 

 Rodent-proof materials should be 
used for construction of rural 
storages; 

 The area surrounding the structure 
should be clean to minimize insect 
breeding; and 
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 The structure should be plastered 
with cement or an impervious clay 
layer to avoid termite attack, or attack 
by other insects. 

 Follow proper sanitation practice 

 

Seed processing facilities  Dust pollution 
 Noise pollution 
 Objectionable 

waste 
 Workers safety 

 Avoid dust pollution in the 
environment by establishing dust 
traps 

 Install silencer in the noisy 
elements of the machinery 

 Maintain safe waste disposal 
from the premises. 

 Consider workers safety 
following safety measures while 
at work 

Establishment of resource 

centers and Nurseries 

 Pollution from 

plastics and 

empty containers 

 Safely dispose off the plastic 

containers and mulches. 

Output processing 

facilities 

 Noise pollution 
 Dust pollution 
 Objectionable 

waste 
 Workers safety 

 Avoid dust pollution in the 
environment by establishing dust 
traps 

 Install silencer in the noisy 
elements of the machinery 

 Maintain safe waste disposal 
from the premises. 

 Consider workers safety 

following safety measures while 

at work 

Transportation facilities  Noise pollution 
 Dust pollution 

 

 Cover materials being 

transported 

 Avoid harmful emission of 

gasoline 

 Reduce noise and dust pollution 

Market center 

establishment 

 Noise pollution 
 Dust pollution 
 Objectionable 

waste 
 Workers safety 

 Provide market intelligence 

service 

 Provide sufficient space for 

transaction activities 

 Ensure food safety 

 Practice proper environmental 
management including waste 
disposal 

 Ensure worker health, safety and 
welfare 

 Ensure produce quality. 

Farm 

mechanization 

and on-farm 

water 

management 

Land levelling, shaping 

and consolidation 

 Soil erosion 

during 

construction 

 Provide inward slope in hill 

terraces to reduce soil erosion 

 Shape the land to suit irrigation 

water application 

 As far as possible, consolidate 

same nature of parcels to ease 

farm management 

 Follow procedure specified in 

Rule 39n of Land Rules 2021 for 

the plotting of land  
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On-farm water 

management 

 Soil erosion 

 Water logging 

 Water dispute 

 

 Assess water availability during 

cropping period 

 Follow drip or sprinkler irrigation 

in horticultural crops to 

economize water use 

 Ensure there is equal distribution 

of micro irrigation goods & 

facilities to the rightful and 

deserving beneficiaries.    

 Follow furrow irrigation on row 

crops  

 Construct proper outlet drain 

from the field to prevent overflow 

and seepage water from the field 

disturbing neighboring fields and 

environment down the slope. 

 Follow alternate wetting and 

thawing in rice crop or follow SRI 

technology in water scarce areas 

 

Introduction of small and 

medium scale farm 

mechanization 

 Labor 

replacement 

 Workers safety 

 Pollution from 

disposal of oil, 

lubricants, plastic 

and metallics 

 

 Machines should be compact, 

light, low-powered, and multi-

purpose.  

 Locally-available materials must 

be incorporated in fabricating 

machines to reduce the 

manufacturing costs 

 Small-size tractors, mini-power 

tillers, and small farm equipment 

must meet the needs of small 

farmers.  

 Operator's safety and comfort 

must also be considered. 

 Train local craftsmen in 

manufacturing technology, 

operation, repair and 

maintenance. 
 Educate in control of noise, dust 

gaseous pollutions. 

 Ensure equity and equality 

distribution of machineries and 

facilities to the rightful 

beneficiaries. 

 Safely dispose off the oil, 

lubricants, plastics and metallic 

waste of the machineries. 

Institutional Training (government  Disparity in  Ensure equity and equality 
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capacity 

development 

and ICT 

agencies, producers and 

value chain stakeholders) 

training 

opportunities 

distribution of training materials and 

facilities to the rightful beneficiaries. 

 Avoid influential interest driven 

support of the project. 

Agriculture extension  Disparity in 

services 

 Ensure equity and equality 

services and facilities to the 

rightful beneficiaries 

 Act in good faith in the best 

interest of the farmer   

 Make recommendations only 

after appropriate evaluation of 

the situation in consultation with 

and after acceptance by the 

farmer in consultation with 

recognized experts  

 Strive to add value by the cost-

effectiveness and quality of 

recommendations and advice  

Market extension  Discrimination 

in producers 

and consumers 

 Act in good faith in the best 

interest of producer and 

consumers 

 Provide market intelligent service 

 Strive to add value of product by 

the cost effectiveness and quality 

of product   
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ANNEX XI TRAINING COST 

ICRIAP  
Orientation and Familiarization on ESMF  

(For WUAs / Farmers) 
 

Sample Cost Details 
 
Duration of training:  1 Day 

 
Field Level 

 Number of trainees: 25 Farmer Participants 25 
    SN Description No Qty Rate Amount  Remarks 

1 Allowances           

1.1 Resource persons Daily Allowance         
   SDE and ER 2 4.5 1600 7200   

  Sub Er/SM 2 4.5 1200 5400   

  Supporting staff 3 6.75 1000 6750   

1.2 Trainee's Daily Allowance 25 25 450 11250 
 1.3 Coordinator/Team leader allowance 1 2 300 600 
 2 Professional Fees           

2.1 Hands-out           

  Gazetted II 3 3 750 2250 DOI 

  Gazetted III 1 1 700 700   

  Non Gazetted I, II 2 2 650 1300   

2.2 Chair Person/ Rapporteur Remuneration           

  Gazetted II 1 1 600 600 DOI 

  Gazetted III 1 1 500 500   

  Non Gazetted I, II 4 4 450 1800   

2.3 Performing Activity phase           

2.3.1 Inception activity         DOI 

  Gazetted II 1 1 400 400   

  Gazetted III 1 1 400 400   

  Non Gazetted I, II 2 2 400 800   

2.3.2 Report preparation 1 1 1000 1000 
 3 Travel and Transportation         DOI 

3.1 Cost of fuel and lubricants Ls     4000   

3.2 Vehicle maintenance Ls     0   

4 Stationary           

4.1 Management Ls     1000 
 4.2 Participant 25 25 50 1250 
 4.3 Photocopying/printing/Accessories Ls     2000 
 5 Refreshment 35 30 150 4500 
 6 Miscellaneous Ls     1000   

7 Contingencies       1000   

        Total 55700   

    
Say 55000   
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ANNEX XII ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL MANAGEMENT PLAN (ESMP) REPORT OUTLINE FOR 

ICRIAP 

I. Executive Summary 

This section describes concisely the critical facts, significant findings, and recommended 

actions. 

 

II. Policy and Legal Provisions 

This section discusses the national and local legal requirements within which the 

environmental assessment is carried out. 

 

III. Project Description 

This section describes the proposed project components (Irrigation Command Area and 

Catchment Area) with its geographic,ecological, social, and temporal context, including any 

associated facility required by and forthe project.  It normally includes salient features of the 

Subproject drawings and maps showing the project’s layout and components, the project 

site, and the project's area of influence. 

 

IV. Field Assessment and Baseline Data (Environment, Social and Agriculture) 

Baseline information on physical, biological, agricultural, social,socio-economic and cultural 

environment is collected from secondary sources and fieldinvestigations.For the FMIS the 

upstream catchment information should be collected in the baseline assessment too. 

Thissection indicates the accuracy, reliability, and sources of the data of the ISPs. 

 

V. Identification of Environmental, Social and Agricultural Impacts with Mitigation 

Measures  

 

This section predicts and assesses the project's likely positive and negative direct and 

indirect impacts to physical, biological, socioeconomic (including occupational health and 

safety, community health and safety, vulnerable groups and gender issues, and impacts on 

livelihoods), physical cultural resources in the project's area and agricultural activity impacts. 

 

Mitigation measures should bedesigned to maximize project benefits and minimize or even 

set-off undesirable impacts.A wide range of mitigation measures may be proposed, but the 

proposed mitigationmeasures may include: 

 project alternatives in terms of scale, technology used, location, alignment, design and 

time schedule to minimize impacts 

 preventive and corrective measures 

 compensatory measures to restore, rehabilitate or replace damaged resources 

 

VI. Stakeholders Consultation 

This section describes the process undertaken during project design and preparation for 

engaging stakeholders, including information disclosure and consultation with affected 

people and other stakeholders. 
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VII. Grievance Redress Mechanism 

A grievance redress mechanism shall be proposed for ensuring any grievance of the affected 

party could be properly addressed. They could be timely mitigated or compensated if found 

genuine. 

 

VIII. Environmental and Social Management Plan 

 

i. Mitigation: 

 

a. Identifies and summarizes anticipated significant adverse environmental 

impacts and risks, describes each mitigation measure with technical details, 

including the type of impact to which it relates and the conditions under which it 

is required (for instance, continuously or in the event of contingencies),together 

with designs, equipment descriptions, and operating procedures ,as appropriate 

 

b. Provides links to any other mitigation plans (for example, for involuntary 

resettlement and indigenous people) required for the project. 

 

ii. Monitoring: 

 

a. Describes monitoring measures with technical details, including parameters to 

be measured, methods to be used, sampling locations, frequency of 

measurements, detection limits ,and definition of thresholds that will signal the 

need for corrective actions; and 

b. Describes monitoring and reporting procedures to ensure early detection of 

conditions that necessitate mitigation measures, and documents the progress 

and results of mitigation. 

 

iii. Implementation arrangements: 

 

a. Specifies the implementation schedule ,showing phasing and coordination with 

overall project implementation 

 

b.  Describes institutional or organizational arrangements, namely, who is 

responsible for carrying out the mitigation and monitoring measures, which may 

include one or more of the following additional topics to strengthen 

environmental management and social capability 

 

IX. Mitigation Cost Assessment 

This section estimates capital and recurrent costs and describes sources of funds for 

implementing the environmental and social management plan. 

 

X. Conclusion and Recommendation 

This section provides the conclusions drawn from the assessment and provides 

recommendations. 
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ANNEX XIII GENERIC PEST MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Introduction 

Pests are a constant threat to the economical production of food crops and animals. They may also affect 

food safety and reduce natural biodiversity. The proper implementation of Integrated Pest Management 

(IPM) practices helps to protect the environment from the potential adverse effects of pests and pest 

management. 

 

Integrated Pest Management is a decision-making process for pest control. The process contributes to 

effective, economical and environmentally sound suppression of pests for crop and livestock production. 

IPM incorporates several methods to achieve pest control (e.g., crop rotation, crop variety selection, soil 

amendments, pesticides, time of planting and harvest, etc.). 

Pesticides 

Pesticides are any kind of chemical (organic or synthetic) used to kill, control, or manage pests. Fungicides, 

insecticides, miticides, herbicides, rodenticides 

andplantgrowthregulatorsarealltypesofpesticides.Pesticidesarechemicals designed to protect crops and 

animals from pests and can pose risks to the environment. Pesticides are regulated to minimize known 

and potential risks throughprescribedstorage,handling,applicationanddisposalpractices. 

Pests  

Pests are organisms that cause undesirable effects to agricultural production and 

includefungi,bacteria,viruses,nematodes,insects,mites,weeds,slugs,rodents, 

birdsandwildlife.Theymayoccurnaturallyorbeintroducedfromotherareas. 

Invasive Pests.  

Invasive pests not only pose a threat to crops and livestock, but also threaten native biodiversity by 

competing with local species for food and space. Many of the pests affecting cultivated and native plants 

have been inadvertently introduced into the country. In the absence of natural controls, some have become 

established and have extended their range as the environment and as availability of host plants permits.  

Environmental Concern for Pest Management 

Primary environmental concerns related to pests are: 

lackofcontrolofpeststhatresultsinlossofbiodiversityandnatural beneficial organisms through invasive 

diseases, insects, and weed infestations 

improperchoiceofpestmanagementstrategiesthatresultsinsoilerosion, waterorairpollution,orimpactstonon-

targetorganisms 

Integrated Pest Management (IPM) 

Integrated Pest Management is an approach that relies on the appropriate use of various sound practices to 

protect crops, animals, and the environment from the adverse impact of pests. Integrated Pest Management 

does not mean that chemical pesticides are never used nor does it require complete elimination of all pests. 

A properly designed program aims to create conditions that are optimal for crop production and less 

favourable for pest development. 

Integrated Pest Management includes the use of production practices that prevent or reduce pest problems 

as well as use of monitoring to determine the need and correct timing of control methods, including 

pesticide applications. When used, IPM practices reduce potential impact to the environment by means of: 

less reliance on pesticides by effective use of non-chemical methods, including biological, cultural, 

behavioural, and mechanical control practices either alone or in combination withpesticides 
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lessriskofdevelopmentofpesticideresistancethatcanleadtoincreased pesticide use and poor pestcontrol 

encouraginguse of least-toxic, target-specific pesticides asappropriate 

Steps to Developing an Integrated Pest Management (IPM)Plan 

1. Plan & manage crop and animal production to avoid pest problems 

 Select a site that is environmentally suited to the crop, or select a crop or crop variety suited to 

the growing site to minimize predisposition of the crop to pest attack orcompetition 

 optimize crop and animal health to avoid predisposition towards pestinfestation 

 encourage the establishment of available biological control agents that can keep pests from 

becomingproblems 

 use recommended crop and manure management practices to prevent or reduce the risk of 

attracting and establishingpests 

2. Understand &Identify the pest 

Develop a management strategy using information on how the pest, crop and environment affect one 

another. Determine: 

 how to correctly identify the pest and the damage it causes to acrop 

 the pest’s life cycle and its preferred food and environment requirements  

 most pests go through at least one developmental stage where control measures and products 

are mosteffective 

 different products may target a different life cycle stage 

 timing the use of control tools and actions to occur at the pests’ susceptible stage 

 what conditions promote pest introduction, development and populationincrease 

 how to identify any beneficial organisms that eat, compete with, or parasitize thepest 

3. Monitor populations of pests and beneficial organisms, pest damage & environmental 

conditions 

Monitor the crop, flock or herd regularly to collect information on: 

 the abundance and stage of development of pestpopulations 

 the numbers of beneficial organismspresent 

 the crop stage andvigour 

 the amount of cropdamage 

 temperature and moisture conditions - used in models to predict the occurrence of specific pest 

stages which can assistindecisionsregardingthetimingofpestmanagementactions 

4. Use economic thresholds (where possible) and past experience in making pest control 

decisions 

Ideally, pests are controlled in advance of reaching a level that causes unacceptable economic damage. 

However, such threshold data do not exist for the majority of pests. Take the following considerations into 

account when deciding if and when control actions are necessary: 

 use pest numbers and life stage information frommonitoring the susceptibility of the crop to 

damage at various stages of growth 

 pesticide use restrictions such as pre-harvest interval, re-entry interval, buffer zone 

 compare the pest control cost with the value of potential losses (quantity and/or quality) if the pest 

is not controlled (cost/benefitanalysis) 

 economic thresholds are specific for given crop/pest combinations and can vary depending on 

local crop values and control costs 

 consult with local experts or use past experiences to make controldecisions 
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5. Choose appropriate control methods 

Use a combination of biological, cultural, mechanical, behavioural and chemical controls as described 

below. 

Biological Control: Beneficial organisms such as predators and parasites will help control pests. They 

are naturally occurring or can be released into an area to control pests when needed. 

predators eat thepest parasites and some predators live in or on the pest to weaken or killit 

parasites are often very small but can be extremely important in controlling pests 

some microorganisms (i.e. bacteria, fungi, nematodes) reduce populations of plant pathogens or 

insectpests 

healthy soils often have high populations of “good” microorganisms 

commercially available beneficial microorganisms available (predators, parasites, nematodes, microbials 

are readily available) 

monitoring and encouraging beneficial organisms is an important part of an Integrated Pest 

Managementprogram 

Cultural Control: Production practices that discourage the introduction, establishment or development of 

pest populations, such as 

 selection of varieties resistant topests 

 planting cover crops that compete with weeds and provide shelter or food for beneficialinsects 

 rotating of crop species to reduce pest populationlevels 

 pruning to remove diseased material, thinning fruit or plants to create an environment less 

attractive or conducive to pests 

 planting certified cleanmaterial 

 reducing the accumulation of plant residues and animal waste where pests canbreed 

 timing of cultivation or soildisturbance 

Mechanical Control: involves the use of barriers or devices to exclude or control pests. These include 

netting, rodent traps, seed cleaning to remove weed seeds, ground fabric, mulches 

Behavioural Control: Takes advantage of specific attraction or repellent responses of pests to certain 

odours, sounds, and colours in order to cause confusion or disorientation and prevent mate or host 

finding 

Chemical Control: Can be considered when other preventive and non-chemical control options fail to 

keep pest levels sufficiently low. Pesticides can be used to prevent or reduce pest levels – 

 pesticides vary greatly in risk posed to the environment, mode of action, chemical structure, 

target specificity, and toxicity 

 when possible, use least-toxic or reduced-risk pesticides such as insect growth regulators and 

biological pesticides derived from plants, bacteria orfungi 

 pesticides labels are legal documents and it is the user’s responsibility to follow it. Using 

pesticides according to label directions will give best results and pose the least risk to 

theenvironment 

 inordertopreventordelaythedevelopmentofpesticideresistance,alternatepesticidesfromdifferentche

mical classes or groups. See front panel of label for type (e.g., fungicide) and the 

resistancemanagement 

 spot spray wherepossible 

6. Evaluate the effects & efficacy of the program 

 keep good records such as: pest and weather monitoring, pesticide application (site or area 

treated, products and amounts used, crop stage, application dates, application methods, spray 

volume), crop harvest dates, crop yield and quality, and any other observations related to the 

condition or appearance of the crop oranimals 

 annually review this information to decide how to improve the Integrated Pest 

Managementprogram 
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Pathogens   

Pathogens (disease-causing organisms) are easily spread and diseases impact 

thehost(plantoranimal).Preventionisthebestmanagementstrategy,butearly detection and treatment can also be 

effective. While many pathogens are crop- specific, some may affect a wide range of crops. Implement the following 

practices: 

 use clean certified seed or plant sources, whereavailable 

 removeinfectedplantsoraffectedplantpartstopreventfurtherspread 

 practicecroprotationtodiscouragethebuildupofspecificpathogens 

 select disease-resistant varieties, whereavailable 

 usequalifiedlaboratoriestoconfirmpathogenidentificationandthen follow theirrecommendations 

Soil Fumigation.  

This technique is used to control soil borne pests such as nematodes. Implement the following practices: 

 followlabelrestrictions 

 ensure applicators have been certified and are using properequipment 

 donotapplywhentheweatherforecastisforheavyrain 

 ensurethat adequate moisture is in the soil prior tofumigation 

 useplastictarpstosealinthefumiganttoreduceairpollutionandto increase effectiveness oftreatment 

 ensurethatadequatebuffersareinplacetopreventsoillossfrom fumigatedfieldsleftbarethroughwinter 

Insects and Mites 

Insects and mites are easily spread and can impact the host (plant or animal). The life cycles for many insect pests 

are well known and most management strategies target a specific developmental stage. Implement the following 

practices: 

 removeinsectstopreventtheirspreadtootherhosts 

 practicecroprotationtodiscouragethebuildupofpests 

 select insect-resistant or tolerant varieties of crops, whereavailable 

 monitorpopulation levels of both pests and beneficialorganisms 

 learnto identify all species and development stages of pests and beneficial organisms 

 protectand encourage the establishment of beneficialorganisms 

 when possible and appropriate, release (introduce) beneficialorganisms 

Weeds 
 Weeds reduce crop growth and affect the ability of crops to effectively use nutrients. Although some weeds can 

use a significant amount of soil moisture andnutrients,astheyarenotharvested,thenutrientsremaininthefieldandwill be 

released when the weed material breaks down. To reduce the impact of weeds, implement the followingpractices: 

 always use clean certifiedseed 

 control problem weeds before they go toseed 

 practicecroprotationtodiscouragebuildupofspecificweeds 

 learnto identify weeds, particularly at the seedlingstage 

 applyappropriatecontrolsattherecommendedstageofcropandweed development 

 controlpersistentperennialweedspriortoplantingcrops 

 useplasticandorganicmulchestocontrolorsuppressweedswhen appropriate 

 preventthemovementofweedstonewlocationsviamovementof livestock orequipment 

 discouragevisitstothefarmifthepotentialforweedmovementexists 

Noxious Weeds. Noxious weeds should be prevented from becoming 

establishedonafarmand,ifpresent,preventedfromspreadingtoneighboring properties by following the above beneficial 

management practices for weeds.  

 

Rodents To effectively ward off rodent infestations, implement the following practices: 

 control food and water suppliesby 

 avoidingspillageoffeedbothinsideandoutsidebarns 

 keeping all feed in coveredcontainers 

 eliminatingwatersourceslikeleakytaps,sweatypipesandopen drains 

 rodent-proof buildings and eliminate nesting sitesby 

 keeping buildings in goodrepair 

 keepingareasnexttobuildingsfreeofweeds,longgrass,anddebris 

 screening ventilation ports and otheropenings 
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 maintaingood general sanitation and cleanliness throughout thefarmstead 

 

When rats and mice are established, they can be controlled by poisoning with 

rodenticides,fumigating,trappingoranycombinationofsuchpractices.Always 

placerodenticidesincoveredbaitstations.Ifplacedinandaroundmanurepiles, collect before the manure is removed for land 

spreading. Rodenticides spread on land with waste products pose a serious threat to pets, birds, farm animals, and 

wildlife.  

 

PESTICIDE ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS  

Primary environmental concerns related to pesticides are: 

 pesticides inappropriately applied, spray or vapour drift, spills, backflow 

andimproperdisposalofchemicalsorcontainersthatresultsinsoil,water or air pollution; or in damage tonon-target 

organisms 

 birdsandwildlifecomingintocontactwithpesticidesorcropsreceiving pesticide application that results in damage to 

birds andwildlife 

 

PesticideRisks  

Pesticide Movement. A pesticide is any material used to kill, control or managepests, including products to manage the 

growth of plants. The primary concern related to pesticides is any unwanted movement to sensitive 

environmentalareassuchaswatercourses,groundwater,fishorwildlifehabitat. Pesticides can move off-targetby: 

 drift– the movement of spray droplets or vapour in theair 

 runoff–themovementacrossthesurfaceofthelandinwaterorboundto erodingsoil 

 leaching– the movement in water through thesoil 

 directtransport–themovementofsoil,vegetationandothermaterialsthat contain pesticideresidues 

 

Movement of pesticides depends on pesticide characteristics, site characteristics, and pesticide application practices. 

Pesticide Characteristics. Once released into the environment, pesticides dissipate at varying rates. Dissipation 

characteristics influence a pesticides’ potential to harm the environment. Such characteristics include: 

 degradation– the ability to break down in theenvironment. Pesticides are broken down by microbes, chemical 

reactionsand sunlight.Thefasterapesticidedegradesinthesoil,thelesslikelyitistobe carried to aquatic systems and 

groundwater 

 volatility– ability to turn intofumes 

 solubilityin water – ability to dissolve inwater. Solublepesticidescanleachthroughsoiltogroundwater 

 adsorption– the ability to bind onto soilparticles. Pesticides that bind to soil particles are less likely to contaminate 

water 

 absorption–abilitytomoveintoorganismsormaterials 

 bio-accumulation – ability to accumulate intissues 

 toxicity–thedegreetowhichasubstanceisharmfulorpoisonous 

 

When selecting pesticides, choose ones with the shortest degradation period, lowest volatility, lowest solubility, highest 

capacity to bind onto soil, and lowest toxicity. 

 

Site Characteristics. Site conditions affecting pesticide movement include: 

 theinfiltration and permeability ofsoil 

 the binding capacity of soil to holdpesticides 

 thecloserthewatertableistothesurface,thegreaterthecontamination risk 

 thecloser proximity to surface water bodies, the greater the contamination risk 

 thesteepertheslope,thegreateristheriskofrunoff(slopedirection determines runoffpath) 

 

If a site is likely to pose a high risk of pesticide movement, select crops or production methods that require little or no 

pesticide application. 

 

Pesticide Application Practices. Application characteristics affecting the movement of pesticides include: 

 applicationmethod–direct-appliedpesticides(wipe-on)havealowerrisk thansprayer-applied 

 dropletsize–coarsedropletsarelesspronetodriftthanfinedroplets 
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 applicationrate–lowerratesdecreasetheriskofrunoffandleaching 

 

When selecting pesticide application equipment, check the label information. If feasible,choosemethodsthatwipe-

onchemicalorproducecoarsedroplets,and have low applicationrates. 

 

Pesticide Transport When transporting pesticides, implement the following practices: 

 transportonlypesticidecontainersthatareundamaged,properlylabelled and securelyclosed 

 securepesticide containers in transportvehicles 

 transportinaseparatecompartmentfrompeople,animals,foodor clothing 

 placepesticidesonnon-absorbentmaterialssuchasmetalorplastic(wood 

isnotconsideredapreferredmaterialtowashspillagefrom) 

 carrya pesticide spill cleanupkit 

 

PesticideStorage: When storing pesticides, implement the followingpractices: 

 store following labeldirections 

 use a locked, dry, vented to outside building posted with a warning sign on the door “Chemical Storage – 

Authorised Person Only”  

 locatethebuildingawayfromyarddrains,ditches,wells,and watercourses 

 constructthestoragewithcurbsofconcreteorotherimperviousmaterial that will contain spills and allow for 

easycleanup 

 sitetoprotectthestoragefromcollisionbyvehiculartraffic 

 storepesticides in their original containers and close containerstightly 

 iftheoriginalcontainerisdamaged,placepesticideinasuitablecontainer 

 donotstorefood,feed,fertilizer,seed,livestockorlivestockmedication withpesticides 

 storeherbicidesseparatefromotherpesticidestopreventcross- contamination 

 locatea pesticide spill cleanup kitnearby 

 storepesticide-treatedseedinareaswhereanimals,includingwildlifewill not come in contact with theseed 

 keepanupdatedlistofstoredpesticidesincaseoffireorspill emergencies 

 keepa list of emergency phone numbers in a convenient location known by all farmworkers 

 

PesticideUse Use Integrated Pest Management (IPM) principles to determine if and when pesticides may be needed. 

Only use pesticides that are registered for a particular 

pestandcrop.Pesticidelabelshaveenvironmentalprotectioninformation (such as buffer zones). Follow the specified uses 

and instructions on the label to minimize impacts to theenvironment. 

Pre-Application. Before mixing pesticides, implement the following practices: 

 ensurethatthecorrectpesticideisselectedforagivenpest 

 readtheentirelabelcarefully,includinganyattachedbooklets,andfollow safety precautions andinstructions 

 knowthesizeofthecropareatobetreatedandknowexactlyhowmuch 

pesticideisrequiredforthatareatoavoidexcesschemicaldisposal 

 ifspraying near an environmentally sensitive area, ensure that the pesticide can be usedsafely 

 determinethesizeandtypeofbufferzoneneededtoprotectthe sensitivearea 

 ensurethattheapplicationequipmentisingoodworkingorder 

 ensurethat equipment iscalibrated 

 beprepared to handle aspill 

Equipment Calibration. Before mixing pesticides, ensure the equipment 

willapplythecorrectamountuniformlybycompletingathoroughcalibration. Implement the following four-step equipment 

calibrationpractice: 

Step 1: set-up of the equipment (usually the most time-consuming step, but one that must be done to ensure uniform 

and properly targeted application) 

ensuretherearenoleaks,thesprayboomisproperlyarrangedforthe 

target,andtheswathwidthanddrivingpatternaredetermined 

selectnozzles, spray pressure and sprayvolume 

measuretheoutputofindividualnozzlesforuniformityandwear 

Step 2: measure the delivery rate of theapplication equipment 

Step3:adjustthedeliveryrate,ifrequired,aftercomparingthemeasured delivery rate to the rate recommended on the 
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pesticide label or the ProductionGuide 

Step4:calculatetheamountofpesticidetoaddtothesprayertankto provide the correct pesticide applicationrate 

 

Calibration should be done: 

 beforenew or altered equipment isused 

 when making changes that affect the deliveryrate 

 atregularintervalstoseeifwearisaffectingoutput 

 at least once ayear 

Sprayer Filling and Mixing.To protect the environment at filling and mixing locations, implement the following 

practices: 

 installan approved back-flow prevention device on the waterline or 

ensurethatanairgapofatleast30cm(suggested)betweentheendofthe water supply line and the spray tankexists 

 locate sprayer fillingsites 

 15 m or more from watercourses(suggested) 

 withbuffer areas between it and allwatercourses 

 mix only the required pesticide needed for a singleday 

 havespillcleanupequipmentsuchasabsorptivematerials,personal protective equipment and shovels 

readilyavailable 

 afteremptying any pesticide container and prior to spraying its contents, rinse the container and pour the rinse 

water into the sprayer  

Application. While applying pesticides, implement the following practices: 

 use the application rate specified on thelabel 

 maintainanuntreatedbufferbetweentreatedareasandsensitiveareas 

 followpesticidelabelsetbacksfromnon-targetaquaticandterrestrial areas,andfromwells 

 useGPSguidancesystemswhereappropriatetoavoidapplicationoverlap 

 apply pesticides in suitable weatherconditions 

 do not spray in strongwinds 

 do not apply if heavy rain isexpected 

 protect bees and other beneficial insects by applyingpesticides 

 whenflowers are notpresent 

 duringearlymorningorlateeveninghourswheninsectsarenotactive 

 away from insect drinking watersources 

 thatare least toxic toinsects 

 shutoff spray nozzles when they are over non-targeted areas (e.g., while turning onheadlands) 

 incorporategranular insecticides into soil to protect birds andwildlife 

 

Drift Control. Drift refers to the movement of pesticide droplets, dust or vapors, by wind or air currents, away from 

target areas. The degree of drift is strongly related to droplet size. The smaller the droplet, the farther wind carries 

them from the target area. Fine droplets can be carried several kilometers. In addition, larger distances between the 

sprayer nozzle and the target will result in more drift.Vapor drift from volatile chemicals can continue long after the 

spraying operationiscompleted.Smallamountsofhighlyvolatilepesticidescanimpact susceptible plants and watercourses 

near treated areas. This can occur even under stable air conditions because vapors tend to flow along the ground 

withoutdispersal. 

To minimize spray drift, implement the following practices when practical: 

 replace or clean faulty nozzles to reducefogging 

 usenozzlessuchaslow-pressure,flat-fans,flooding,orraindropnozzles to produce drops more resistant todrift 

 onlyuse special, low-volume sprayers wheresuitable 

 such sprayers typically produce small droplets more subject todrift 

 applypesticidesatlowsprayingpressurestoreducethenumberoffine spraydroplets 

 keepboomheightaslowaspossiblewhilemaintaininguniformcoverage 

 donotsprayduringstrongorgustywindconditionsorduringdeadcalm 

 earlymorningandeveningareoftenthebesttimesbutavoidspraying 

duringconditionswhentemperatureinversionsmayoccur 

 

Use plastic tarps when fumigating soils to contain fumigant. Tarps not only reduce air pollution but increase the 
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effectiveness of treatment. Tarp removal or cultivation of fields too soon after fumigation can result in the release of 

unwanted pesticide into the air. Plastic used in fumigation should go to a landfill. 

Leaching Control. Pesticides that have a tendency to leach into ground water may have special restrictions on the 

label. Read and follow these instructions. 

Be aware of the depth of the ground water and characteristics of the site and pesticides applied. 

Runoff Control. Runoff from areas treated with pesticides can pollute 

streams,ponds,lakesandwells.Toreducepesticiderunoff,implementthe followingpractices: 

 topreventtheapplicationofpesticidesimmediatelypriortoaheavyrain, check the weather forecast (rain can wash 

pesticides off treated surfaces andcancauserunofforerosiontooccurfromtreatedareas) 

 useminimumtillagetechniquestoreducesoilerosionandrunoffof pesticides bound to thesoil 

 leaveabufferofvegetationandplantmaterialaroundditchesandnatural water bodies to filter pesticide-

contaminatedrunoff 

Equipment Washing. When washing equipment used to apply or mix pesticides, implement the following practices: 

 cleansprayersasfarasconvenientlypossiblefromwatercourses,ditches, 

orwellstopreventpesticidemovementfromrunoffintowatercourses,or via leaching to groundwater 

 15 m or more from watercourses(suggested) 

 disposeof wash water by using as a pesticide  

 

Record Keeping. Knowing when, where and how pesticides were applied is a critical part of an IPM program, 

implement the following practices: 

 maintainarecordofallpesticideapplicationsincludingthesite(fieldsize and location), date, target pest, pesticide 

and amount used, crop stage, harvestdate,applicationmethod,sprayvolume,weatherobservations,and 

precautions followed (e.g., bufferzones) 

 

Pesticide and Pesticide Container Disposal 

Disposal of pesticides is complicated and expensive. The best precaution to avoid disposal is through good planning. 

Plan pesticide purchases to minimize the amount of pesticides stored and the accumulation of unwanted pesticides. 

Excess Mixed Pesticide.Implement the following practices: 

 reducethevolumeofwastebymixingonlytheamountofpesticide required for a specificapplication 

 donotstoreexcessmixtureinsprayingequipmentforextendedperiodsof time 

 somepesticidesmayundergochemicaldegradationresultingina decrease inefficacy 

 useexcessspraymixturesonanothercroporatanothersiteiflabel specificationsallow 

 donotexceedlabelapplicationratesbyre-sprayingtreatedareas 

 donotdumpunusedmixedpesticideonlandorallowtodrainintosewers or other pipingsystems 

Excess Concentrated Pesticide.Implement the following practices: 

 purchasenomorethanoneyear’ssupplyofpesticideatatime 

 returnunopenedpesticidecontainerstothemanufacturerordealer 

 donotdumpunusedorunwantedpesticideconcentrateonlandorallowto drain into sewers or other pipingsystems 

 occasionallythere are agricultural unwanted pesticidecollection programs that will accept unwanted pesticides 

from farmers.  

Disposal of Empty Pesticide Containers.After emptying pesticide containers it is a legislative requirement that all 

pesticide containers are properly rinsed and disposed of  

After rinsing the container implement the following practices: 

 crushorpuncturethecontainersothatitcannotbereused 

 disposeofcontainersatpesticidecontainercollectionsites,orsafelystore for a short time until disposal is 

moreconvenient 

 donotburnpaperorplasticpesticidebagstopreventthereleaseoftoxic fumes 

Pesticide Storage Fires Pesticide fires are extremely dangerous because they may release highly toxic fumes. 

Implement the following practices: 

 keepan up-to-date list of stored pesticides in an easily accessible location separate from thestorage 

 informlocalfirebrigadeaboutthetypeofpesticidesstoredand location ofstorage 

 postawarningsignonallentrancedoorstoany pesticidestoragefacility 

 keep emergency phone numbers posted in an accessiblelocation 

 keep pesticide storage areaslocked 

 donotstorepesticideinglasscontainersinsunlight 
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 keep fire extinguishers approved for chemical fires near storageareas 

 store combustible materials away from heatingsystems 

 

 Ifafireoccurs,callthefirebrigade andkeeppeopleupwindandawayfrom 

thefire.Warnfirefightersofthepresenceofpesticidesinthebuilding. 

 

Pesticide Spills Be prepared to handle spills by having a pesticide spill cleanup kit when 

transporting,storingorusingpesticides.Suchakitincludesgloves,protective clothing, containersfor contaminated waste, 

tools to collect the waste and absorbent materials such as clay, kitty litter orsawdust. If a pesticide spill occurs, proper 

cleaning and decontamination of the area may avoid environmental contamination. Implement the following practices: 

 preventexposureofpeopleandanimalstothepesticideanditsfumes 

 put on appropriate personal protectiveequipment 

 preventthe spread of thepesticide 

 covera liquid pesticide with soil, sawdust or any absorptive material to 

preventspreadorentryintoawatercourseorsubsurfacedrain 

 dryformulationscanbesweptupandreusediftheyhavenotbecomewet or contaminated with soil ordebris 

 ifpossible,safelydecontaminatethesurfacesthatthespillhascomeinto contactwith 

 checkthelabelforspecificdirections-manypesticidescanbedetoxified by washing the area with chlorine bleach 

and detergent – do not use excessive amounts ofwater 

 preventthewashsolutionfromspreadingandcontaminatingalargerarea 

 ifthespilloccursonthesoil,removethetop5to7cmofsoil(suggested), cover the area with lime and uncontaminated 

soil  

 ifthespilloccursbesideawatercourse,removethetoplayerof contaminatedsoilimmediatelyandrelocateittoasafesite 
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ANNEX XIV GENERIC NUTRIENT MANAGEMENT PLAN 

Part A: Sub-project Details 

Sub-project name:  

Address: 

WUA Chairperson  

   Address:  

   Phone No.  

   E-mail address:  

   Sub-project area (ha): 

   Effective area (ha): 

Area under irrigation (ha): 

Irrigation Type: Surface/Lift/ Underground 

Enterprise Type 

Cereals 

Vegetables 

Fruits 

Spices 

Fisheries 

Livestock 

Other 

Purpose of Plan 

 
 

Part B: Plan objectives, land   management units and environmental risk 

 

Objectives:  

Comply with all legal requirements related to nutrient management activities. 

Take all practicable steps to maintain or enhance the quality of the ISP’s water resources. 

Take all practicable steps to ensure that there is an adequate supply of soil nutrients to meet plant needs. 

Take all practicable steps to contain nutrients within the ISP boundaries. 

Take all practicable steps to minimize the risk of nutrient contamination of any areas of significant vegetation and/or wildlife habitat. 

Undertake a nutrient budget. 

ISP management objectives 

   Production  

   Financial  

   Environmental  

   Personal  

Land management units 

Identify the land management units on this ISP. 

Extra information may be recorded on a separate page and included with this document 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Environmental risks 

Identify the environmental risks for land management units (LMU). 

Extra information may be recorded on a separate page and included with this document 

 

Inherent risk assessment 

Unit Description Approximate area (ha) 

A  

B  

C  

D  
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Activity Potential risk/s* LMU A LMU B LMU C LMU D 

      

      

Potentialrisks 

Contamination of groundwater 

Contamination of surfacewater 

Undesired changes in soil nutrientstatus 

Nutrient application to non-targetland 

Accumulation of non-nutrient impurities in the soilprofile. 

Excess stocking rate 

Pugging andcompaction 

Poor cultivationmethods 

Other 

Comments about specific risks identified. 

From the table above, chose the nutrient activities as significant. These are addressed in management plans. 

N fertilizer use 

P fertilizer use 

K fertilizer use 

FYM/bio-fertilizer use 

Supplement use 

Other 

Part C: Management guides 

Nitrogen fertilizer use  

Fertilizer applications 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Management practices 

Identified management practices to meet the objectives as set out in Part B of this plan. 

 

Fertilizer type Rate of application (kg/ha) LMU where it is applied 

Urea   

DAP   

Ammonium Sulfate   

……………….   

Management practices implemented to achieve the objectives 

 

Verification 

method 

Checklist Yes

 No 

    

    

    

    

 

 

http://www.fertresearch.org.nz/code-of-practice/nutrient-management-planning/preparing-a-nutrient-management-plan/step-3
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Self-assessment for nitrogen fertilizer use 

Did the management practices achieve any farm objectives? 

 

Yes   Objectivesachieved 

No   Fill out tablebelow 

Partially  Fill out tablebelow 

 

Changes in management practices required Person responsible Timeframe for 

completion 

Completion date 

    

    

    

    

 

Verification 

I verify that the information supplied above is correct. WUA Chairperson 

Signature ………………………………… 

Date ……………………… 

Phosphate fertilizer use  

Fertilizer applications 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Management practices 

Identified management practices to meet the objectives as set out in Part B of this plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Self-assessment for phosphate fertilizer use  

Management practices implemented to achieve the objectives 

 

Verification 

method 

Checklist Yes

 No 

    

    

    

Fertilizer type Rate of application (kg/ha) LMU where it is applied 

DAP   

TSP   

………………   

………………   
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Did the management practices achieve farm objectives? 

 

Yes   Objectivesachieved 

No   Fill out tablebelow 

Partially  Fill out tablebelow 

  

Changes in management practices required Person responsible Timeframe for 

completion 

Completion date 

    

    

    

Verification 

I verify that the information supplied above is correct. WUA Chairperson 

Signature ………………………………… 

Date ……………………… 

FYM/Compost application 

Do you apply FYM/Compost? 

Yes No – if yes, fill in the following, if no, go to nextsection. 

FYM/Compost application 

Rate LMU (site/location) 

  

  

  

Management practices 

Identified management practices to meet the objectives as set out in Part B of this nutrient management plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Self-assessment for FYM/Compost  

Did the management practices achieve farm objectives? 

Yes   Objectivesachieved 

No   Fill out tablebelow 

Partially  Fill out tablebelow 

 

Changes in management practices required Person responsible Timeframe for 

completion 

Completion date 

    

    

    

Verification 

I verify that the information supplied above is correct. WUA Chairperson 

Signature ………………………………… 

Date ……………………… 

Management practices implemented to achieve the objectives 

 

Verification 

method 

Checklist Yes

 No 
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Potassium fertilizer use  

Fertilizer applications 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Management practices 

Identified management practices to meet the objectives as set out in Part B of this plan. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Self-assessment for potassium fertilizer use 

Did the management practices achieve farm objectives? 

Yes   Objectivesachieved 

No   Fill out tablebelow 

Partially  Fill out tablebelow 

 

Changes in management practices required Person responsible Timeframe for 

completion 

Completion date 

    

    

    

Verification 

I verify that the information supplied above is correct. WUA Chairperson 

Signature ………………………………… 

 

Date ……………………… 

Fertilizer type Rate of application (kg/ha) LMU where it is applied 

Muriate of Potash   

   

   

   

Management practices implemented to achieve the objectives 

 

Verification 

method 

Checklist Yes

 No 
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Lime use 

Lime applications 

Lime source Calcium Carbonate 

content 

Rate of application (kg/ha) LMU where it is applied 

    

    

    

Management practices 

Identified management practices to meet the objectives as set out in Part B of this plan. 

Self-assessment for lime use  

 

Did the management practices achieve farm objectives? 

Yes   Objectivesachieved 

No   Fill out tablebelow 

Partially  Fill out tablebelow 

 

Changes in management practices required Person responsible Timeframe for 

completion 

Completion date 

    

    

    

Verification 

I verify that the information supplied above is correct. WUA Chairperson 

Signature ………………………………… 

Date ……………………… 

 

Farm Map 

 

A farm map might be a document you have created to show your farm’s layout and specific details. 

 

 

 

 

Attach detailed nutrient budgets and soil test results. 

 

Include the most recent nutrient budgets (using the fertilizer applications detailed in the Nutrient Management Plan) and soil tests to 

support the Nutrient Management Plan.  

 

Management practices implemented to achieve the objectives 

 

Verification 

method 

Checklist Yes

 No 
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ANNEX XV DETAIL FIELD REPORTS 

Environmental and Social Management Framework on 

INNOVATIVE AND CLIMATE RESILIENT IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE PROJECT (ICRIAP) 

District Level Consultation 

Introduction 

Submission and deliberation of Zero Draft report of the desk study paved way for the consultants' 

team to undertake field study. Accordingly a fieldwork schedule of 20 days was proposed and upon 

receiving concurrence from the OPD, the team left for field on 01 May 2018. Since the selected 

sample subprojects extended over 8districts
2
 under 4 Pradesh (Provinces) ranging from the far-

western district of Darchula to Lamjung in the west,  the team commenced its fieldwork from the far 

west and concluded at the latter.  

As planned the team carried out two stage consultations for each subproject identified by OPD. At 

district level, interactions were held with the relevant offices or likely stakeholders. In doing so, while 

each pertinent IDD/SD and Ground water office were essentially consulted; the other stakeholders 

like District Agriculture Development Offices and District Soil Conservation Offices were visited 

wherever possible. Overall, the team was well received in most offices except in a few
3
 where the 

response was either tepid or the staff were simply not available. In couple of districts
4
 the pre-

determined sample subprojects had to be replaced owing to the suggestions of IDD/SD as well as 

because of Nepal BANDA activity. 

Consultations at District Offices 

Said earlier, the team had meaningful discourse with the district level chief of irrigation, agriculture 

and soil conservation offices. The list of offices visited and people met is attached here as annex. 

Interactions at these district offices mainly focused on IWRMP experiences, likely modality of 

impending project implementation and workable institutional arrangement at the Pradesh and local 

level.  

1. Irrigation Development Division/ Sub-Divisions (IDD/SDs) 

During the fieldwork the team visited IDD/SDs of Dadeldhura, Darchula, Kailali, Banke, Pyuthan and 

Lamjung districts. Similarly the project office of Babai Irrigation Project (BIP) Bardia and Groundwater 

Office at Kailali were also visited. Sufficient time was committed at these offices and interaction held 

with the chief officers.  Summary of the discussions held is presented below; 

 Ambiguity pervades at IDD/SDs as they remain to be clear about their setting in the Pradesh 

(provincial) government. Nevertheless all IDD/SDs had firm opinion that the offices shall 

continue but the Pradesh will decide on how many districts a Division should cover. 

 Dadeldhura IDD had implemented SEMP under IWRMP. Material supports like table, chairs, 

and cabinet were provided to WUA for their strengthening. Voluntary land donation for canal 

system development is a common societal practice and community takes care of it. So IDD 

does not intervene in this practice and hence nothing is done in this regard. In order to 

minimize the land loss or damage the IDD had even relocated the canal alignments.  

 Preparation of SEMP at the outset is considered a good practice and this has to continue. But 

it has to be ensured that the SEMP is site specific and based on the requirements of 

beneficiaries. SEMP implementation under IWRMP has been successful
5
. Activities under 

SEMP had been awareness raising, training, minor construction works like foot bridge, 

community resting/respite place (chautaro). General community benefitted from these 

activities and it proved helpful in enhancing the visibility of the project. 

                                                           
2
Darchula, Dadeldhura, Kailali, Bardia, Banke, Pyuthan, Nawalparasi and Lamjung 

3
 IDD Nawalparasi 

4
Kalilai, and Pyuthan districts 

5
IDSD 
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 Mr. Suresh Raj Bhatta, Chief IDSD Darchula, is quite receptive and amenable to the 

proposed project’s new approach to incorporate climate change as major concern. He thinks 

that climatic factors need to be considered while developing an irrigation system. 

 In a federal state, as the provincial (Pradesh) government cannot be disregarded, the 

proposed ICRIAP has to be implemented through Pradesh. And since IDD/ SDs now are 

under province, the project should be implemented through them. The modality of functioning 

however is not clear. Mr. Bhatta has the feeling that development partners like World Bank 

may not directly deal with provincial government. In this regard an additional structure at the 

Pradesh government level may need to be created. For this an Office of Assistant Project 

Director (OAPD) can be established at provincial level.  

 It was further suggested that the upstream community be made responsible for the upkeep of 

catchment and watershed. For this and to motivate them, some incentive mechanism has to 

be developed and implemented. To do so water related activities can be implemented under 

the project. One such activity can be fisheries in fishponds.  Other activities as well may be 

defined keeping in view the site-specific conditions.  

 In Kailali district, Mr. Ganesh Marasini, Chief of IDD, concurrently serves as Senior Divisional 

Engineer at the Regional Irrigation Directorate (RID). During the team's visit, as the Regional 

Director was out of station on official business, Mr. Marasini looked after RID dealings as well. 

Discussion with Mr. Marasini revealed that the selected subproject, JanakiTola Lift Irrigation 

was now a least feasible ISP as the source had dried up. Moreover promoting lift irrigation in 

Terai may be a less than suitable strategy. So he strongly suggested replacement of the 

selected subproject. This was conveyed to the OPD instantly and with their concurrence, the 

team followed the suggestion. Thus Raj Badhuwa Irrigation Subproject (ISP) at Sukhad, 

GhodaGhodi Municipality was selected for field study. Alike others, the IDD Chief here also 

complained about the lack of clarity in the institutional arrangements. Mr. Marasini was sure 

that the IDDs shall remain under Pradesh however the number of IDDs in a province was not 

definite yet. 

 Babai Irrigation Project (BIP) in Bardia is a government undertaking defined as AMIS and 

hence was selected for the present study under AMIS component. The construction isunder-

way on various sections of the canal system. Discussion with Senior Divisional Engineer, Mr. 

Ramesh Raj Sharma and Engineer Mr. Krishna Mishra at project office guided the team to 

settle on the Branch Canal for current probe. Following the suggestion, branch canal of 

BudhanMajhara, known as B1 was selected for the study. The branch B1 is the first off-take in 

the Main Canal of BIP, and serves two ancient FMIS of Budhan and Majhara predominantly 

inhabited by indigenous Tharuethnic community. As understood from the project office, 

aWorld Bank teamhad also paid a visit toB1 earlier for the purpose.The BIP was fairly 

considerate in assigning Engineer Mr. Mishra to facilitate the team's field work. 

 Interaction at the Irrigation Sub-Division (IDSD) Banke reconfirmed that most IDD/SDs did not 

fully understand the significance and objectives of SEMP. This was candidly acknowledged 

by Mr. TopendraHamal, Chief of IDSD who expressed that the IDSD put up 2 Ponds for wild 

animals'drinking water purpose but without knowing it as a part of SEMP. He consented that 

inclusion of Income Generating Activities (IGA) in the project design will be a meaningfulinput 

to the landless and vulnerable people of a subproject CA. But such programs should be site 

specific. 

 Because of Nepal Banda,the team with concurrence of IDD Pyuthan
6

 replaced the 

preselected subproject and decided tovisit a nearby potential project. The unavailability of 

Division Chief had some impact on soliciting views and suggestionsfor upcoming project. 

Similar problem was encountered in IDD Nawalparasi where no one was available for 

discourse. 

 At the final leg of fieldwork the team visited IDD Lamjung and had detailed discussion with the 

Chief, Mr. LokBahadurThapa and Senior AO, Mr. BadriAdhikari. Mr. Thapa is well conversant 

with IWRMP implementation modality as well as aware of the proposed project. He opined 

                                                           
6
Mr. BidhanPandit: Sub-Engineer; The IDD Chief was unavailable in the district.  
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that there should be a major change in the modus operandi of the proposed project. A 

subproject implementation should start with the execution of software part, including SEMP, 

income generating activities and catchment improvement. This needs to be done prior to the 

tender award for the civil works. Thus an allocation of lead-time for software activities in each 

subproject may need to be devised. Mr. Thapa even iterated his ironical situation wherein he 

was currently implementing SEMP activities in subprojects although the irrigation 

infrastructure development works had already been completed. Regarding project institutional 

arrangement Mr. Thapa holds the view that individual experts, non-governmental 

organizations should be brought into the picture and tasked to implement the subprojects. 

Such groups can be formed and placed under the relevant section/unit of Infrastructure 

Ministry of Pradesh Government. 

 

2. Ground Water Office, Dhangadi, Kailali 

   

The team visited the Ground Water Office (GWO) at Dhangadi on 08 May 2018 to dig into the 

issues they face during subproject implementation. In this regard interactions with 3 staff 

personnel
7
 were held and their views solicited. A brief summary of findings is presented below; 

 

 Groundwater subprojects are usually requested with two-fold objectives of irrigation as well as 

drinking water purpose. However GWO does not advise water users to consume it for 

drinking purpose. GWO opined that there were no problems of land acquisition as only a 

small portion of land was required for the installation of Pump. Potential beneficiaries at the 

outset identify, pool together the required command area for a tube-well and form water 

users' committee to submit their request. The required service area for a tube-well is 40 ha 

and the farmers are required to share 15% of the cost. It is felt that farmers' share contribution 

is high and should be scaled down to 10% as in the gravity schemes of IWRMP.  

 GWO is required to put together SEMP for each subproject. A subproject includes a number 

of deep tube-wells in a contiguous area. Preparation of SEMP is regarded neither easy nor 

difficult. There is less clarity on why and how of SEMP formulation. Sufficient training or 

guidance is required to put-up SEMP of a subproject. GWO focuses on water quality, training 

and secondary pathway to transport its minor machinery under SEMP activities. 

 For the implementation modality of the proposed project the GWO expressed that as the 

office shall continue or be retained under Pradesh Government, OPD may need to be 

established at Pradesh level as well.  

 As reported, the Pradesh government has created 4 Divisions under Ministry of Physical 

Infrastructure wherein Energy and Water Resources Division is one. Irrigation is one of the 

branches under this Division. So district level projects can be implemented under the 

supervision of this section.      

 

3. District Soil Conservation Offices (DSCO) 

Visits to district level soil conservation offices had two fold objectives; (a) to learn about and 

comprehend the types and scope of activities carried out by them and (b) to explore the likelihood of 

their participation in the proposed project. Accordingly consultations at the District Soil Conservation 

Offices
8
 of Dadeldhura, Darchula, Kailali and Lamjung were held.  The team abstained from visiting 

remaining districts as in those districts either no offices were set up or the staff personnel were 

unavailable.  

                                                           
7
Mr. SubinShrestha: Engineer (now transferred to Ministry of Infrastructure at Pradesh level; 2) Mr. Dhwaj Raj 

Joshi: Technical; and 3) Mr. Ram Dutta Joshi: Hydrologist 
8
Mr. Shiv Pokharel: Chief, DSCO and Mr. ShyamSundarAdhikari: Asst. Protection Officer, Dadeldhura 

Mr. Shri Prasad Yadav:Chief, DSCODarchula 
Mrs. PushpaPhulara: Accountant, DSCO Kailali 
Mr. HariBanshAcharya:Chief, DSCOLamjung 
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Evidently the soil conservation offices are engaged in undertaking petite conservation and protection 

works. The activities range from restoring micro-catchment, maintaining greenery upstream, erosion 

control, availing gabion boxes to farmers, construction of water holes in catchment area to conserve 

rain water, recharge ponds, intakes for small/ micro irrigation schemes/ponds, drinking water source 

protection for 20-30 households, check dams, drainage traps for debris etc. The office promotes use 

of local materials and offers technical support. The entire process is participatory and works are 

carried out through the users only. The DSCO also supports in the conservation of farm-land. 

Corresponding to the petty nature of the activities, the cost per activity is also low. The range of cost 

varies between the lowest of Rs. 200,000 to a highest Rs.1100,000. DSCO Lamjung informed that 

they had projects costing Rs. 25,000 to Rs. 200,000. The beneficiaries contribute up to 40% of the 

total costs. 

Grazing problems were reported in Dadeldhura, Darchulaand Lamjungdistricts. Local practice of 

leaving unproductive cattle stray in forests has been a major concern. Cattle raising and goat farming 

was reported in most of the villages of Lamjung. Furthermore, in hills the drainage pattern is changing 

due to excavation of rural access roads. This largely affects the water yield. So there is need for 

coordinated approach between the road construction and soil conservation.  

As in other offices, the DSCOs are also scheduled to be dissolved after this fiscal year (Ashadh 2075) 

and their activities shall be carried out through local bodies. So uncertainty looms large in these 

offices.    

4. Interactions at District Agriculture Development Offices (DADO) 

Dadeldhura 

DADO Mr. DilBahadur Bista informed that there is very little pesticide use and no one uses banned 

pesticides. Similarly, fertilizer use is also minimum. The sample ISP located at AjayameruGaunPalika 

(GP) has potential for maize seed production. There is a 14.5 mt capacity potato seed store, a seed 

processing plant and spices processing plant in the district. Farm mechanization is at the initial stage. 

He is of the view that adaptation on climate change could be achieved by use of resistant varieties, 

change in planting time, adoption of moisture conservation technique, selection of appropriate crop 

and crop rotation. The innovative crops for Dadeldhura would be kiwi, pomegranate and walnut. He 

suggested that new ISPs should be supported by the project. FMIS can be supported from the regular 

budget of the government. Shiva Prokhrel of District soil Conservation Office highlighted some of the 

activities presently run through the office like restoration of catchment area for water source 

conservation, construction of shed on springs. He observed changed drainage pattern due to village 

road construction, water source damaged by road construction and was of the opinion to work on the 

road slopes by planting grass shrubs, constructing water holes to conserve water and check dams to 

trap the debris. It was found that there is a problem of uncontrolled grazing because most of the 

farmers leave dry animals in the forest. 

Darchula 

Mr. Hari Joshi, Junior Technician of District Agriculture Development Office, Darchula explored the 

potentiality of cereals and vegetables seed production in Darchula district. Other potential crops could 

be cardamom, ginger, turmeric, potato, lemon, walnut and apple. Local jeera in the foot hills of 

ApiHimal needs promotion. He further stated that farm machinery is not in use and pesticide use is 

almost nil. 
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Kailali 

Mr. Yagya Raj Joshi, DADO Kailali stated that fruit plantation in irrigated areas should be promoted. 

He said organic farming should be coupled with plantation of raw material for making organic 

pesticides. He emphasized solar boring and agricultural machineries supply in custom hiring. He 

believed there should be block system in grain production where community seed production groups 

can be formed. 

Banke 

Mr. Krishna BahadurBasnet, DADO Banke viewed that District like Banke should have priority on 

cereals especially rice; and vegetables. He opined that focus should be on providing mechanization 

and market linkage support (market information and market infrastructure). Among fruits mango and 

banana should be prioritized. He reported that pesticide use in vegetables is not alarming. However, 

mitigation measures and management need to be addressed like use of inorganic pesticides, control 

of indiscriminate use of inorganic pesticides through provision of pesticide residue testing labs in 

major vegetable markets. He reported that provision of such lab in Rani Talau retail market in 

Nepalgunj has shown promising result in reducing the pesticide use. As of recent report only 13 

samples out of 156 were found not fit for consumption and disposed instantly. A separate stall for IPM 

product is in operation in this market. 

Possible activities under irrigated agriculture were discussed and enlisted the activities such as 1) 

improvement in farm irrigation technology such as drip irrigation, sprinkler irrigation, furrow irrigation to 

minimize water loss 2) post- harvest technology 3) output-based incentive/grant/subsidy in cash. To 

make the incentive available to all the beneficiaries needs identifying the target group and planning 

special program for such groups. 

Pyuthan 

Prime Minister Agriculture Modernization Project (PAMP) is being run in the command area. This area 

is rice zone of PAMP. Mr. BhaskarPaudel, chief of PAMP zone office reported that the zone covers 

1389 hectares and average productivity of rice is 3.7 t/ha. The most preferred variety is Radha-7. He 

said, the area under early rice (chaitedhan) is decreasing due to no availability of labor or share 

cropper and high cost of production. As discussed with Mr. Paudel the promising crops for commercial 

agriculture could be maize seed production and ginger in the district. Bee keeping could be one of the 

income generating activities for the farmers of watershed area of Jhimruk from where the canal 

originates. 

Nawalparasi 

Senior Agriculture Development Officer of Rupandehi Mr. Tej Narayan Gaire and Planning Officer Mr. 

Shree Kant Ghimire participated in the discussion regarding agricultural programs in the ISP and 

district as a whole in general. Mr. Gaire informed that major crops in the ISP command area are 

maize, rice and vegetables. Two crops of rice (main season and spring) is gown in the command 

area. In other irrigated part of the district fisheries, banana, mustard and lentil are the promising crops 

for commercialization and value chain development. 

Agricultural markets exist at Chormara, Kawasoti where collection centers and haat bazars are in 

operation. The whole sale market is at Kawasoti, Butwal and Narayanghat. 

Farm mechanization is growing in the district due to lack of farm labor. The machines used are power 

tiller, mini tiller, harvester, corn seller and thresher. There is a seed processing plant in Devchuli. 

Chemical fertilizer application in crops is below the recommended dose and pesticide application is at 

tolerable limit. No band pesticides are used. Hybrid seeds are used mostly in maize and vegetables. 

Soil is neutral to slightly alkaline. 
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The structure for agriculture under provincial and local level is not yet finalized and DADO office staffs 

are in confusion.  

Lamjung 

Interaction with MrRajeshworSilwal, Agriculture Officer of District Agriculture Development Office, 

Lamjung revealed that potential agricultural commodities for value chain development can be 

cardamom, honey, vegetables and cereals. He opined that more intensive programs should be 

implemented in irrigated agriculture to yield noticeable impact.  Presently pesticide use is negligible. 

Fertilizer use is low. Farm mechanization is very low with the use of few threshers, mini tillers and 

corn sellers. 

Interaction with District Soil Conservation Officer of Lamjung Mr. HariBamshaAcharya revealed that 

numerous activities such as construction of small water recharge pond, plantation, siltation trap 

structures, small dams, drinking water source protection, bio-engineering, micro irrigation and 

greenery promotion are being implemented through District Soil Conservation Office. He further 

reported that grazing and construction of rural roads have threatened soil conservation efforts. He 

informed that working on micro catchment area having 20-100 households need Rs 25,000-200,000. 

Farmers have to contribute 40% of above in such schemes. He also informed that soil conservation at 

farm land includes gabion wall structures, vegetation and terrace leveling. 
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Environmental and Social Management Framework on 

INNOVATIVE AND CLIMATE RESILIENT IRRIGATED AGRICULTURE PROJECT (ICRIAP) 

Field Level Consultation 

 

Ghim-Che Irrigation Subproject, 

Kwholasothar Gaon Palika, Ward # 4  

Lamjung 

 

Background/Introduction 

Following the two-stage consultation approach, the Consultants’ Team upon completion of 

discussions at the IDD Lamjung, set forth for site visit of Ghim-Che Irrigation scheme located at 

Bhujung. Although the IDD was not able to spare a staff to guide the team at the field, it made an 

arrangement to contact the key persons of the canal system.  

Initslastlegoffieldwork, the team reached Bhujung villageonMay 17, 2018 amidstdrizzle. 

Adownpourinthenightbeforefollowedbyadrizzleinthemorninghadmadethetraveldifficultandrisky. This 

further exacerbated the problem, as the pathways hadturnedslippery making 

thewalkthroughthecanalsysteman arduous task. Mean while the rain also 

hadadverseeffectonattendanceoffarmers in the pre-scheduled morning assembly. Hence it was 

decided to hold another round of meeting in the evening when the potential beneficiary farmers would 

be home. In the mean time available time was utilized invisiting intakesiteandcanalwalkthrough. 

Figure: Ghim-Che Irrigation Sub-Project Location Map 

Project Setting 

Ghim-Che irrigation system is located in Bhujung of Kwholasothar Gaon Palika, Ward # 4, the then 

Ward # 7, 8.  Bhujung is predominantly a Gurung community, an indigenous ethnic society that is 
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closely knitted. The compact settlement in the village well reflects the closeness of the community. 

The village is clean and streets have stonepavements with fairly managed drainage system. 

The Ghim-Che irrigation scheme is a primordial system 

builtbyfarmersthemselveswithoutmuchfinancialsupportfromoutside.  

Thecanalsystemdemonstratesthecraftsmanship of farmersasthecanalsarebuiltusingstone slates. The 

scheme serves a command area of 1200 ropani (60 ha) of land inhabited by some 400 households. 

About 90% of the beneficiaries are Gurung, an indigenous group, while the remaining 10% or 42 

households are dalits. The caste groups in dalits are Mijar, B.K, Damai and Pariyar. These are 

occupational castes involved in differenttraditionalcrafts. There are about 25 women headed 

households in the community.  

Farmers take a pride to affirm that all households in Bhujung village own some land, regardless of 

size, in the command area. Land ownership ranges from a lowest 1 ropanitoahighestof 35-40 ropanis. 

Indalithousehold, ownership of land revolves around 2 to 9 ropanis. 

The Consultations 

The team had Two (2) discussion meetings in the project area. Said earlier, as the potential 

beneficiaries could not afford time for the morning meeting, this opportunity was used to consult with 

key informants and knowledgeable people of the community. These are the key people actively 

involved in the management of the irrigation system. Following is the list of prominent people who 

briefed about the irrigation system and took part in the initial discussion.   

Mr. Khim Bahadur Gurung  Chairman Ward # 4  

Mr. Dil Bahadur Gurung  Member Ward # 4  

Mr. Bodh Bahadur Gurung  Bhujung 

Mr. Gambhir Gurung   User farmer 

Mr. Tipta Gurung   User farmer 

Mr. Yam Gurung   Lali Guras Yuwa Club 

Mrs. Suma Gurung   User farmer 

Mrs. Mobina Gurung   Chairperson, Aama Samuh # 7 

Mrs. Jamani Gurung   User farmer 

 In local dialect Ghim means “butter (ghee) like” and Che means Phant or flat land. So the command 

area has been regarded as valuable fertile land. Above farmers apprised that the yield in this Phant 

had always been better than any other land around the area. Mr. Khim Bahadur Gurung informed that 

farmers’ efforts to resurrect the scheme had never been heeded to although a detailed survey was 

carried out some 5 years back. He further assured that as the irrigation scheme was an existing 

system, it would neither require land acquisition nor adversely affect anyone. The short interaction 

with the key people of the area enabled the team to comprehend specific feature of the community 

and the problems they faced. The team members at the outset introduced themselves and explained 

the objective of the present visit. 

Subsequently, the consultant conducted a walkthrough to the Source River and a major section of the 

canal. The source river is Khadi Khola with a catchment area of 5.8 km
2
. The catchment area is fully 

covered with dense vegetations. The water availability in the river is enough for the command area. 

About 600m of the ideal earthen canal runs from intake to the start point of command area, with three 
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unstable sections protected with Gabion works.  The average slope of the command area is 14.3% 

with an elevation 1420m to 1550m.  

The Ghim-Che irrigation schemeis located within the Annapurna Conservation Area. The major 

vegetation around the canal alignment is mainly Utis trees which are preserved and the wild animals 

around the project area are Barking Deer, Common Leopard, Himalayan Black Bear and Monkey. The 

upstream catchment area and the upland of the irrigation command area are well vegetated and the 

people are aware of the conservation practices. The ACAP has initiated several integrated livelihood 

programs and conservation activities in the Bhujung that has really created the luring environment 

around the project area. 

A second round of consultation with the potential beneficiaries was held at 5.00 PM at a designated 

villagers’ meeting place called Thanti. Theeveningmeeting was well attended by more than 55 farmers 

including 22 females and dalits. The attendance list appear as attachment. The gathering in unison 

expressed that rehabilitation and improvement of the irrigation system was their collective need as the 

entire village of Bhujung was to benefit from it. Each household of the village had an unequivocal 

stake in it. Farmers had always raised this issue in every year’s Gaun and Ilaka Parishad meetings 

but were never addressed. Farmers felt that they lacked due connection in right places.  

Ghim-Che irrigation system is an existing FMIS operated and managed by local farmers to date. 

Farmers repeatedly asserted that as the system had a well-established canal network, there would be 

no need for land acquisition. Similarly the intake is located at government land and hence will not 

require private land even if a new intake were constructed. Hence land loss or displacement of farm 

families is a non-issue. Both the male and female equally feel that rehabilitation of the system shall 

save their time, which can be used in other agricultural activities. The team learnt that there were no 

religious or cultural heritage sites neat the irrigation system.  

Farmers further shared that marginal, vulnerable groups may need additional support to sustain their 

livelihood. For women programs on cash crops, potato and vegetable farming may prove effective. 

Local artisans (kami) should be given training on making improved agricultural tools so that they can 

earn a living. GP is planning to support them by providing furnace (aaran) to four of such people. 

The potential crops after availability of sufficient water, as expressed by the participants, are wheat, 

rice, potato and vegetables. Present cropping pattern is Wheat-Rice-Potato, Wheat-Rice- Peas, Rice- 

Wheat. Cropping pattern after full irrigation may change to Rice- Vegetables-Potato, Rice- 

Vegetables, Vegetables-Rice- Wheat.  Local potato has market in the village itself where the tourists 

are the major consumers. In case of high production vegetables and potato can be traded to 

Besisahar which is connected through a kachi road. Possibilities of cash crops nearby the command 

area are tea and cardamom. 

Use of pesticide and chemical fertilizer is almost nil. Improved farm machineries are not in use. 

Farmers have sufficient farm yard manure for their crops. However, the quantity is declining because 

the number of livestock is decreasing. These days only 46-47 temporary sheds for livestock are in the 

field for in situ manuring and only two sheep yards can be seen during the season. Farmers reported 

that cost of production is almost equal to the value of the produce.The productivity of major crops is 

rice- 150 kg/ ropani and wheat 120 kg/ ropani. 

Bhujung community presents a unique feature of an organized village that adheres to the socio-

cultural rules and regulations set by itself. Each year a cultural meeting, Riti-Thiti Bhela, is held in the 

month of Bhadra wherein rules affecting the socio-economic and cultural activities are decided for 

entire year. These rules pertain to norms and other facets of community life including wage 

determination, use of forest, water etc.  

Problems / Concerns in Brief 
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Despite harrowing difficulties the user farmers of Ghim-Che irrigation scheme confront each year, they 

have been maintaining the canal system. This was evident during the present visit as the system was 

noticed operational. Farmers have identified following major problems/issues in the operation and 

maintenance of their irrigation system; 

 Temporary nature of intake as well as canal structures that is washed out with each flood 
 High frequency of flood resulting in increased repair, maintenance requirement 
 Scarcity of raw materials to rebuild the intakes etc frequently. 
 As majority of farmers in the area is small and marginal, food sufficiency is a key concern   

Endnote  

Summarily, the Ghim-Che irrigation system is an existing and functional FMIS. It has a well-developed 

canal network, and since farmers do not propose any extension of the canals, land acquisition does 

not even make an issue.     

Land ownership pattern in the CA is likely to promote distributive justice. Because each household 

has a stake in project service area, the entire village of Bhujung is expected to benefit from project 

intervention. 

Ensuring food security for the marginal and vulnerable groups may prove a challenging task. For such 

groups, therefore, fitting income generating activities (IGA) have to be thought through and devised in 

the project.  

The community is fairly conscious about conservation. This largely owes to the efforts of Annapurna 

Conservation and Protection (ACAP) office located within the village. The inhabitants concede that 

ACAP has changed their life style, hygiene and sanitation practices. Villagers’ awareness about 

conservation and environment may meaningfully contribute to develop climate resilient irrigation 

system.  
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Attendance List of Ghim-che Irrigation System 

Bhujung, Kwholasothar Gaon Palika, Lamjung District (Date- 17th May, 2018) 

1. Khim Bahadur Gurung (Ward Chairman) 2. Pigmaan Gurung 

3. Brij Bahadur Gurung 4. Indramaya Gurung 

5. Dil Bahadur Gurung 6. Subumaya Gurung 

7. Sete Bahadur Gurung 8. Durga Bahadur Gurung 

9. Tabiman Gurung 10. Ash Kumari Gurung 

11. Yobhan Gurung 12. Bhaal Kumari Gurung 

13. Sutabir Gurung 14. Khushi Man Gurung 

15. Gambir Gurung 16. Shanta Kumari Gurung 

17. Una Gurung 18. Tribini Gurung 

19. Shambhu Prasad Gurung 20. Tul Prasad Gurung 

21. Sete Bahadur Gurung 22. Dhak Bahadur Gurung 

23. Bishnu Maya Gurung 24. Hum Bahadur Gurung 

25. Kayat Bahadur Gurung 26. Jog Man Gurung 

27. Kesh Bahadur Gurung 28. Tul Bahadur Gurung 

29. Bagal Singh Gurung 30. Prem Raj Gurung 

31. Kul Bahadur Gurung 32. Devinand Gurung 

33. Suresh Gurung 34. Bigi Gurung 

35. Dinesh Gurung 36. Chitra Bahadur Gurung 

37. Dhode Gurung 38. Yen Bahadur Gurung 

39. Maima Gurung 40. Chandra Kashi Gurung 

41. Laushari Gurung 42. Purne BK 

43. Maiji Gurung 44. Hem Jung Gurung 

45. Shyam Gurung 46. Tirtha Kumari Gurung 

47. Bibek Gurung 48. Gorkha Gurung 

49. Rock Bahadur Gurung 50. Kaji Man Gurung 

51. Kalo Gurung 52. Bijuli Gurung 

53. Chopospo Gurung 54. Chameli Gurung 

55. Chandra Kumari Gurung 56. Hira Kumari Gurung 

57. Lal BahadurGurung 58. Jamuna Gurung 

59. Man Bahadur Gurung 60. Jikimathi Gurung 

61. Ek Bahadur Gurung 62. Kharbini Gurung 

63. Shyam Bahadur Gurung 64. Pubhekashi Gurung 

65. Bishnu Maya Gurung 66. Suma Gurung 

67. Rabu Kashi Gurung 68. Ashish Gurung 

69. Aaj Bahadur gurung 70. Guman Singh Gurung 

71. Devi Sangh Gurung 72. Dhirendra Gurung 

73. Tham Bahadur Gurung 74. Udbini Gurung 

75. Tido Gurung 76. Puldari Gurung 

77. Niraj Gurung 78. Tek Kuari Gurung 

79. Gaj Bahadur Gurung 80. San Kumari Gurung 

81. Deuta Kashi Gurung 82. Man Kumari Gurung 

83. Kali Gurung 84. Min Bahadur Gurung 

85. Man Bahadur Gurung 86. Chinki Gurung 

87. Nau Kumari Gurung 88. Kusma Gurung 

89. Man Bir Gurung 90. Yam Bahadur Gurung 
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Attendance List of Ghim-che Irrigation System 

Bhujung, Kwholasothar Gaon Palika, Lamjung District (Date- 17th May, 2018) 

91. Ganga Maan Gurung 92. Dil Kumari Gurung 

93. Daal Bahadur Gurung 94. Santa Lal Gurung 

95. Narayan Bahadur Gurung 96. Chej Bahadur Gurung 

97. Pirlal Gurung 98. Lal Bahadur Gurung 

99. Pharak Bahadur Gurung 100. Jid Bahadur Gurung 

101. Pharak Bahadur Gurung 102. Arka Jung Gurung 

103. Chandra Kashi Gurung 104. Tabile Gurung 

105. Maita Gorai Gurung  
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Farmers’ Consultation at Ghim-Che Irrigation System 

Bhujung, Lamjung 
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Field Photos of Ghim-Che Irrigation System 

Bhujung, Lamjung 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

  

  

  

  

Existing Canal System 

Ward Chairman pointing the existing intakesite Source Khadi Khola 

Boulder Filled Canal Structure in Command Area 

Ghim-Che Command Area Wheat Grown in Command Area 

Farmers carrying the wheat Grains Gabion Protection Work 
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AMIS: Babai Irrigation Project (BIP) 

B 1: Budahan Majhara Irrigation Subproject (ISP), 

Bardia District 

  

Background/Introduction 

Babai Irrigation Project (BIP) in Bardia district of Pradesh # 6 is a Government of Nepal undertaking 

and defined as Agency Managed Irrigation System (AMIS). Since the proposed project, ICRIAP, also 

aims to attain improved performances of irrigation systems and consolidation of irrigation 

management transfers of AMIS, the present assignment required an inquiry into AMIS too. BIP 

therefore was selected for the current study. The system is underway construction for the last several 

years and a number of branch canals has been accomplished thus far. Discussion with Senior 

Divisional Engineer, Mr. Ramesh Sharma and Engineer Mr. Krishna Mishra at project office guided 

the consultant team to settle on One Branch Canal for the current probe. Following the suggestion, 

branch canal of Budahan Majhara, known as B1, was selected for the study. Branch B1 is the first off-

take in the Main Canal of BIP, and serves two ancient FMIS of Budahan and Majhara predominantly 

inhabited by indigenous Tharu ethnic community. As understood from the project office, a World Bank 

team had also paid a visit to B1 earlier for the purpose. 

BIP through its Engineer Mr. Mishra facilitated in the arrangement of farmers’ consultation. Following 

farmers’ request, two separate meetings were scheduled for 11 May 2018 in their respective villages.  

Project Setting 

Budahan and Majhara are two settlements or villages primarily inhabited by the indigenous Tharu 

community. Currently the first off-take or branch canal of Babai Main Canal, known as B1, serves the 

2 pre-existing FMIS of Budahan and Majhara. Both irrigation systems have a history of more than 50 

years of canal operation and maintenance. These are the two traditional irrigation systems built by the 

Tharu farmers, a native community and champions of indigenous irrigation system development and 

water management. Prior to their link up with B1, these systems mobilized thousands of labor days 

each year for repair and upkeep of intake and canal structures. Farmers stayed at river site for days
9
 

in order to construct/repair the intake structures using brushwood, timber and boulders. Labor 

contribution is governed by rules
10

 that are normally adhered to.  A users’ committee headed by Mr. 

Thagga Tharu manages the system.     

As reported the combined command area (CA) of these systems stands at 3266 hectare (4900 bigha) 

while independently Budahan has 3100 bigha of land and Majhara holds a land area of 1800 bigha. 

Mr. Bharat Tharu, a big landowner had led the construction of Majhara canal system. Later he was 

designated as the Chaudhari for the irrigation system. 

Majhara system has about 3000 households of which 250 are dalit households. Around 90% of the 

households are Tharu/Chaudhari family. Budahan system has roughly 4300 households and here 

again Tharu community holds majority (80-82%) followed by Brahmin/Chhetri and Dalit/Muslims. 

The Consultations  

Said earlier, two consultations with the farmers’ were scheduled and held on the same day. First 

meeting was held at Majhara system wherein Mr. Mishra, BIP Engineer, delivered opening remarks. 

The consultants, following Mr. Mishra, introduced themselves and briefed about the main objective of 

present visit and interactions. Mr. Chakra Bahadur Chaudhari, Secretary of the Mul Samiti, BIP, 

facilitated the meeting. The discussion meeting was conducted in the public hall of local community 

forest users group office. Farmers’ presence in the meeting was overwhelming and more than 200 

                                                           
9
 A minimum of 4 days 

10
 4 Bigha of Land = 1 labor 
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participants attended it including Mr. Thagga Tharu and Mr. Mahadev Tharu, respective Chairman of 

Majhara Kulo and Budahan Kulo. Women’s attendance was equally overriding. A list is attached here. 

The meeting started with farmers enumerating their problems. A women farmer, Mrs. Chinki Tharu, 

stated that as she had to leave her house behind to work on canal maintenance, it was becoming 

increasingly difficult for women like her. So she feels that permanent structures like canal lining will be 

of much help. Mr. Jagat Ram Tharu, another farmer apprised that his house was at risk due to land 

erosion, so command area protection works should be done. Likewise Mr. Chitra Bahadur Sunar, a 

dalit farmer conveyed problems of river capture of agricultural land. He further informed that dalit 

families had small landholdings ranging from 0.5 Kattha to 15 Kattha (0.5 ha) and faced food 

deficiency for around 6 months. Even these lands are public land (Ailani) and dalit families have been 

squatters there for more than 25 years.  To augment their livelihood status they work as wage labor in 

the community and/or seasonally migrate to India to make a living. About 60% of dalit families have at 

least 1 member working in India.  

Mr. Birkha Bahadur Thapa a flood victim/farmer was more concerned about the likelihood of river 

training and flood protection works.  

Farmers hardly ever perceive voluntary land donation for canal construction as a problem. This is 

largely due to time-honored community practice of viewing canals as societal capital. Meanwhile, 

farmers maintain that as canal extension is less likely, there will be no need for land acquisition or 

relocation. On contrary canal lining and protection works may result in reclamation of some 

agricultural land.      

Second discourse was held with Budahan farmers at WUA office edifice under construction. About 50 

farmers joined this meeting while the number of women was rather limited to 10. 

One of the pertinent issues raised by farmers in both meetings was that water available through the 

integrated branch system of B1 was not sufficient for either of them. Farmers feel that canal carrying 

capacity of both the systems have been constricted by the branch intake structure. In farmers’ opinion 

the design discharge (4 cumec) is simply inadequate to irrigate the entire area of Majhara and 

Budhan. Farmers complained that during construction the BIP did not take into consideration the size 

of their existing canals. Moreover as the soil is porous and cannot retain water, farmers require higher 

duty for irrigating their field.  

Finally, farmers at both the interactions disclosed that females and dalits could easily assume 

vegetable cultivation activities provided the canals are improved and managed. Yet another income 

earning activities identified for the vulnerable groups was be pig, goat raising and poultry.    

Farmers’ Problems / Concerns in Brief 

Farmers of the twin systems had raised series of concerns in meetings held at their respective places. 

Following is the list of issues or concerns expressed; 

Majhara Irrigation System: 

 Water is not sufficient for both Budahan and Majhara canal system. The systems therefore 
should be separated and made independent

11
 

 Majhara uses additional water from another source downstream of B1 
 Water is insufficient because irrigation is provided to a new area where it was not delivered 

earlier (Sukumbasi basti)
12

. Hence there may be a need for new diversion structure 
 To avoid conflict there should be separate off-takes in the MC of Babai IP

13
.  

 As the soil is permeable irrigation water does not reach downstream. So the volume of water 
in the canal has to be increased. 

                                                           
11

Mr. Thagga Tharu: WUA Chairman, Majhara 
12

 Mr. Tej Bahadur Tharu: Joint Secretary Majhara WUA 
13

Mr. Chakra Bahadur Chaudhari: Secretary WUA Mul Samiti BIP 
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 Land erosion and river capture is yet another major problem. So protection works are 
required. 

 Canals have turned into river and eroding cultivable land. 
 To control canal seepage lining in the canal is required as this is done in eastern canal 

 

Budahan Irrigation System: 

 Farmers feel that water scarcity begins right from the canal intake site at B1. As the combined 
canal for the twin systems is earthen immediately after B1 intake structure, the seepage 
precisely begins there.  

 The farmers are less than satisfied with the structures constructed and their performances 
under BIP. 

 To ensure adequate water for both the systems their intakes have to be separated making 
them independent of each other. Likewise canal lining has to be put up to Sihoriya off-take 
site. 

 Mr. Cheda Tharu, Aguwa (lead water guard) of Budahan seemed fatigued of the problems as 
he opined that the traditional structures of brushwood and stones functioned more effectively 
than the BIP built.   

 Mr. Gajadhar Kandel another water user expressed that there were no consultations before 
construction of structures. The river training works at west side had increased the possibility 
of damages at their side. He felt that safety should be ensured by canal lining and 
construction of off-takes in the canals. Likewise proper drainage system should be 
constructed. 

 Dalit households do not have land ownership but have been cultivating public or Ailani land 
for years. About 3% of the households are dalits and constitute Pariyar, Kami and Baadi 
castes. As occupational groups they earn their livelihood from works like tailoring, iron-works 
etc. Male members from such family seasonally migrate to India for periodic works.  

 Mrs. Suki Pariyar, a dalit female has 0.5 Kattha of land as her homestead. She has a family of 
8 and maintains the family by tailoring and working as wage labor in the field. Her son has 
out-migrated for work.  She feels that she can undertake goat raising or other enterprise 
provided the support.  

 About 15% households are women headed as their spouses have either migrated for work or 
deceased.  

 As there were several absentee landowners, the provision of lease agriculture should be 
promoted.  

 

Endnote 

 Given that the project serves a Command Area (CA) overwhelmingly inhabited by indigenous 
people (Tharu); and as they are key beneficiaries, the project is commensurate with WB 
operational policies. 

 The unlikely extension of canal system in the command area precludes any possibility of land 
acquisition and thereby relocation of farm families. 

 Voluntary land donation for irrigation canal has been an age-old practice in the communities. 
So farmers consider this practice as a non-issue. But the practice may need to be streamlined 
following operational guidelines and due diligence shall be required. 

 Regarding the consolidation of AMIS and their management transfer, farmers’ requirements, 
ideas, opinion become of paramount importance. For this it may be essential to identify the 
incentives that farmers view as motivational elements and thereby participate in the 
undertaking. All this will require closer and repeated consultations with potential beneficiaries 
and earlier this is done, the better.   
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Farmers’ Consultation at B 1: Budahan Majhara Irrigation Subproject (ISP)  

Bardia District (Date- 11th May, 2018) 

Attendance List of Budahan Irrigation System 

106. Mahadev Tharu  107. Nari Bhattarai  

108. Cheda Tharu  109. BIpat Ram Tharu  

110. Darbari Tharu  111. Budhram Tharu  

112. Shankar Tharu  113. Ramu Kumar Tharu  

114. Chautariiya Tharu  115. Moti Lal Tharu  

116. Fattu Tharu  117. Ram Charan Tharu  

118. Baliram Tharu  119. Buddhi Ram Tharu  

120. Sundar Tharu  121. Bujhawan Tharu  

122. Shyam Bhadhur Tharu  123. Ittwari Tharu  

124. Banuram Tharu  125. Fallu Tharu  

126. Patiram Tharu  127. Sher Bhadhur Oli  

128. Ramdhe Tharu (Bandushree) 129. Khusiram Tharu Padanaha 

130. Biharilal Tharu  131. Rajaram Tharu  

132. Surat Chaudhary  133. Chotelal Chaudhary  

134. Ram Surat Tharu  135. Kali Ram 

136. Mahesh  137. Shiva Ram  

138. Ram Bharose 139. Pedhiwa Tharu  

140. Lohari Tharu  141. Magal  

142. Nimlal  143. Prem Bhadhur Darlami  

144. Lautan  145. Rampyari 

146. Rajmati  147. SImrani  

148. Kishor Tharu  149. Baliram Tharu  

150. Pramesh Kumar Tharu  151. Bindu Chaudhary 

152. Vaggu Datta  153. Sushil Subedi  

154. Resham Baniya  155. Krishna Mishra  

156. Nawaraj Subedi  157. Tek Bhadhur Pandey  

158. Janaki Parsad Khanal  159. Hariram Tharu  

160. Gajaghar Kadel  161. Bisara Tharu  

162. Chakra Bhadhur Chaudhary  163. Bhaghii Ram Tharu  

164. Arun Tharu  165. Dugram Tharu  

166. Laluu Tharu  167. Pahadiya Tharu  

168. Asharam Tharu  169. Suresh Parsad Tiwari  

170. Bhunsi Tharu  171. Lokraj Tharu  

172. Shree Ram Tharu  173. Ram Badhur Tharu  

174. Suki Pariyar  175. Sunita Pariyar 
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Attendance List of  Majhara ISP Irrigation System 

176. Dagg Tharu 177. Kali Ram 

178. Chakra Bhadhur Chaudhary  179. Nanda Lal Tharu  

180. Tej Bhadhur Tharu  181. Buddhi Ram Chaudhary  

182. Lal Bir Tharu  183. Safar Tharu  

184. Punsa Tharu  185. Dhukhuwa Tharu  

186. Chabilal Tharu  187. Laxii Ram Tharu  

188. Kashiram Tharu  189. Karna Bhadhur Chaudhary  

190. Kabilal Raut 191. Lalit Pariyar 

192. Soria Tharu  193. Guleyari Tharu  

194. Kanshu Chaudhary  195. Lila Dhar Chaudhary  

196. Vanju Tharu  197. Parmila Tharu  

198. Amrita Tharu  199. Chardani Tharu  

200. Jharna Thapa  201. Nankali Budhaa 

202. Mankala Kumal  203. Rupa Tharu  

204. Sita  Rani Tharu  205. Chinki Tharu  

206. Sonu Tharu  207. Sohani Tharu  

208. Sarita Sunar  209. Bajari Tharu  

210. Aaete Budhaa 211. Ghamane Boli   

212. Chonari Chaudhary  213. Babita Chaudhary   

214. Nanda Kali Pariyar 215. Parwati Tharu 

216. Aharita Tharu  217. Sita Tharu  

218. Mina Tharu  219. Shyam parsad Tharu  

220. TIk Ram Tharu  221. Siu Narayan Chaudhary  

222. Jag Man Chaudhary  223. Dhani Ram Chaudhary  

224. Laxmi K. Tharu  225. Rama Tharu  

226. Puspa B.K 227. Durga Tharu  

228. Maya Tharu  229. Chameli Tharu  

230. Samjhana Tharu  231. Budhhani Tharu 

232. Anita Tharu  233. Hanuman Tharu  

234. Buddhi Parsad Tharu  235. Chaluwa Tharu  

236. Kali Ram Tharu  237. Man Bhadhur Tharu  

238. Chetrra Bhadhur Tharu  239. Ram Bhadhur Tharu  

240. Lal Bhadhur Tharu  241. Bal Kishan Tharu  

242. Ram Parsad Tharu  243. Ram Hari Tharu  

244. Junga Bhadhur Tharu  245. Rabin Tharu  

246. Binod Tharu  247. Nikhil Tharu  

248. Jhimati Tharu  249. Edrani Tharu  

250. Pardesni Tharu  251. Asip Tharu  

252. Asha Kumari Tharu  253. Gita Kumari Tharu  

254. Sima Kumari Tharu  255. Samjhana Tharu  

256. Bam Dev Chaudhary  257. Kapil Chaudhary  

258. Bhikhari Tharu  259. Jhag Bhadhur Chaudhary  

260. Hari Parsad Chaudhary  261. Dipak Bhandari  

262. Bijaya Wali 263. Sanjaya Pariayar 

264. Bimal Budhha  265. Dip Chanara  

266. Anariya Tharu  267. Bif Rani Chaudhary  

268. Laxmi Tharu  269. Varni Tharu  

270. Gore Bhadhur Mahatara 271. Arjun Tharu  

272. Amar Bhadhur Gurung 273. Prem Lal Tharu  
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Attendance List of  Majhara ISP Irrigation System 

274. Junga Bhadhur Tharu  275. Khatu Tharu  

276. Dharmi Tharu  277. Birasni Tharu  

278. Janaki Chaudhary  279. Chuliha Tharu  

280. SIla Tharu  281. Ram Patiya Tharu  

282. Aantarani Tharu  283. Dapujrani Tharu  

284. Dhan Sara Thapa  285. Jaya Sara Budhha 

286. Surya Kumari Budhha  287. Sarita Tharu  

288. Dukhani Tharu  289. Bisni Tharu  

290. Man Kumari Tharu  291. Birs Bhadhur Thapa  

292. Bimal Kumar Chaudhary  293. Lal Bhadhur Sunar 

294. Bisnu Tharu  295. Pardeshi Tharu  

296. Sirram Tharu  297. Durga Tharu  

298. Chidhu Tharu  299. Lapten Tharu  

300. Pati Ram Tharu  301. Dukha Ram Tharu  

302. Holi Ram Tharu  303. Surat Tharu  

304. Mithun B.K 305. Tet Ram Tharu  

306. Aetbari Tharu  307. Kirta Bhadhur Tharu  

308. Nokhi Ram Chaudhary  309. Buddhi Ram Chaudhary  

310. Mangal Tharu  311. Chitra Bhadhur Sunar  

312. Netra Bhadhur Bohora  313. Santa Ram Tharu  

314. Ram Bhadhur Tharu  315. Sahaj Ram Tharu  

316. Bhojuwa Tharu  317. Ram Parsad Tharu  

318. Dudh Ram Tharu 319. Kishor Tharu  

320. Anta Ram Tharu  321. Sarita Tharu  

322. Ful Maya Tharu  323. Jhagee Tharu 

324. Chaju Ram Tharu  325. Makhan Lal Tharu  

326. Jhagju Parsad Chaudhary  327. Khushi Ram Tharu  

328. Vagauati Tharu  329. Jibit Tharu  

330. Rajendra Tharu  331. Kale Chanara  

332. Kul Bhadhur Tharu  333. Budhiya Tharu  

334. Krishna Tharu  335. Bir Moti Tharu  

336. Bulayaa Tharu  337. Susmita Tharu  

338. Raj Kumari Tharu  339. Arthan Kumari Tharu  

340. Gita Kumari Tharu  341. Kaju Tharu  

342. Khadag Pariyar 343. Suwash Gautam  

344. Jagat Ram Chaudhary  345. Raja Ram Tharu  

346. Vodhu Tharu  347. Pahari Tharu  

348. Hira Lal Tharu  349. Pancha Ram Tharu  
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Farmers’ Consultation at Budahan Majhara Irrigation Subproject (ISP) 

Bardia District 
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Gunapal Irrigation Sub-Project (ISP), 

Ajay Meru Gaun Palika ward # 3 

Dadeldhura 

 

Background/Introduction 

As planned the Consultant Team made a kick start of the fieldwork from Dadeldhura district in the far 

west. Prior to departure for the subproject site the team had a brief interface with the Chief
14

 of 

Irrigation Development Sub-Division (IDSD) and gathered preliminary information, data on the 

proposed irrigation subproject (ISP). In addition the team also collected the detailed study report of 

the ISP from the sub-Division.  

 Following suggestions of IDSD Chief, the team visited Gunapal ISP site in the morning of 04 May 

2018. The team had a walkthrough the command area and observed the water source, intake site and 

command area. In the afternoon a discourse with prospective beneficiaries was organized.  Together 

with the general interaction Specific consultation was also held with the dalit and women in the 

subproject area. This enabled us better understand the views of marginalized people of the 

community.  

Project Setting 

Gunpal irrigation system is located at Ward # 3 of Ajay Meru Gaon Palika in Dadeldhura district. The 

subproject area can be reached from district headquarter through a 20 Km rough hilly road. The water 

source of the proposed subproject is Ghatte Gaad Khola, which also serves as a main source for a 

series of drinking water systems downstream. Despite farmers’ claim that it is an existing FMIS, their 

new proposal is to extend it to irrigate an entirely new area located across. The area up to now is rain 

fed and has not received irrigation water. Even the IDSD labels it as a new system. 

The proposed ISP isestimated to have 500 ropanis (25 ha) of land inhabited by some 250 

households. The service area is composed of mixed ethnicity and the dalit families have a strong 

presence with about 60 (24%) households. The dalits comprise of Sarki, Damai and Kami caste 

groups. 

The Consultations 

Interaction meeting with the potential beneficiaries was held at an open field within the village. As a 

small group of dalit females had also turned up for the meeting, the team concurrently talked to them 

with undivided attention. Following dalit and female farmers composed the group and participated in 

the consultation.  

(1) Mrs. Heera Sarki,    (2) Mrs. Bishna Sarki,  

(3) Mrs. Kalawati Sarki,    (4) Mrs. Jan Devi Sarki,  

(5) Mrs. Lila Devi Sarki,    (6) Mrs. Laxmi Devi sarki,  

(7) Mrs. Tulasi Devi Sarki,    (8) Mrs. Hira Devi Sarki  

(9) Mrs. Kamali devi Malla   (10) Mrs. Parwati Devi Malla 

In general female members of rural community are shy and tend to remain quiet during discussions. 

The participation becomes even more difficult when the women are from dalit ethnic groups. This 

proved equally true in current instance. It took some efforts to incite them to express their views. 

Roughly there are 40 households from Sarki occupational caste group, 10 from Damai and 7 from 

Kaami caste group in the command area. The landholding of these families ranged from 3 to 10 

                                                           
14

 Mr. Manoj Dev 
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ropanis. Noticeably none of them was reported landless. However the group informed that due to lack 

of irrigation the food sufficiency in their families was adversely affected.  They further informed that to 

sustain family they worked as labor within the command area. Some dalit women were observed 

working as labor and carrying stone slate for house construction. While male members of dalit group 

extracted slates from quarry site women transported them on their back to construction site. 

As noticed all dalit households owned some land in the subproject area. However lack of irrigation 

facilities inhibited them to grow crops or vegetables. Mrs. Kalawati Sarki sorely expressed her feeling 

that had there been irrigation water, they could have been their own “Zamindars” i.e. they could 

cultivate their own field instead of working for others to sustain the family.  

All dalit females present in the meeting declared that if irrigation water were available they would grow 

vegetables. Likewise they further affirmed that the proposed project would not have any adverse 

impact on their families. The females have high hopes from the project. 

Following the foothold of female farmers, other farmers as well illustrated the need for irrigation in the 

area. Because of lack of rain, the area did not have wheat this year. Given the farmers are totally 

deprived of water, their resolve can be well understood.     

 Apart from likely beneficiaries, the team also had discourse with the officials
15

 as well as elected 

representative of Gaon Palika (GP), the local body
16

. The interactions helped learn that there were no 

social disagreements on the community’s need for irrigation water. But as a number of drinking water 

as well as irrigation schemes were operational from the same source (Ghatte Gaad Khola) skepticism 

about water sufficiency was discernible. So the GP Chairman suggested ensuring water availability at 

source river.        

Problems / Concerns in Brief 

Taken as a whole Gunapal irrigation scheme is a new system being proposed for the undertaking. As 

farmers are in dire need for water their commitment to the project requirements is quite fervent.  

Nonetheless they seem to have ignored some of the likely problems or concerns that may arise out of 

the subproject implementation. Some of the possible issues/concerns that require due attention are 

listed below; 

 Available water source is severely exploited by drinking water and irrigation schemes 
downstream. Priority rights of these schemes may preclude its further usage by yet another 
irrigation scheme. 

  Construction of intake structure and conveyance facilities in the forestland may result in 
adverse impact on the environment.  

 As a new irrigation system, fresh excavation of new canal network shall have to be done. 
This will essentially lead to land loss and needs to be compensated. 

 Dalits and vulnerable groups make more than 20% of the households in the area. So there is 
all the likelihood of these households being adversely affected by loss of land. Replacement 
of such lost land by new land may create further problem.  
 

Endnote  

There is no denial that Gunapal village needs irrigation water for its gently sloping and well-

maintained farmers’ field. However the disposition and magnitude of the proposed subproject attracts 

as well as requires compliance with selected social safeguard measures. While a detailed 

environmental and social impact assessment would be a first step in this regard, minimization or 

mitigation measures for the likely land loss will have to be clearly defined as well.   

 

                                                           
15

 Mr. Khem Raj Poudel: Executive Officer; and Mr. Madan Raj Ojha: Secretary; Ajay Meru Gaon Palika 
16

 Mr. Umesh Bhatta: Chairman, Ajay Meru Gaon Palika 
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Field Photos of Gunpal ISP 

Ajay Meru Gaun Palika, Dadeldhura 
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Attariya Deep Tubewell Irrigation Sub-Project (ISP) 

Lalpur Haraiya Deep Tubewell Irrigation Unit or Scheme 

Godavari Nagar Palika # 7,  

Kailali District  

 

Background/Introduction 

Innovative and Climate Resilient Irrigated Agriculture Project (ICRIAP) proposes Sustainable Irrigation 

Development and Management under itsComponent B. For this the project amongst others, has 

envisioned to develop, rehabilitate and modernize the Groundwater and Non-conventional irrigation 

schemes (sub-component B1). In conformity with the articulated project objective and following their 

TOR the consultant team at beginning visited Ground Water Irrigation Development Division (GWIDD) 

Kailali and as advised by the GWIDD, decided to field visit Lalpur Haraiya Deep Tubewell Irrigation 

Unit at Godavari Nagar Palika on 09 May 2018.The Lalpur Haraiya Deep Tubewell is one unit in the 

cluster of Attariya Deep Tubewell Irrigation Sub-Project (ISP). Mr. Ram Dutta Joshi, Hydrologist at 

GWIDD, accompanied the team and also facilitated at field level. 

Project Setting 

The proposed scheme is one amongst 13 deep tubewell units included in 1 (One) cluster known as 

Attariya Cluster. Each unit shall serve 40 hectares of land. As it was not possible to have discourse 

with the prospective beneficiaries of all 13 tubewells, a sample tube well of Lalpur Haraiya was 

selected for the consultation purpose. Workload at farmers’ field coupled with the increasing 

temperature of terai had some effect on the presence of farmers during the discussion. Despite that 

about 25 potential users of the tube well participated in the discourse and shared their views. 

Traditional community level Bhalmansa (messenger) was used to inform the farmers about the 

meeting. 

The service area of the proposed tubewell is located at Godavari Municipality, ward no # 7 and lies in 

north of the national highway. There are about 200 households that will be benefitted by this scheme. 

Of this about 50 households are non-title holders without the land registration papers and hold 14 ha 

of land. Remaining 150 households are from Tharu community and own 26 ha. The number of 

Women headed household stands at 35 in the community of hill people whereas it is about 8-10 for 

Tharu people. Single woman headed households are rather limited. 

Lalpur Haraiya has a fairly small dalit community. Main caste groups in this category are Baadi, 

Nepali, and BK. These families have less than 5 kattha (0.17 ha) of land and they maintain their 

livelihood by working as wage labor, and seasonal migration to India. But this practice is predominant 

in hill people only. Tharu families on the other hand are less mobile in this regard. 

The Consultations  

The team at the outset had leisurely start of conversation as limited people showed up at the 

scheduled time. The audiences began to enlarge as time elapsed. 

Groundwater irrigation schemes differ from the gravity flow in the sense that they require less land for 

installation as well as developing distribution systems. As pipe canals are used for the conveyance of 

irrigation water, land acquisition issue does not transpire usually. For the installation of pump/house 

an area of 30 m
2 

is required and farmers propose to install the pump in government or Ailani land. 

There is a full agreement between the GW Irrigation Division office and farmers regarding the location 

of pump. As a result land acquisition is a non-issue here.   
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Farmers apprised that the entire area was dry land without much access to water. There was even 

scarcity of drinking water in the community. So their request for deep tubewell will promote 

conjunctive use of water and address both the problems. The potential beneficiaries therefore in 

unison expressed that the project would be of great help to poor farmers. GWIDD on the other hand 

does not recommend the water for drinking purpose. 

Deep tubewells normally entail contiguity of land as command area. Sometimes this is reported as 

setback because of absentee landowners who tend to keep their land fallow. 

Visibly the entire command area is a parched area and farmers are well aware of the importance of 

irrigation. Farmers therefore are more committed to engage in profitable agriculture. One such 

opportunity as reported, has been vegetable farming. Farmers of the area have witnessed the benefit 

of vegetable cultivation. One Chaudhari farmer earned Rs. 42,000 by off-season cucumber farming in 

1 kattha (0.033 ha)of land. He had employed drip irrigation from the hand pump installed at his 

homestead. Proximity to Attariya, a market hub, offers ample marketing opportunities for vegetables.  

Regarding sustainability of the irrigation scheme, farmers assured that they would assume the 

responsibilities of operation and maintenance of the system. A few farmers had demonstrated 

capability of running a deep tubewell for the last 15 years. 

Farmers also used the setting to vent their irk about their inability to access the allowed power-

connection for agricultural activities as the concerned authority did not facilitate it. Equally they were 

also curious about the possibility of use of solar pump for irrigation.  

Farmers’ Problems / Concerns in Brief 

 The entire command area of the proposed project is dry land without much access to gravity 

flow water. 

 Equally the area lacks drinking water facilities. So the proposed scheme is commensurate 

with the community needs.  

 The nature and scope of the deep tubewell scheme does not require any land acquisition. As 

the installation of pump/house is proposed in un-inhabited public land, there will be no loss of 

private land. 

 The proposed piped canal system for the conveyance of irrigation water is well received by 

the potential beneficiaries. 

 Dalit households have on an average a small parcel of land (0.17 ha). They can engage in 

vegetable cultivation given the support. 

 Farmers are cognizant of the benefit from commercial farming. So they have affirmed their 

commitment to vegetable farming under the project. 

 Project assistance will be required to ensure farmers received agriculture meters for electricity 

hook up. 

 

Endnote 

Overall, deep tubewells seem to set off lesser social problems. As the service area is formed by 

pooling together land of several farm households, this may help enhance the social capital of trust 

and interdependence. Having said that, it also necessitates to ensure equal opportunity for all the 

users. 
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Farmers Attendance List of Attariya Deep Tubewell Irrigation Sub-Project, Kailali District 

350. Mr. Phula Ram Chaudhari 351. Mr. LokBahadur Shah 

352. Mr. Bhumi Raj Badu 353. Mr. Laltu Chaudhari 

354. Mr. Narayan Chaudhari 355. Mr. Krishna Chaudhari 

356. Mr. BajaruChaudhari 357. Mr. Kali CharanChaudhari 

358. Mrs. DasniChaudhari 359. Mrs. BanjhyaChaudhari 

360. Mrs. Raj MatiChaudhari 361. Mrs. Kamala Chaudhari 

362. Mrs. AnuChaudhari 363. Mr. Rup LalChaudhari 

364. Mr. Budhi Ram Chaudhari 365. Mr. Dipat Ram Chaudhari 

366. Mr. BalBahadurChaudhari 367. Mr. BhimChaudhari 

(Team was not able to note names of some farmers who frequented in and out)  

Farmers’ Consultation at Attariya Deep Tubewell ISP 

Godavari Nagar Palika, Kailali 
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Tallo Banari Gaon Irrigation Sub-Project (ISP), 

Shailya Shikhar Nagar Palika Ward # 5  

Darchula District 

 

Background/Introduction 

Tallo Banari Gaon Irrigation Sub-Project (ISP) Darchula was mainly selected for present study in 

compliance with the Consultants' TOR mandate to include a sample (sub-project) from mountain 

districts as well. Accordingly upon the suggestion from the IDSD Darchula, the ISP was field visited on 

06 May 2018. As the project is located en route to the district head quarter, the team had a day’s 

layover at site. During the stay it explored the subproject site, conducted a brief walkthrough the 

system and had interaction with selected farmers, local leaders. The team learnt that the IDSD 

remained to undertake a site visit of the proposed subproject. After completion of fieldwork, the team 

proceeded to Darchula the next day and had detailed discussion at IDSD. 

Project Setting 

The irrigation system is located at Ward # 5 of Shailya Shikhar Nagar Palika in Darchula district. The 

subproject area is sited near Bagaura, a small village on the road to the district headquarter, about 20 

Km from Gokuleshwor township. The scheme uses Agrigad as its main water source. Similar to any 

other hill area, the khola also serves as a source for a few drinking water schemes downstream.  

Tallo Banari Gaon irrigation scheme is a petite hill FMIS, with a small command area of about 300 

ropani (15 ha). The system was built by the farmers themselves some 25 years ago and has not 

received any outside assistance so far. Access to the canal system as well as the farmers was rather 

difficult. The hills are vertical cliffs and the settlements remotely located.   

The canal serves 60 farm families including 7 Dalit and 9 women headed households. Chhetri is the 

major ethnic group followed by dalits while Brahmins have 2-3 households only. The land holding 

varies from 4-5 ropanis to more than 20 ropanis. About 20 HH have 4-5 ropanis of land while 5-6 HH 

have more than 20 ropanis. For dalits the land holding pattern ranges from 0.5 Ropani to 4-5 ropanis. 

In fact the dalits are not the users of irrigation water. Most dalits have occupied 1-2 ropanis of public 

or Ailani land as allowed by the community. Dalit families maintain their living by working as wage 

labor locally. 

The Consultations 

At the outset Consultation with potential beneficiaries proved a challenging task. The remoteness of 

the settlements coupled with the frenzy for maize cultivation on time had kept farmers fairly occupied 

at their field. As a result prescheduled meetings with larger audience could not be arranged. Endless 

efforts by the WUA Chairman however enabled the consultants hold small group discussion as well as 

in-person interactions with select individuals. Discourse with individuals included elected officials, 

representatives like Mayor of municipality, Ward Chairman and Ward Member. The following farmers 

attended the small group meeting; 

Mr. Madan Singh Rawal  Ward Chairman 

Mr. Padam Singh Daga  Ward Member 

Mr. Lokendra Singh Daga WUA Chairman 

Mr. Amar Singh Dhami  Mayor, Shailya Shikhar Nagar Palika, Darchula 

Mr. ChuneDaga   Water User 

Mr. Dale Daga    
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Mr. AS Dhami, the Mayor, exhibited his delight upon the likelihood of the subproject undertaking. As a 

resident in the proximity of the irrigation scheme he was much aware of the canal system and its 

users. He assured that the rehabilitation and improvement of the scheme shall have no adverse 

impact on anyone. It may on contrary benefit dalits as increased agricultural activities in the area can 

be expected. He further communicated that, charitable offer of land for canal construction was a well-

adhered societal practice in the community; although, he added, it might not be necessary .  

As learnt, Mr. Madan Rawal, the ward chairman, had an extensive experience of working with the 

irrigation scheme. The system is an existing FMIS, built and managed by farmers for more than 50 

years. It has a well kept canal network and therefore does not require additional land or new 

excavation. On contrary, Mr. Rawal opined  that the project would benefit more households as the 

strengthened canal may spare water for additional land downstream. He assured that adverse impact 

of the project was unlikely hence it should be implemented. 

Farmers strongly feel that system restoration will ensure timely and increased supply of water. This 

will essentially encourage them grow vegetables in the area. There is a designated vegetable pocket 

area in the project vicinity. Awareness about high value cash crops is on the rise and recently farmers 

have been conscious of cardamom farming. Similarly spice crops cultivation is also being pursued. 

As dalits do not own land, they largely depend on daily wage earning. They toil in agriculture field or 

do other menial works. 5 Families also carry out tailoring works. The municipality has a targeted 

program for them and has distributed tailoring machine. For such dalit farm families fishery, poultry, 

vegetable kitchen garden, pig raising etc were identified as some of the favorable activities.  

The ward chairman Mr. Rawal apprised that water availability in the source river had declined over the 

years. The reasons he enlists are added intakes for drinking water upstream and deforestation. For 

the last 4-5 years monsoon has been irregular and early or delayed rains have become a regular 

phenomenon. So source conservation and protection is considered necessary now. In this regard the 

municipality has declared the source river as protected area. A committee has been formed to 

oversee it and control the misuse, like unauthorized fishing or fishing using wrong means, of river.   

Women farmers shared that marginal, vulnerable groups would need extra support to sustain their 

livelihood. For women, programs on cash crops, potato and vegetable farming may prove effective 

and hence suggested. 

Next to the intake site there is a temple called Lat Baba Kail Pal temple. But the project shall have no 

effect on the temple as the canal is at a distance. It was however suggested that if the project could 

build a boundary wall around it, this would further safeguard the temple. The project area has 

Jagannath Agriculture Cooperative located at Bagaura.  

Problems / Concerns in Brief 

Farmers have identified following major problems/issues in the operation and maintenance of their 

irrigation system; 

 Temporary intake structure washes out with each flood. So permanent intake should be built  
 Increasing difficulty in collecting materials like brushwood, timber, boulder etc to rebuild the 

intake  
 Identical to any hill system, water seepage from earthen canal makes it difficult to convey 

adequate irrigation water to the tail end of CA. Canal lining therefore is a must. 
 Increased frequency of flood has added to increase in repair and maintenance requirement 
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Endnote  

In summary, Tallo Banari Gaon irrigation scheme is an existing and functional FMIS. As a minor 

system it has a well functional canal network, and since farmers do not have any extension plans, no 

land acquisition shall be required. 

Significant presence of dalits as vulnerable groups in the command area entails that special package 

for them be devised and delivered. 

Since the municipality has declared the source river as protected area, the activities like catchment 

improvement, watershed management can be implemented jointly, in collaboration with municipality.   

 

Farmers’ Attendance List 

368. Mr. Amar Singh Dhami (Mayor, 
Municipality) 

369. Mr. Madan Singh Rawal (Ward 
Chairman) 

370. Mr. Padam Singh Danga (Ward Member) 371. Mrs. Dhropati Rawal (Female 
Ward Member) 

372. Mr. Lokendra Singh Danga (WUA 
Chairman) 

373. Mrs. Janaki Rawal 

374. Mrs. Geeta Rawal 375. Mrs. Manmati Danga 

376. Mrs. Mrs. Lalita Rawal 377. Mrs. Dhichya Saudhe 

378. Mrs. Dhana Rawal 379. Mr. Ganesh Saudhe 

380. Mrs. Parbati Rawal 381. Mr. Prem Danga 

382. Mrs. Harina Danga 383. Mr. Padam Saudhe 

384. Mrs. Chadani Rawal 385. Mr. Sundar Danga 
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Farmers’ Consultation at TalloBanari Gaon Irrigation System 

Bagaura, Darchula 
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Dhumaiya Irrigation Subproject, 

Rapti Sonari Gaon Palika ward no. 5  

Banke District 

12 May 2018 

 

Background/Introduction 

This is a farmers managed irrigation scheme located in the far flung area of Banke district. The IDSD has listed 

the scheme for refurbishment considering the water users' motivation and low cost requirement for the project.   

A staff from IDSD accompanied the team to the subproject area. The team arrived at site in the morning but as 

farmers had not gathered for the discourse, it utilized available time by visiting weir/intake site and a section of 

the main canal. Apparently the system had been rehabilitated in 2051 B.S. under Nepal Irrigation Sector Project 

with a total cost of Rs. 4.4 million. The major work done was construction of weir across the river and side 

intakes in both banks. Team returned back to village for the meeting after site observations. Disappointingly the 

attendance in the meeting was relatively poor.      

 

Project Setting 

Dhumaiya Irrigation Scheme is located in Rapti Sonari Gaon Palika, ward no. 5 of Banke District. The project 

area can be marked as "remote" considering its inaccessibility during wet season. The system draws water from 

the source river, Dhumaiya Khola. The user farmers opined that  the water level in the river had not declined over 

the years. Historically the irrigation scheme was built in 2017 B.S. under the leadership of a local Tharu land-

owner or zamindar, Mr. Laughad Mahato. Diversion was built using brushwood, timber etc. About 25 -30 farmers 

could divert water in the canals. The system, as said earlier, was improved some 25 years ago under NISP and 

is operational as of now. The irrigation system has 2 side intakes and commands a service area of 320 bigha 

(214 ha) inhabited by 295 households with a population of 2000. There are 2 main branches namely Chilaria and 

Taduwa. Likewise Chilaria has 2 while Taduwa has 3 sub-branches. Since water availability is insufficient, the 

main branches take turns in irrigating their land. The ethnic composition of the community is governed by Tharu 

ethnic group that occupies more than 50% of the households. Brahmin/ Chhetri follow the line and thereafter are 

Magars and dalits. The average family size stands at 7 people. 33 dalit families have been reported in the area 

and include Damai, Lohar and BK castes. Similarly there are about 15 women headed households. Most dalit 

farm families cultivate public land or Ailani. In-migration of hill people had started in 2035/36 and dalits 

constituted the significant lot. Land holding in the command area ranges from 5 kattha to 5 bigha.  

 

The irrigation system has an Eleven member WUA executive committee. Of this, Five (5) are female members 

including 1 dalit. Obviously the WUA was formed and registered during the rehabilitation of the scheme as per 

IDD requirement. The committee was noted less active these days.    

 

The Consultations  

Stated earlier the interaction meeting witnessed a limited presence of potential beneficiaries. Moreover as most 

male members of farm families were preoccupied in field work, females outnumbered them in the gathering.   

 

Farmers strongly asserted that the FMIS was an ancestral canal system with well defined contour and foot-prints. 

So there would be no need for land acquisition, and neither would any farm family be displaced. Improvements at 

the head-works site will also have no severe bearing on land loss even if the intake is located at public land.            

 

Interaction with the water users of Dhumaiya scheme revealed that the income generating activities for the 

farmers could be vegetable farming, cow and buffalo rearing and poultry keeping. Heifer has already supported 

husbandry in the community. The command area does not have commercial vegetable production. Surplus 

agricultural produce is sold at local marketplace. Market network is not set up except for goats where traders 

from Nepalgunj arrive and procure them. Mr. Etwari Tharu, a local farmer informed that he had produced Mung 
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beans but could not sell it. But farmers feel that producing different crops/livestock by different families can easily 

find market within the village itself. This was well reflected by Mrs. Gita Chaudhari who declared her interest in 

poultry farming while  Mrs. Sita Tharu wanted to grow vegetables. Mr. Baji Ram Chaudhari acknowledged that he 

could not grow vegetables due to lack of irrigation water.  

Dalit and landless farm families which constitute about 11 % of households are expected to gain from the 

intervention. Landless people work as share cropper or undertake farming by contract with land owners. In 

addition most male members of dalit family also go to India for 6 months to earn a living. The project will offer 

them increased opportunity to work at field level. Regarding other activities for dalit families, buffalo, goat raising, 

poultry and vegetable growing may be few activities that the females of such families could take on. The team 

learnt that income from goat raising is normally kept by females and they spend the earnings on daily necessities 

like salt, edible oil as well as clothes for the kids.  

On the whole, female farmers attending the discussion expressed that provided the irrigation system is improved 

and agriculture possible round the year, the male members do not have to go outside the community for making 

a living. 

The command area does not have commercial vegetable production. Surplus agricultural produce is marketed in 

local market. Market network is not established except for goats where traders from Nepalgunj take away the 

goats for sale.  

The farmers expressed that 6 katha land can feed 7-member family the whole year provided irrigation is available 

throughout the year. Commercial cultivation of few commodities needs well established market network.  

There is no agrovet in the command area. Agriculture/Livestock service center is at Baijapur but technical service 

is lacking. They have suggested to provide one agricultural technician for each ward. There is no market and 

farm mechanization are almost nil. Farmers use their traditional implements and storage structures. 

 

Farmers’ Problems / Concerns in Brief 

 

The overall problems shared by the farmers during the consultation can be summarized as follows; 

 Although the head-works and Intakes are operating fairly well, some strengthening works are required 

at this site. Farmers feel that additional gabion protection works is needed on order to safeguard 

outflanking of the river. 

 As canal leakage is very high, only half of water reaches to the command area 

 Market accessibility is poor and farmers face problem in selling the vegetables 

 The area does not have any program on agricultural extension and improvements 

 

Endnotes 

The proposed subproject serves an area that is significantly inhabited by Tharu, the indigenous group. As this 

community is the key beneficiary, the subproject is in conformity with the policy on indigenous people. The 

proposed intervention is expected to augment the benefits to these people. 

 

Another set of people the project shall benefit is dalits who are unauthorized settlers in public land. Provision of 

irrigation to these land is bound to help dalits uphold their livelihood. In addition, willingness of dalit women to 

participate in project activities  like IGA may add on to their living conditions.   

 

Notwithstanding above the scheme was rehabilitated earlier under NISP and the head-work/intake are functional. 

Minor rehab of the system may yield increased benefits.        
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Farmers Attendance List of Dhumaiya ISP, Banke District 

386. Mr. Etwari Tharu 387. Mrs. Indra Tharu 

388. Mrs. Gita Tharu 389. Mrs. Pyari Tharu 

390. Mrs. Sita Tharu 391. Mr. Sonu Ram Chaudhari 

392. Mr.  Puni Ram Tharu 393. Mrs. Sushila Tharu 

394. Mrs. Bajari Tharu 395. Mrs. Gaisari Giri  

396. Mrs. Hima Dangi 397. Mrs. Uma Kunwar 

398. Mrs. Dilli Khatri 399. Mr. Baji Ram Chaudhari 

400. Mrs. Chandra Basnet 401. Mrs. Bajari Tharu 

402. Mr.  Jang Bahadur Giri 403. Mrs. Matani Tharu 

404. Mr.  Ayodhya Tharu 405. Mr.  Phuli Ram Tharu 

406. Mrs. Asturiya Tharu 407. Mrs. Pyari Tharu 

408. Mrs. Tila Giri 409. Mrs. Maisera Kunwar 

410. Mrs. Goma Sharma  
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Farmers’ Consultation at Dhumaiya Irrigation Subproject 

Rapti Sonari Gaon Palika, Banke  
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Badhaki Bandh Irrigation Scheme, 

Madhya Bindu Nagar Palika, Ward # 6,8,15  

Nawalparasi District 

 

Background/Introduction 

At the outset the Consultants’ fieldwork at Nawalparasi district faced a set back as no one at district level IDD 

was available to facilitate the team. Upon arrival at district head quarter the team learnt that all staff of the 

Division were out of office and the consultant team had no clue about where and how to approach the selected 

irrigation scheme. With the help of some frenzy phone calls the consultants were finally able to contact WUA 

Chairman17 of the scheme and finalize the field schedule. On 15 May 2018 the team met with the Chairman on 

Highway and followed him to the intake site of the irrigation system at Bhittha. The consultation was scheduled 

right next to the irrigation intake. While the user farmers were still thronging in for the meeting, the team used 

available time to observe the existing intake structure and a section of the main canal. 

Project Setting 

Badhaki Bandh Irrigation Scheme is a FMIS fully managed by the user farmers. The system is located in Madhya 

Bindu Nagar Palika, ward no. 6,8,15 of Nawalparasi district and commands a service area of 222 ha stretched 

over 4 settlements (known as mauza) of Bhadara, Bhittha, Simara and Ranitar. The source river is Girwari Khola 

and the system intake is sited at Ranitar Bhittha. A total of 602 households is listed as the beneficiary farmers of 

the irrigation system. Tharu ethnic group (indigenous community) holds sizeable majority in the command area 

with 60% households belonging to them. Brahmin/Chhetri caste group follow with 30% households while the 

remaining 10% belongs to dalits, Gurungs, Magars etc. Dalits in particular have 25-30 households (about 5%) in 

the area and their landholding ranges from 3 kattha to 30 kattha (1 ha). Most dalits are non-title holders despite 

the fact that they have been cultivating land for generations.  

Evidently the canal system has a duly formed and registered WUA. The Association was registered with the IDD 

some 5 years back in 2070 B.S. A 13 members executive committee with 4 female members is functional and 

takes on the yearly operation and maintenance responsibilities. The WUA is mindful of its responsibilities and 

has already collected boulders at intake site for upcoming rainy season. Equally, the WUA is fairly organized and 

maintains documents, information and data pertaining to the system. The system has a watchman for information 

dissemination and other minor works.  

The Consultations  

The team initiated the discourse by self introduction and laying out the objective of the visit. Farmers apprised 

that agriculture was their mainstay and most beneficiaries didn't have alternative occupations. They further 

added that despite adequate supply of water in the river, only one crop was grown in the area. So to extricate 

farmers from the ironic situation, building of permanent irrigation system was must. 

The WUA chairman updated that the irrigation system had not received any substantial assistance from outside. 

So far a total of Rs. 450,000 only had been received from various sources to maintain the canal system. He 

expressed his irk at IDD which had not supported the scheme despite the fact that the WUA was registered there 

long time back. It was only recently that the IDD had taken some initiative and conducted the detailed survey.  

Identical to any operational FMIS, Badhaki Bandh scheme has an existing network of canals and the intake is 

located at public land/ailani. Canals are fairly wide and need no further excavation. As a result there was neither 

a need for land acquisition nor a possibility of land loss. Attending farmers affirmed that the proposed 
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construction, restoration of the scheme was unlikely to have any adverse impact on people or the environment. 

On contrary it will benefit the entire populace in general and Tharu and dalit community in particular.           

Dalit and landless farm families which constitute about 5% of households are expected to gain from the 

intervention. Landless people work as share cropper or undertake farming by contract with land owners. The 

project will offer them increased opportunity to work at field level. A one-to-one talk with Mr. Dhan Bahadur BK, a 

dalit farmer, disclosed that dalit families normally had food insufficiency. So they work as labor in the community 

and/or temporarily go to India to earn living. He seemed much hopeful of the project. Regarding other activities 

for dalit families, he opined that goat raising, poultry may be few activities that the females of such families could 

take on. Mrs. Dil Maya BK, yet another dalit farmer expressed her interest in poultry, goat raising, buffalo rearing 

etc. She felt goat raising could be very beneficial as the forest was close by for forage, grazing; and women’s 

income will increase by IGA. 

 Farmers were well aware of the need for commercialization of agriculture however water was equally required 

for winter crops. As the highway was nearby marketing of agricultural produce was no problem. The area has a 

good potential for mushroom farming. Farmers expressed their willingness to form production and marketing 

cooperative. The area has 2-3 savings and agricultural cooperatives. 

Farmers have expressed their main concern on reliable irrigation throughout the year which could be possible by 

constructing concrete dam on the river for intake and providing necessary structures in the canal. The possible 

crops for commercialization can be banana, mushroom and vegetables. They said marketing is not a problem 

because there is one storage in Madhyabindu-5, four haat bazars in operation and whole sale markets in Butwal 

and Narayanghat which is connected through the highway near the command area. There is one farmers 

cooperative which is dealing with fertilizer sale. The farmers informed that nearly 95% households own livestock 

and farm yard manure is in plenty. Pesticide use is very low. Chemical fertilizer is applied in heavy amount and 

farmers reported the soils being compact. When asked what programs could be offered to the land less and 

nearly landless households, farmers opined that such farmers can earn their livelihood by taking land on lease or 

share cropping because big farmers have left their land fallow. They can also opt for goat or poultry farming. Off 

farm activities can be briquet making, lafa (sal leaf plate) making. Leaf plate factory is at Danda, 5 kilometers 

from the command area. Farmers were worried of wheat crop destroyed by rhino. 

Farmers’ Problems / Concerns in Brief 

Farmers in unanimity confirmed that their major problem was frequent wash out of the Intake structure. The 

temporary intake is built of brushwood, timber and boulders. However the structure caves in with each flood. 

Reiterating his harrowing experience, one farmer informed that the farmers had record of repairing and 

reconstructing the intake for 90 times in a year. 

Second, the locally available raw materials i.e. forest products, is simply not accessible now. It is realized that 

excessive use of brushwood has contributed to denuding and degradation of local forest. Farmers now are 

committed to forest protection. 

Females had their side of story to tell. All the time when male members were at river side for the repair works, 

females worried about the safety of their spouse. The danger was from both the flash floods as well as wild 

animals in the forest.   

Absentee and big landowners have a tendency to keep their land fallow. Farmers feel that some kind of 

arrangements have to be made to best utilize such fallow land.  
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Endnotes 

The proposed subproject serves an area that is significantly inhabited by the indigenous people. As the local 

Tharu community is the targeted key beneficiary, the subproject is in conformity with the policy on indigenous 

people. The proposed intervention is expected to enhance the accrual of benefits to these people. 

Another set of people the project shall benefit is dalits who are unauthorized settlers in public land. Provision of 

irrigation to these lands is bound to help dalits uphold their livelihood. In addition, willingness of dalit women to 

participate in project activities like IGA may add on to their living conditions.   

The well organized WUA with adequate representation of farmers in its committee offers opportunities for wider 

participation and thereby promote system's sustainability.        

Farmers Attendance List of Badki Bandh ISP, Nawalparasi District 

411. Dhanjaya Sharma 412. Surya Parsad Neupane 

413. Ratna Bahadhur Mahato 414. Mohan Bahadhur Thapa  

415. Hom Bahadhur Gurung  416. Dhan Bahadhur Thapa  

417. Harimaya Chaudhary   418. Sita Pokhrel  

419. Hajari Lal Tharu  420. Diwakar Pokhrel  

421. DIl Maya B.K. 422. Birgosaee Chaudhary 

423. Babita Mahato 424. Chandra Bahadhur 
Chaudhary  

425. Dulamani Chaudhary   426. Channu Ram Chaudhary  

427. Chin Bahadhur Chaudhary 428. Chinta Mani Dhabet 

429. Ratan Lal Chaudhary  430. Dilli Ram Chaudhary  

431. Narayan Parsad Tiwari  432. Prem Parsad Tiwari  

433. Barsat Parsad  434. Shiva Neupane  

435. Beniram Tharu  436. Nandalal Tharu 

437. Dukhiram Tharu  438. Assa Shrestha  

439. Laxmi Parajuli  440. Khumraj Paudel  

441. Ek Bahadhur Mahato 442. Ram Krishna Mahato  

443. Dhaniram Chuadhary  444. Patiram Chaudhary  

445. Babita Chaudhary  446. Bhakta Bahadhur Mahato 

447. Kasiram Mahato  448. Khor Bahadhur Mahato  

449. Gopal Mahato  450. Januram Mahato 

451. Dambar Chaudhary  452. Nabin Pokhrel  

453. Min Bahadhur Chaudhary  454. Dum Bahadhur Gurung  

455. Bhola Pokhrel 456. Sita Pombrel  

457. Diliya Chaudhary 458. Ban Bahadhur Mahato  

459. Kalpana Timilsina  460. Fadindra Mahato  

461. Dhan Bahadhur B.K. 462. Diwakha Pokhrel  

463. Laxman Chaudhary  464. Hira Bahadur Rana 

465. Bikaram Mahato  466. Uttam Vaneta  

467. Saraswati Mahota  468. Sukaram Mahato  

469. Dal Bahadur Kumal  470. Ram B.K. 

471. Dil Maya B.K. 472. Raj Kumar Sunwar 

473. Mina Kumari Acharya  474. Suvakha Pokhrel  

475. Bhim Bahadur Chaudhary  476. Kasiram Chaudhary  

477. Padam Kuwar 478. Likha Ram Mahato 

479. Sukiya Chaudhary 480. Chol Bahadur Chaudhary   

481. Santa Bahadhur Mahato  482. Dev Narayan Mahato  
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Farmers Attendance List of Badki Bandh ISP, Nawalparasi District 

483. Hem Narayan Mahato  484. Khem Narayan Mahato  

485. Shivadatta Ghimire  486. Nayuram Chaudhary  

487. Dhan Kumari Mahato  488. Dilli Ram Chaudhary  

 

Farmers’ Consultation at Badhaki Bandh Irrigation Scheme 

Madhya Bindu Nagar Palika, Nawalparasi District 
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Raj Badhuwa Irrigation Scheme, 

Ghoda Ghodi Nagar Palika ward no. 2, 3  

Kailali District 

  

Background/Introduction 

 

Raj Badhuwa Irrigation Scheme in Kailali was opted for following the recommendation of IDD Chief18 and the 

concomitant Senior Divisional Engineer at the FWRID. In fact, originally a lift irrigation scheme was selected as a 

sample in the district. However discussion at IDD revealed that the water source of the proposed scheme had 

dried up rendering it unfeasible for consideration. The IDD Chief further deemed that lift irrigation in terai was 

less likely to be successful. So he advised to change the sample subproject and accordingly the consultants 

visited Raj Badhuwa scheme. The team at first carried out consultations with beneficiary farmers at Sadepani, 

ward no.2, Ghoda Ghodi Municipality and later on visited the head-works site. The consultation meeting was well 

attended by user farmers particularly women.       

 

Project Setting 
 

Raj Badhuwa irrigation system is located in Ghoda Ghodi NP ward no. 2 & 3. The scheme uses Bauraha Khola 

as its main source. Farmers reported that water availability in the source river has remained unchanged over the 

years. One of the likely reasons was reasonable vegetation and nonexistence of settlement upstream. Evidently 

there was no loss of vegetation in the catchment area. 

 

The system has a 9 km long main canal. The canal system is fairly operational and irrigates approximately 250 

Bigha (167 ha) of land currently. Provided the system is improved, farmers feel it can double its service area. 

About 300 farm families are benefiting directly from the scheme. Of this total roughly 60% farm families are from 

Tharu community, an indigenous group in terai. Brahmin/Chhetris are second largest cluster followed by dalits. 

The dalits have 35 households in the community and their land holding ranges from a lowest of 5 Kattha to 

highest of 1.5 bigha. The major caste groups in dalits are occupational groups like Sunar, Lohar, BK, Damai and 

Sarki.       

 

Farmers have duly formed a WUA that is composed of 11 members executive committee. The Chairman is an 

elected political leader. WUA committee is inclusive of 4 females and 1 female holds key position of Treasure. 

The committee normally meets once every month and minutes of meeting are kept. 

 

The Consultations  
 

Mr. Nayan Bishta, the WUA Chairman and Ward Member initiated the consultation with introductory exchanges. 

The team was apprised that the irrigation system was rehabilitated and restored some 8 years ago under IWRMP 

and a permanent head-works was constructed. But no major structures were built in the main canal (MC). So the 

farmers at several canal sections use diesel pump sets to irrigate their land. User farmers feel that the MC should 

be improved with appropriate structures.   
 

Mr. Hari Bishta, another elected representative and Chairman of ward # 2 emphasized the need for improving the 

system as it was a lifeline of the area. He assured all possible help from the local government. In particular he 

updated that provided the scheme is rectified they were ready to establish agriculture produce collection centers.  

On the major concerns of the study, attending farmers both males and females, informed that the proposed 

rehabilitation work would neither result in land loss nor require any land acquisition. Similar to other FMIS, Raj 

                                                           
18

 Mr. Ganesh Marasini: SDE, Far Western Regional Irrigation Directorate 
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Badhuwa scheme also has a well-defined canal network and farmers have not wished-for any extension of the 

existing canal system.   

 

The team was further notified that the volume of water reaching tail end was insufficient. Therefore farmers felt 

that the weir height at the head-works should be raised in order to capture more water. Similarly the Main Canal 

did not have sufficient structures to regulate and manage the irrigation water. The water users strongly felt that 

additional structures like canal lining had to be built otherwise growing Baishakhi crops would not be possible. 

Farmers were particular about lining the canal near the highway where the land was at low level and faced the 

seepage problem.    

 

On income earning activities, landless and dalits manifested their interest in participating in project undertakings. 

Mrs. Mansara Shahi with a 5-member family is a landless and works as agriculture labor as well as in brick kiln. 

She displayed her interest in buffalo, pig farming and raising poultry birds. Micro credit institutions (3) were 

operating in the area and majority of females attending the meeting had borrowed loans for goat and buffalo 

farming.  

    

Summarily, farmers at the interaction disclosed that females and dalits could easily assume vegetable cultivation 

activities provided the canals are improved and managed.  

   

Mr. Hari Bista, ward chairperson of ward 2, Ghodaghodi NP and Naina Bista, WUA chairperson also attended the 

interaction with the water users of the scheme. They informed that almost 1km2 area faces water logging 

problem due to irrigation and needs mitigation measures. All the stakeholders were of the view that cropping 

intensity can be increased with inclusion of off-season vegetables in the present cropping pattern. After irrigation 

commercial vegetable production and fish farming have the greatest potential. Already there are 30 ponds of 

different sizes (katha to bigha) in the command area. The productivity of major crops as reported by the farmers 

is rice 1-1.5 quintal/katha, wheat 1.25 quintal/katha and maize 1 quintal/katha. Maize has the lowest productivity 

because it is broadcasted and unattended till harvesting. Farmers are in favor of crop insurance and market 

development for agricultural commercialization. However, a market shed constructed near ward office is found 

unused.   

The problem of one landless representative Mrs. Mansura Shahi was discussed and explored the possibility of 

her engagement in income generation through share cropping, goat/pig raising as well as farm labor. 

Farmers were not satisfied with the credit facilities provided by the lending agencies. They reported that 

microfinance like Chhimeki Laghubitta and Nirdhan Utthan Bank charge 18% interest on farm credit, though it is 

easily available. Loan from ADB could be obtained on 6% interest rate. But the process is complicated and, as 

stated by the farmers, only rich and influential get it. 

Farmers’ Problems / Concerns in Brief 

 

The major problems or concerns as expressed by the farmers are as follows; 

 Farmers feel that the weir height at head works has to be raised in order to ensure sufficient water in the 

canal system 

 As the Main Canal lacks important ancillary structures, appropriate structures should be built 

 Canal seepage is high at various sections of the MC. This results in short supply of irrigation water for 

tail end farmers. 

 Because the MC is at high ground and cultivable land at low level, water leakage damages some crops 

 Farmers therefore strongly feel that major sections of the canal should be lined. This will improve the 

conveyance of water and with the increased supply, additional land beyond the highway can also be 

irrigated.    
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Endnotes 
 

Manifestly the irrigation system was rehabilitated a few years ago. The head-works is sturdy and functioning. The 

proposal to refurbish it is more related to increasing the efficiency of the system performance.  
 

Given that tharu people principally inhabit the area, the system improvement shall essentially add to the benefits 

of the indigenous community.  

 

Finally dalits constitute a larger proportion with about 12% of the households in the service area. So any 

intervention with complementary undertakings like Income Generating Activities (IGA) may add to the earnings of 

dalit groups and thereby improve their livelihood.     

 

 

  

Farmers Attendance List of Rajbaduwa ISP, Kailali District 

489. Hariraj Bista  490. Nain Bahadur Bista  

491. Tejraj Chaudhary  492. Assaram Chaudhary  

493. Bhadaram Chaudary  494. Prakash Chaudhary 

495. Krishna Bahadur Chaudhary  496. Chedani Chaudhary  

497. Tritha Bahadur Chaudhary  498. Puja Singh  

499. Manisha Shahi  500. Janaki Chaudhary 

501. Babita Chaudhary  502. Agani Chaudhary  

503. Raju Chaudhary  504. Samjhana Kumari 
Chaudhary  

505. Fulmati Chaudhary  506. Pratikshya Chaudhary  

507. Kala Sunwar 508. Bhaghrati Jaishi  

509. Aurra Bhandari  510. Ratana Bhandari  

511. Dhansara Bista  512. Lalak Bhandari  

513. Bhuwan Neupane  514. Maniraj Chaudhary 

515. Budhharam Chaudhary  516. Tek Bhadhur Deuba  

517. Dan Bahadur Deuba  518. Nar Bahadur Bista 

519. Ali Bista  520. Abilal Bista  

521. Basmati Chaudhary  522. Hira Devi Chaudhary  

523. Budharam Chaudhary  524. Jung Bahadur Chaudhary  

525. Maniram Chaudhary   
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Farmers’ Consultation at Raj Badhuwa Irrigation Scheme, 

Ghoda Ghodi Nagar Palika, Kailali District 
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Upadre Kulo Irrigation Scheme  

Pyuthan Nagar Palika ward # 1,2,3,4 

Pyuthan District 

  

Background / Introduction 

 

Fieldwork and on-site enquiry under the present study was affected by Nepal Banda or closure also. Two such 

shutdowns were witnessed during the 3 weeks of fieldwork. One of them was experienced on the ensuing day 

the team arrived at Pyuthan Nagar Palika on 13 May 2018. As the IDD Chief was out of station, discussion with 

the Sub-Engineer Mr. Bidhan Pandit was held in order to finalize the field schedule. The team learnt that the 

preselected irrigation scheme was located at a distance from the district headquarter and it was quite risky to 

drive down there on a Banda day. So following the suggestion of the Division, a nearby irrigation scheme that 

had been on their list of probable schemes was selected.  The scheme could be easily reached by trekking.  The 

team undertook a transect walk of the system, right from the intake site to a significant section of the main canal. 

Key informants19 of the scheme who are or had been involved in the system O&M accompanied the team during 

walkthrough and interactions were held with them. However the team wanted to have discussions with a wider 

gathering of farmers, the message was conveyed to the WUA Chairman. As a result, yet another meeting was 

convened in the evening at Quadi, the tail end. A total of 42 farmers including 8 females and 9 dalits participated 

in the discourse.  

 

Project Setting 

Upadre Kulo Irrigation Scheme is located in Pyutan municipality ward no. 1, 2, 3, 4 and uses Jhimaruk River as 

its water source. Reportedly the system is century old and was built by local farmers. As of today, the Water 

Users’ Association (WUA) maintains the irrigation scheme. The WUA has a 9 members executive committee 

however without a representation from the women farmers. The canal system had received support from CARE 

Nepal an INGO and was strengthened sometime back. The support was on a partnership basis and farmers had 

borrowed from Agriculture Development Bank to contribute their share of participation. The loan has been paid 

by now. 

 

The irrigation system has a Main Canal and 2 Branch Canals covering a command area of about 2000 ropanis or 
100 ha. About 700 households inhabit the service area. The populaces are mostly small farmers having land 
area as low as 0.5 ropani to a maximum of 13 ropanis. Average land holding in the area stands at 4 ropani. As all 
farmers are small or very small, the agriculture is at the subsistence level only. 
 

The major ethnic group in the area is Chhetri (Dhami) followed by Dalits. Dalit families constitute about 200 

households in the area and come from BK, Nepali, Pariyar caste groups. Interestingly, while the lowest 

landholding belongs to Dalit family, the highest holding too belongs to a Dalit family. Despite that food sufficiency 

does not exceed 6 months. Normally Dalits work as wage labor in the field as well as construction sites. The 

male members of Dalit families mainly go to India for seasonal employment of about 6 months. Some have even 

gone to third countries and this has improved their living. As reported dalits are skillful and they are also involved 

in the local politics. 25-30 women headed households are reported in the command area.  

 

 

  

                                                           
19

 Mr. Tulasi Bahadur Raut: WUA Chairman; Mr. Madhusudan Sharma: Ex Treasure; Mr. Madan Kumar Pokhrel: Ex 
Chairman; and Farmers: Mr. Kisan Dhami; Mr. Babu Ram Pokharel; Mr. Shobha Singh Dhami  
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The Consultations 

Said earlier the consultants in the morning had limited interactions with key member of WUA and few active 

farmers. The conversation however was constrained in the sense that it was accomplished during the transect 

walk of the scheme and a one-to-one exchange. A more organized interface with a larger group was carried out 

in the evening.  

Discussions with key farmers as well as general water users of the area disclosed that the proposed project 

would adversely affect no body or households. Mr. Madan K. Pokhrel, a septuagenarian and Ex-Chairman of the 

canal committee, informed that the CA had remained constant so far. But he equally felt that operation of the 

irrigation system had become easier now because of improvements made under CARE Nepal project. He further 

opined that as it was an existing operational canal system with clearly delineated canal boundary, there would be 

no need for land acquisition. Likewise there will be no negative impact on any household. All farmers present in 

the meeting shared this view. Mr. Pokhrel acknowledged that tail-enders faced water scarcity but he strongly felt 

that the community itself should short this out by formulating strict rules. 

Farmers complained that the irrigation system had been repeatedly surveyed by district level irrigation office 

however was never included in their program for implementation. 

Dalit and women present in the discussion meeting displayed their keen interest in income generating activities, 

IGA. Actively participating in the debate dalits/women themselves identified piggery and buffalo rearing as the 

main activities of their interest. When asked individually Mrs. Shobha BK, a dalit woman responded that she was 

interested in poultry and buffalo raising.  

The team learnt that there were no cultural or religious monuments around the irrigation canal system that could 
be affected by the proposed project. 

 
The income generating activities for the farmers, as reported by them during an interaction meeting, could be 

animal husbandry, fisheries and vegetables. Farmers reported nonviability of technical support in agriculture and 

demanded training, soil testing and regular technical support for commercial agriculture. Presently, despite 

irrigation facility only two crops (rice-wheat) are grown in the command area. 

Farm mechanization is at growing trend with small machines (hand tractor, thresher, corn sheller) in the upland 

and heavy tractor at valley lowland. Pesticide use is very low even in vegetables and fertilizer use is less than the 

recommended dose. 

 
Farmers' Problems / Concerns in Brief 

Farmers have identified the temporary nature of intake structure, as their major problem. They have to keep on 

shifting the intake sites frequently. One farmer informed that the intake site had been shifted to more than 20 

places so far. Therefore user farmers strongly put forward their need for a permanent intake structure. Likewise 

farmers feel that the entire canal system needs lining or at least 3.1 km out of total canal length, 4.6 Km has to 

be lined in order to ensure water for tail end users. Besides, aqueducts and super passages are other key 

requirements of the farmers.  

  

Endnotes  

Upadre Kulo is a resilient FMIS as reflected by its history of existence. Farmers have been active and improved 

their system even by borrowing loans from Bank. The well-developed and maintained canal network will hardly 

need additional land for it’s strengthening. Contrariwise it serves Dhami community, which is one of the listed 

indigenous groups.     
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Farmers Attendance List of Upadrey kulo ISP, Pyuthan District 

526. Tulsi Raut 527. DInesh Raut  

528. Krishna Bahadur B.K. 529. Bhup Bahadur Dhami 

530. Bir Bahadur Pariyar  531. Keshab Yogi  

532. Bisnu Bahadur Yogi  533. Sumitra B.K.  

534. Mina B.K.  535. Batuli Dhami  

536. Goma Dhami  537. Tanka Dhami  

538. Padab Yogi  539. Budhhi K.C. 

540. Biswa Bahadur Dhami  541. Keshab Dhami  

542. Surja Bahadur Dhami  543. Mukti Pokhrel  

544. Khem Raj Pokhrel  545. Madan Kumar Pokhrel  

546. Bhakti Ram Pokhrel  547. Narayan Dhami 

548. Govinda Dhami  549. Narayan Raut  

550. Gopal Raut  551. Roshan Dhami 

552. Shova Singh Dhami  553. Binod Poudel  

554. Bikal Panthi  555. Bipin Singh  

556. Rajen B.K. 557. Dhan Bahadur Dhami  

558. Kishan Dhami 559. Shova B.K. 

560. Sabitra Yogi  561. Saraswati B.K. 

562. Mina B.K. 563. Resham B.K. 

564. Min Bahadur Dhami  565. Dhiraj Yogi  

566. Raju Dhami 567. Durga Bahadur Dhami  
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Consultations with Farmers of Upadre Kulo, Pyuthan 
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ANNEX XVI FORMAT FOR PROJECT COMPLETION REPORT 

A. Executive Summary: Overall summary of the project and ESMF implementation.  

B. Introduction:  Briefly introduce the project, Completion Report, and ESMF.  Briefly describe the 

implementation status of various project components.  Briefly provide an overview of the overall 

ESMF implementation as well as subproject-specific ESMPs and Checklists.  Describe the 

institutional arrangements made in PMU for ESMF implementation.   

C. Mitigation Plan Implementation: For the entire project duration, describe the mitigation 

plans/checklists implemented for the project activities, giving reference to the appropriate references 

from the ESMF and ESMPs.  Describe the mechanism for this implementation.  Use annex for details 

if required.    

D. ESMF/ ESMP Monitoring: Describe the monitoring activities carried out during the project.  

Describe the mechanism adopted for this purpose. Use annex for details if required.    

 E. ESMF/ESMP Trainings: Describe the trainings conducted during the project (Use annex for 

details if required).   

 Trainings carried by  Training date Participants  Notes 

    

    

 

F. Status of Grievances Received and Addressed  

 Describe the key grievances received and addressed during the project.  Use a table for this 

purpose.  

 Grievance 

Received  

Grievance Date Action taken Action Date Notes/Any outstanding issue           

 

     

     

 

G. Status of Actions Agreed during the WB Missions/Meetings:  Describe the implementation 

status of the actions agreed during the WB missions/meetings, using the following table:  

Agreed Action Agreed Date Implementation Status  Notes (next action in 

case of non- 

implementation)       

 

    

 

H. Key Outstanding Issues: Describe the key outstanding issues requiring actions by PIUs, WB, or 

any other agency.  Recommend corrective action to resolve the issue (use a table as appropriate).  
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I. Photographs:  Insert some representative photographs taken during ESMF/ESMP monitoring, 

trainings, and others.   

ANNEX XVII FORMAT FOR QUARTERLY REPORT 

A. Executive Summary:  Key activities carried out during the reporting period; key issues resolved; 

key outstanding issues; plans for the next quarter.   

B. Introduction:   Briefly introduce the project, QPR, and ESMF.  Briefly describe the implementation 

status of various project components.  Briefly provide an overview of the overall ESMF 

implementation as well as subproject-specific ESMPs and Checklists.  Describe the institutional 

arrangements made in PMU for ESMF implementation.   

C. Mitigation Plan Implementation:  For the reporting quarter, describe the mitigation 

plans/checklists implemented for the project activities, giving reference to the appropriate references 

from the ESMF and ESMPs.  Describe the mechanism for this implementation.  Use annex for details 

if required.  Use following sample table. 

Sub-project Activity Mitigation plan/checklist used Notes 

   

   

 

D. ESMF/ ESMP Monitoring:  Describe the monitoring activities carried out during the quarter.  

Describe the mechanism adopted for this purpose. Use annex for details if required.  Use following 

sample table.  

 Sub-project 

activity 

Monitor Monitoring date Document 

produced 

Key issues 

observed 

Actions needed 

      

      

 

E. ESMF/ESMP Trainings:  Describe the trainings conducted during the quarter (Use annex for 

details if required).  Use following sample table.  

Trainings carried by  

 

Training date Participants  

 

Notes 

    

    

 

F. Status of Grievances Received and Addressed:  

 Describe the key grievances received and addressed during the reporting quarter.  Use following 

sample table.  

Grievance Received  

 

Grievance Date Action taken Action Date Notes/Any outstanding issue            
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G. Status of Actions Agreed during the Previous WB Mission/Meeting (will be left blank for the first 

QPR):  Describe the implementation status of the actions agreed during the previous WB 

mission/meeting, using the following table:  

Agreed Action Agreed Date Implementation Status  

 

Notes (next action in case 

of non- implementation)          

 

    

    

H. Key Outstanding Issues: Describe the key outstanding issues requiring actions by PMUs, WB, or 

any other agency.  Recommend corrective action to resolve the issue (use a table as appropriate).  

 I. Action Plan for next Quarter:  Use a table to list key tasks to be performed during the next quarter 

with target dates, responsibilities and any other relevant information (eg, resource requirement).  

 Task Planned Date  

 

Responsibility Resource 

Requirements  

 

Notes  

 

     

     

 

J. Photographs:  Insert some representative photographs taken during ESMF/ESMP monitoring, 

trainings, and others.   
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ANNEX XVIII FORMAT FOR VOLUNTARY DONATION OF LAND 

1. This deed of voluntary donation is made and executed on …......................... day of 
…................………. between Mr. …............................................S/o W/ Mr. ------------------------------- 
AND the Government of Nepal through Irrigation Department to render public service (Rehabilitation 
/strengthening /construction of new irrigation scheme (project Title and Location). Herein after called 
the “Recipient” which term denotes to “for and on behalf of Office of the Project Director, Innovative 
and Climate Resilient Irrigated Agriculture Project (ICRIAP) , Government of Nepal ” on the other part 
and shall mean and include his successors –in office, nominees and assignees etc.  2. Whereas, the 
details of the Location of the, land are given below:    

Location Details   

Land Registration/Lalpurja No:     

 

Land map Sheet and parcel No: 

Village Palika:     

District:  Province: 

Title Holder/ Details    

 

 

Name: Father/Husband’s Name 

Citizenship No.:      Age:                                

Gender: M/F    Occupation: 

Residence:     

Schedule –Land Details/structure  

Land in Question  

Area    Location 

North Boundary    East Boundary    

West Boundary   South Boundary    

Note: Detailed Map to the scale is appended.    

3. Whereas the Title Holder is presently using/ holds the transferable right of the above-mentioned 
piece of land in the village mentioned above. Whereas the encroacher does not hold any transferable 
rights of the above-mentioned piece of land in the village mentioned above but has been a long 
standing encroacher, dependent on its usufruct hereditarily.    

 4. Whereas the Title Holder testifies that the land is free of encumbrances and not subject to other 
claims/ claimants.    

5. Whereas the Title Holder hereby voluntarily surrenders the land/structure without any type of 
pressure, influence or coercion what so ever directly or indirectly and hereby surrender all his/her 
subsisting rights in the said land with free will and intention.   

6. Whereas the Recipient shall construct and develop infrastructure facilities under the project CRIAP 
and take all possible precautions to avoid damage to adjacent land/structure/other assets.    

7. Whereas both the parties agree that the infrastructure so constructed/developed shall be for the 
public purpose 
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Titleholder Name 

Signature 

Date 

Revenue Officer Name 

Signature 

Date 

Stamp 

 Transfer Registration No. 

Witness  

WUA Chairperson Palika Representative 

Name Name 

Signature Signature 

ICRIAP Representative Name 

Name  

Signature Stamp 
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ANNEX XIX FORMAT FOR GENERIC SANITATION PLAN 

All agriculture markets and processing establishment operators are required to develop written 

sanitation procedures to assist with the safe and sanitary operation of the establishment. These plans 

can vary in complexity and can be written using a variety of different formats. To assist you in 

preparing your plan, a template is included here. However, you should organize your sanitation plan 

in a format that works best for you. Ultimately a sanitation plan must have 3 components: 

 

1. Cleaners and sanitizers 
2. Pesticides 
3. Sanitation Procedures 

 

Cleaners and Sanitizers 

List the cleaning and sanitizing agents you will use, what they will be used for, their concentrations 

and the instructions on how to make up the solutions. 

 

Cleaning Agents – these are used to remove visible contamination such as dirt, oil, grease, or other 

debris. Some examples include soap, degreasers, oven cleaner, and glass cleaner. Cleaning agents 

do not destroy harmful microorganisms. 

 

Sanitizing Agents – these are used to destroy harmful microorganisms. Common examples include 

chlorine bleach and quaternary ammonia, but there are other types of sanitizers available that can be 

used in a food facility. Sanitizing agents need to be used at appropriate concentrations. Use  enough 

of the sanitizer to do the job, but not so much that it becomes toxic. 

 

Test strips can be used to verify that the solution contains the correct concentration. 

 

Here is an example of a sanitizing agent, the instructions for mixing, and it’s intended use: 

 

 

Pesticides 

List pesticides that are used in the facility, including what they are used for and how they are stored. 

 

Name of Pesticide Intended Use Storage Requirements 

Fly Bait Bait is applied to garbage area monthly. 

Bait is applied according to the 

manufacturer’s directions on the 

package. 

Stored in original container with lid on 

Do not transfer to another container 

Product kept in designated area  

 

Sanitation Procedures 

Describe the cleaning and sanitizing requirements for the equipment, utensils and surfaces in the 

facility. 

 

Items that come in direct contact with food (known as food contact surfaces) must be cleaned and 

sanitized. Surfaces like floors and walls usually only require cleaning. 

Cleaning or 

Sanitizing Agent 

Instructions for mixing Intended Use 

 

 

100 ppm Bleach 

Solution 

2 ml (1/2 tsp) of household bleach 

added to 1 litre of water mixed in a 

spray bottle 

Verify concentration with a test strip. 

Make solution fresh daily. 

Used to sanitize: 

Pulper 

Drums 

…... 

…. 
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Here is an example: 

 

 

Sanitation Plan Template 

 

Verify that your sanitation plan is complete by asking the following questions: 

 

Does the Sanitation Plan list all cleaners and sanitizers with the proper concentrations? 

Does the sanitation plan identify pesticides being used and their storage requirements? 

Are there provisions for employees to assess sanitizer concentrations? 

Does the sanitation plan include procedures for cleaning and sanitizing equipment and the facility? 

 

Sanitation Plan 

 

Part 1: List of Cleaning and Sanitizing Agents 

 

Cleaning or Sanitizing 

Agent 

Instructions for mixing Used on following Items 

   

   

*Test paper may be used to check the proper concentration. 

* Make sure bleach solutions are fresh as chlorine strength can weaken quickly 

 

Part 2: List of Pesticides 

 

 

Part 3: Cleaning and Sanitizing Requirements 

 

Item to be 

Cleaned/Sanitized 

Procedure Frequency 

   

   

   

 

  

Item to be 

Cleaned/Sanitized 

Procedure Frequency 

Tomato pulper wash with soap and water solution 

rinse with clean water 

spray with 100 ppm bleach solution and allow to air dry 

 

Name of Pesticide Intended Use Storage Requirements 
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ANNEX XX GENERIC TRAINING PROGRAMME 

Program 1: Orientation Program / Workshop for Project Development agency 

Module 1 - ESMF Profile  

ICRIAP Concept 

ESMF Concept 

Regulatory Requirements-E&S Priority Issues 

Sub project types of ICRIAP 

ESA and SEMP Process Outline 

Reports & Formats  

Module 2 Environmental Assessment Process  

Environmental Laws & Regulations 

EIA process 

Identification of Environmental Impacts 

Impact Identification Methods  

Identification Mitigation Measures  

Formulation of Environmental Management Plan 

Implementation and Monitoring 

Institutional Mechanism  

Module 3: Social Assessment Process  

Description of ICRIAP, RPF, VDGP and gender development frameworks and procedures. 

LA process, entitlement policy, resettlement action plan.  

Module 4: Agricultural Assessment Process   

 Pest management Plan 

Plant Nutrient Management Plan 

Code of Practices in Agriculture  

Sanitation Plan 

Waste management Plan 

Duration: Three days 

(1st, 3rd and 5th year of the project)  

Participants- Environment, social and agriculture staff of Local bodies, IDD/SDs , ANC staff, Soil 

conservation staff, forestry staff  and Heads of other monitoring agencies. 
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ANNEX XXI GENERIC WASTE MANAGEMENT PLAN 

The Waste Management Plan is designed to support an ecological based management approach 

underpinned by adaptive management principles. 

Surplus or waste materials arise from either the materials imported to the site or from those generated 

on the site. Imported materials are those which are brought to the site for inclusion in the operations. 

Generated materials are those that occur during the daily operations of the site i.e. damaged stock 

and waste water etc. 

This Plan also considers other aspects to waste management such as waste reduction, segregation 

of waste, disposal of waste, financial impacts of waste disposal and recording, monitoring, education 

and reviewing. This Plan outlines the waste management procedures that have been put in place and 

demonstrate the benefits to the environment, how we can measure the effects and how these 

procedures and practices are sustainable. 

 

Waste Types 

1. Bio waste (i.e. Biofouling and damaged stock),  

2. General waste (e.g. Plastic, containers and bags),  

3. Obsolete/worn infrastructure (e.g. Ropes and nets) and  

4. Contaminated/hazardous wastes (e.g. human wastes and diseased stock, chemicals). 

 

Waste Categories 

 

 

Waste Types 

Waste Form  

Waste Stream 

 

Waste Destination 

 

Spoiled fruits and 

vegetables 

 

Liquid & 

Solid 

 

Composting/ensiling 

Compost pit in the premises 

 

Paper Waste 

 

Solid 

 

Landfill (soiled) or 

recycling 

waste transfer station or Contractor 

Plastic Packaging Solid Recycling Recycling depot 

Plastic Bags Solid Recycling Recycling depot 

Cardboard 

Packaging 

Solid Recycling Recycling depot 

 

…………… 

   

………..    

Waste materials fall into four categories for management, which include: 

 Re use; 

 Recycle; 

 Residual wastes; and 

 Landfill. 

 

Re-use 

If surplus materials can be used in future operations they are classified as materials which can be re-

used, i.e. rope off cuts and spare netting. Materials that can be reused in their present form are 

surplus to requirements and need to be removed from site will be reused. The surplus products will be 

labelled, and storage area recorded for future reference. 

 

Recycling 
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If surplus materials cannot be reused in their present form but could be used in a different form, they 

will be sent to recycling or labelled as future recycling i.e. damaged stock and biofouling may be 

composted as potential fertilizers. 

 

Residual Waste 

Residual waste can come in several forms including: 

Waste that cannot be disposed of due to its category, class or material (e.g.  oldtires, metals and 

contaminated waste). Ways of reusing or disposing of the waste from the site needs to find; and 

Unused machinery, spare parts or discarded parts. All items of this nature will be identified and dated. 

These items will be assessed quarterly to gauge their importance for potential future use. Once an 

item is deemed to have little or no future potential to be utilized, it will be either assessed for reuse in 

another form or disposed of from the site. 

Residual waste can be an eyesore, fire hazard and has potential to impact on the environment 

through leachates. All residual wastes will be identified, and new residual wastes will be added to the 

residual waste catalogue for quarterly auditing. Residual wastes that are deemed essential or have 

the potential for future use will be stored in a neat and tidy manner and where possible under cover to 

avoid or reduce the potential for further corrosion or damage to the product. 

 

Landfill 

If the above options cannot be satisfied, then the only alternative left is to send the surplus materials 

to landfill.  

 

Waste Collection and Disposal 

Dead and Diseased Stock 

Dead and diseased stock will be put into waste storage bins on service vessels where lids will be 

tightly secured to prevent spillages, attraction of pests or odor issues. The waste bins will then be 

returned to the premises and depending on the quantity of waste, it will be disposed of potentially 

through the waste disposal facility or transported by road to an appropriate composting or waste 

disposal facility in the local area. 

The containers will then be cleaned and disinfected before being returned to the service vessels. All 

dead and diseased product will be taken for disposal – under no circumstances will dead or diseased 

product be disposed of at water bodies. 

 

Chemicals 

 

Storage of waste chemicals such as oils will be held to an absolute minimum on the safe sites. Drums 

and tanks containing waste oil or other chemicals will be stored within impervious bunds. Adequate 

absorption materials shall be readily available to collect and recover any liquid spillages. Chemical 

wastes will be disposed of through an approved waste disposal mechanism. 

Contaminated / Hazardous Wastes 

 

All materials generated on the facility will be fully evaluated for potential contamination. Notice to staff 

will be given immediately if hazardous materials or conditions are found onsite that are in unprotected 

environments including the following: 

 Asbestos or material containing asbestos; 

 Flammable or explosive liquids or gases; 

 Toxic or contaminated materials; 

 Radiation or radioactive materials; 

 Noxious or explosive chemicals; 

 Tanks or other contaminated substances. 

 

Depending on the type of material and the danger level of the material, storage and handling 

procedures may be required. The facility should not require high volume high- level hazardous 

products to be on the site. 
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If contaminated wastes are evident, the facility Manager will be advised so that arrangements can be 

made for the engagement of appropriately qualified specialists in hazardous materials handling. Any 

contaminated waste will be managed in accordance with relevant policies. 

 

Waste Minimization 

Wastes from the facility operation have the potential to impact on the environment. The Waste 

Management Plan has been developed to manage the risk associated with the potential impacts 

including minimizing waste generation. 

The facility will implement all possible waste minimization procedures and therefore reduce the 

amount of waste to be removed from sites. Management, staff, design teams, contractors and 

suppliers will all be encouraged to look at ways to minimize the amount of waste generated at the 

work sites. 

Industry Best Practice 

 

 The facility will follow industry best practice guidelines such as: 

 Waste materials will be reduced, reused and recycled where possible; 

 

Residual materials that cannot be reused or recycled will be disposed of at an approved waste 

management facility. 
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ANNEX XXII INDICATIVE BUDGET FOR ENVIRONMENTAL AND SOCIAL SAFEGUARDS COMPLIANCE 

Indicative budget presents to ensure effective implementation of ESMF over the lifetime of the project.  

Detailed activities would be specified in the investment-specific ESMPs and Abbreviated RAPs, and 

all the environmental and social safeguards related costs will be financed by the project.   

Summary of Budget related to implementation of the ESMF 

SN Activities Cost US $ 

1 Translation of ESMF into Nepali 4,000 

2 Modification of safeguard training manuals 6,000 

3 Preparation and Publication of Communications materials 

in Nepali 

10,000 

3 Provincial and local level training to safeguard staff on 

safeguards compliance, grievance handling and social 

inclusion 

20,000 

5 Training for community and local government 

representatives on ESMF and other environmental and 

social issues (gender and social inclusion included). It will 

also cover public awareness among project beneficiaries 

to use grievance service.    

20,000 

6 Monitoring, evaluation and audit of ESMF 20,000 

Total  80,000 
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ANNEX XXIII TERMS OF REFERENCE FOR THIRD PARTY EVALUATION 

An ESMF EVALUATION REPORT for ICRIAP should focus on the significant environmental, social, 

agricultural, health, and safety issues of the proposed project, whether it is, or includes, new 

construction, rehabilitation, or expansion. The report’s scope and level of detail should be 

commensurate with the project’s potential impacts.   

The evaluation report should include the following items:  

 (a) Executive summary. Concisely discuss significant findings and recommended actions.  

 (b) Policy, legal, and administrative framework. Discuss the policy, legal, and administrative 

framework within which the evaluation is carried out. Identify relevant international environmental 

agreements to which the country is a party.   

(c) Project description. Concisely describe the proposed project and its geographic, ecological, social, 

agricultural and temporal context. Indicate the need for any resettlement plan. Normally include a map 

showing the project site and the project’s area of influence.   

 (d) Baseline data. Assess the dimensions of the study area and describe relevant physical, biological, 

and socioeconomic conditions, including any changes anticipated before the project commence. Also 

take into account current and proposed development activities within the project area but not directly 

connected to the project. Data should be relevant to decisions about project location, design, 

operation, or mitigatory measures. The section indicates the accuracy, reliability, and source of the 

data.  

(e) Environmental and social impacts. Predict and assess the project’s likely positive and negative 

impacts, in quantitative terms to the greatest extent possible. Identify mitigation measures and any 

residual negative impacts that cannot be mitigated. Explore opportunities for environmental 

enhancement. Identify and estimates the extent and quality of available data, key data gaps, and 

uncertainties associated with predictions, and specify topics that do not require further attention.  

(f) Analysis of alternatives. Systematically compare feasible alternatives to the proposed project site, 

technology, design, and operation—including the “without project” situation—in terms of their potential 

environmental impacts; the feasibility of mitigating these impacts; their capital and recurrent costs; 

their suitability under local conditions; and their institutional, training, and monitoring requirements. 

For each of the alternatives, quantify the environmental impacts to the greatest extent possible and 

attach economic values where feasible. State the basis for selecting the particular project design and 

justify recommended emissions levels and approaches to pollution prevention and abatement.  

(g) Environmental management plan (EMP). Covers mitigation measures, monitoring, budget 

requirements, and funding sources for implementation as well as institutional strengthening and 

capacity building requirements.   

 (h) Appendixes  

 (i) List of EA report preparers—individuals and organizations.  

(ii) References—written materials, both published and unpublished, used in study preparation.  

(iii) Record of interagency and consultation meetings, including consultations for obtaining the 

informed views of the affected people and local nongovernmental organizations (NGOs). The record 

specifies any means other than consultations (e.g., surveys) that were used to obtain the views of 

affected groups and local NGOs.  

(iv) Tables presenting the relevant data referred to or summarized in the main text.   

(v) List of associated reports (e.g., socioeconomic baseline survey, resettlement plan  
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ANNEX XXIV LIST OF BANNED PESTICIDES 

List of Banned Pesticides in Nepal
20

 

SN Name of Pesticide Remarks 

1 Aldrin Persistent organic pollutant 

2 BHC Persistent organic pollutant 

3 Chlordane Persistent organic pollutant 

4 DDT  

5 Dieldrin Persistent organic pollutant 

6 Endosulfan  

7 Endrin Persistent organic pollutant 

8 Forate  

9 Heptachlor Persistent organic pollutant 

10 Lindane  

11 Methyl parathion  

12 Mirex Persistent organic pollutant 

13 Monocroptophus  

14 Organo mercury fungicides  

15 Phosphamidon  

16 Toxafen Persistent organic pollutant 

 

 

  

                                                           
20

www.prmd.gov.np/ 
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ANNEX XXV NEGATIVE LIST FOR INELIGIBLE SUB-PROJECTS/ACTIVITIES  

NEGATIVE LIST FOR INELIGIBLE SUB-PROJECTS/ACTIVITIES 

SN World Bank Safeguard Ineligible sub-projects/activities 

1 Preservation of cultural heritage Any activities that significantly damage or destroy historical and 

cultural property 

2 Involuntary Resettlement No land acquisition or involuntary resettlement will be funded by the 

project.   

3 Natural Habitats Any activity that involves the conversion and/or degradation of 

critical natural habitats. Trade in wildlife and wildlife products 

prohibited under the CITES convention. Release of genetically 

altered organisms into the natural environment 

4 Forests Any activities using unsustainably harvested timber or fuel wood 

5 Safety of Dams Any activities that affect or alter the quality and safety of existing 

dams 

6 Pest Management Requires pesticides that fall in WHO classes
21

 IA, IB, or II. Activities 

involving the use of hazardous substances. Manufacturing, 

distribution and sale of banned pesticides and herbicides 

7 International waterways Affects waters in riparian neighbors. 

8 Irrigation New irrigation scheme or expansion of scheme requiring increased 

water intake 

9 Agriculture Tobacco production and/or the production of any other drugs. 

Introduction of invasive species. 

 

 

                                                           
21

 
WHO Class Hazard Rating LD50 for the rat (mg/kg body weight) 
  Oral Dermal 
Ia Extremely hazardous < 5 < 50 
Ib Highly hazardous 5–50 50–200 
II Moderately hazardous 50–200 200–2000 
III Slightly hazardous Over 2000 Over 2000 
U Unlikely to present acute hazard 5000 or higher 
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ANNEX XXVI CODE OF PRACTICE 

Sub-component Key Activities Code of Practices -CoPs 

Improved technology 

for production and 

productivity 

enhancement 

Introduction of 

flood and drought 

resilient 

technologies  

 Use climate-resilient high yielding varieties developed by NARC and 

NAST 

 Ensure effective water management  

 Follow Integrated Pest Management (IPM) practices 

 Adopt improved soil fertility management practices 

 Practice conservation tillage and several aspects of climate-resilient 

interventions 

Conservation 

Agriculture 

 Avoid mechanical soil disturbance to the extent possible.  

 Avoid soil compaction beyond the elasticity of the soil.  

 Maintain or improve soil organic matter during rotations until 

reaching an equilibrium level.  

 Maintain organic cover through crop residues and cover crops to 

minimize erosion loss by wind and/or water.  

 Maintain balanced nutrient levels in soils.  

 Avoid contamination with agrochemicals, organic and inorganic 

fertilizers and other contaminants by adapting quantities, 

application methods and timing to the agronomic and 

environmental requirements.  

 Maintain a record of the annual use and inputs and outputs of 

each individual land-management unit. 

Modern cultivation 

techniques 

 The farm should make a safe workplace 

 Water and soil used for crop production should be free from 

contaminants 

 A right choice of seed and seedling enhances crop yield and hence 

farm profit. 

 Proper use of fertilizers reduces costs, boosts yield and protects the 

environment. 

 Sustainable irrigation reduces cost, conserves water and protects the 

environment. 

 Sustainable pest and disease management reduces losses and 

costs, while minimizing on-farm and off-farm health and 

environmental impacts 

 Safe disposal of unused pesticides and pesticide containers is 

essential 

 Safe disposal of plastic mulch and plastic tunnels after use as 

recommended in waste disposal plan 

 Proper pesticide use can protect farmer’s health and the environment 

and ensure food safety. 

 Produce quality and food safety are prime concerns. 

 Good postharvest handling maintains produce quality 

 Good record keeping is essential to successful farm management 

 Traceability is essential for identifying food safety problems at source. 

Agriculture 

Diversification 

 Ensure researched and correct agriculture diversification supported.  

 Ensure agriculture varieties are species which are productive, nutritious 

and market friendly. 

 Ensure species are climate and draught resistant. 

 Ensure equity and equality in distribution of seeds and facilities. 

 Ensure, project support is not influential interest driven. 

Post-harvest, market 

and value chain 

Storage structures  The structure should be elevated and away from moist places in the 

house; 
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development support  As far as possible, the structure should be airtight, even at loading and 

unloading ports; 

 Rodent-proof materials should be used for construction of rural storages; 

 The area surrounding the structure should be clean to minimize insect 

breeding; and 

 The structure should be plastered with cement or an impervious clay layer 

to avoid termite attack, or attack by other insects. 

Seed processing 

facilities 

 Seed processing plant should be equipped with all the machines 

needed for successful cleaning, grading operations.  

 Seed storage is needed to store the seed during the period from 

receipt of seed at the plant till it is supplied to the dealer: farmer for 

sale. 

 Involve landless, women and vulnerable groups to work on the 

processing plant. This would rather be an opportunity for employment 

for them 

 Seed processing plant should be designed based on the 

characteristics of seed grain and the impurities present in it, which 

need to be separated.  

 The site should be selected having connection to road, electricity and 

water supply. 

 Maintain safe waste disposal from the premises. 

Establishment of 

resource centers 

and Nurseries 

 Provide complete information on technology and market information 

 Conduct capacity enhancement training to the farmers 

 Custom hire agri machineries 

 Provide planting materials to the farmers. 

 

Output processing 

facilities 

 For sustainability, the farmers also should be trained in operation and 

maintenance of the facilities. 

 Capacity building must include understanding of negative impacts of 

rampant disposal of oil, lubricants, plastic & metallic components, 

especially batteries. 

 Educate in control of noise, dust gaseous pollutions. 

 Ensure equity and equality distribution of machineries and facilities to the 

rightful beneficiaries. 

 Avoid influential interest driven support of the project. 

Transportation 

facilities 

 Cover materials being transported 

 Avoid harmful emission of gasoline 

 Fix transportation fee of different agricultural commodities 

 Reduce noise and dust pollution 

 Achieve timeliness, maintain produce quality and minimize 

transportation costs 

Market center 

establishment 

 Provide market intelligence service 

 Provide sufficient space for transaction activities 

 Ensure food safety 

 Practice proper environmental management 

 Ensure worker health, safety and welfare 

 Ensure produce quality. 

Farm mechanization 

and on-farm water 

management 

Land levelling, 

shaping and 

consolidation 

 Provide inward slope in hill terraces to reduce soil erosion 

 Shape the land to suit irrigation water application 

 As far as possible, consolidate same nature of parcels to ease farm 

management 

 Follow procedure specified in Rule 39n of Land Rules 2021 for the 

plotting of land  
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On-farm water 

management 

 Assess water availability during cropping period 

 Follow drip or sprinkler irrigation in horticultural crops to economize 

water use 

 Ensure there is equal distribution of micro irrigation goods & facilities 

to the rightful and deserving beneficiaries.    

 Follow furrow irrigation on row crops  

 Construct proper outlet drain from the field to prevent overflow and 

seepage water from the field disturbing neighboring fields and 

environment down the slope. 

 Follow alternate wetting and thawing in rice crop or follow SRI 

technology in water scarce areas 

Introduction of 

small and medium 

scale farm 

mechanization 

 Machines should be compact, light, low-powered, and multi-purpose.  

 Locally-available materials must be incorporated in fabricating 

machines to reduce the manufacturing costs 

 Manufacturing and designing parts must also be precise. 

 Small-size tractors, mini-power tillers, and small farm equipment must 

meet the needs of small farmers.  

 Operator's safety and comfort must also be considered. 

 Train local craftsmen in manufacturing technology, operation, repair 

and maintenance. 

 Tap farmers' organizations or cooperatives in setting up joint use of 

farm machineries and other modern farm facilities. 

 For sustainability, the farmers also should be trained in operation and 

maintenance of the machineries. 

 Capacity building must include understanding of negative impacts of 

rampant disposal of oil, lubricants, plastic & metallic components, 

especially batteries. 

 Educate in control of noise, dust gaseous pollutions. 

 Ensure equity and equality distribution of machineries and facilities to 

the rightful beneficiaries. 

 Avoid influential interest driven support of the project. 

Institutional capacity 

development and ICT 

Training 

(government 

agencies, 

producers and 

value chain 

stakeholders) 

 Concentrate in capacity of farmers to produce bio-fertilizers for replication 

& knowledge sharing in other societies. 

 Ensure equity and equality distribution of training materials and facilities to 

the rightful beneficiaries. 

 Avoid influential interest driven support of the project. 

Agriculture 

extension 

 Act in good faith in the best interest of the farmer   

 Make recommendations only after appropriate evaluation of the 

situation in consultation with and after acceptance by the farmer in 

consultation with recognized experts  

 Strive to add value by the cost-effectiveness and quality of 

recommendations and advice  

Market extension  Act in good faith in the best interest of producer and consumers 

 Provide market intelligent service 

 Strive to add value of product by the cost effectiveness and quality of 

product   
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ANNEX XXVII SAMPLE E&S CLAUSES FOR CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS  

Environmental and Social Management and Compliance   

(A) Definition of good environmental and social practice:  

a. The understanding of the project’s potential and anticipated environmental and social impacts is 

established by an environmental and social impact assessment (ESIA) executed by [Consultant], 

[county] and submitted in its final form in [dd/mm/yyyy]. The ESIA contains an environmental and 

social management plan (ESMP) as section no. [section] of the document, which comprehensively 

lists and describes all arrangements, measures and activities which are required to establish good 

environmental and social practice and avoid harm to valued environmental components or human 

health and safety by the project activities.   

b. These documents are accepted and agreed upon between Client and Contractor as contractual 

basis for environmental due diligence for all activities and phases of the project (design, construction, 

operation). All objections, additions, interpretations or questions to the ESIA and ESMP have been 

submitted and clarified before contract signature, and all correspondence on these documents had 

been documented and attached to the contract.  

c. The Contractor will comply with all provisions set forth in the ESMP and include the estimated cost 

into the financial proposal as a separate, independent item.  

d. The Contractor will review the ESMP and update it to implementation readiness, meaning that it 

shall contain all required descriptions, drawings, geographical and topographical references, 

quantities, procedures, timetables, schedules, standards, responsibilities and cost, in the level of 

detail necessary for implementation.   

e. These EMPs produced by the Contractor shall be referred to as “implementation ready EMPs” 

(IREMPs). These IREMPs shall be developed in step with the design process, as designs advance to 

more detailed stages, for which specific environmental planning can be developed.  

f. IREMPs shall be prepared for specific lots, works packages, sections or phases of the project and 

shall cover the entire geographic scope of the project and all activities related to civil construction 

works, including activities and impacts outside the immediate area of project influence.   

g. The Contractor will define key environmental criteria for monitoring and make provisions for 

monitoring implementation, including methods, specifications, activities, responsibilities, schedules, 

reporting lines, and cost. The Contractor will also define threshold values for environmental criteria 

and define response mechanisms for the case of their exceeding.   

(B) Compliance mechanisms:  

h. No physical / civil / construction works, including site preparation in the project area which are 

financed by the project may start before the designs have been reviewed and approved by the 

Client’s engineers and environmental specialists and found in compliance with the ESIA.  

i. No physical / civil / construction works, including site preparation in the project area which are 

financed by the project may start once the implementation-ready EMPs (IREMPs) have been 

produced by the Contractor, reviewed and quality checked by the Client, and found of acceptable 

quality and authorized for implementation by the Client. Upon authorization for implementation the 

IREMPs will be considered part of the Contract. 

j. The Client will enforce compliance of the Contractor with the terms of the Contract, including 

adherence to the ESMP and IREMP(s). In case of non-compliance of the Contractor with the ESMP, 

failure of the Contractor to produce IREMPs, or noncompliance of the Contractor (or any 
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subcontractors) with the IREMPs authorized by the Client, as well as significant deviations from 

accepted international good practice, the Client will seek remedies from the Contractor.   

k. To ensure environmental compliance the Client reserves the right to employ third parties for 

remedies in case of Contractor exceeding contractual timeframe allowed for remedies of non-

compliance cases and resulting environmental damage, as specified as follows:   

l. For minor infringements (an incident which causes temporary and reversible damage), the 

Contractor will be given Notice by the Client or a representative (Engineer) to remedy the problem in 

the first 48 hours following the receipt of Notice and to restore the environment to the state required 

by EMP and/or IREMP.  If restoration is done satisfactorily during this period, no further actions will be 

taken.  The Engineer has the right to extend the period for another 24 hours, provided that 

remediation was started timely by the Contractor.  

m. For major infringements, requiring more than 72 hours to remedy, the Engineer shall give timely 

Notice to remedy and there will be a financial penalty (calculated the same way as liquidated 

damages) for each day that exceeds the time for remediation given by the Engineer, in addition to the 

cost for restoration activities.   

n. If in the judgment of the Client or Engineer no satisfactory action by the Contractor has been 

started or no satisfactory action to remedy the problem during the allowed time period (48 or 72 hours 

respectively) is ongoing, the Client has the right to arrange for an alternative Contractor (third party) to 

perform the remedies, and to deduct the cost from the main Contractor’s next payment.    

o. In addition, for major infringements which cause long-term or irreversible damage, the contractor is 

liable for additional penalties related to the cost of environmental damage as may be decided by the 

competent authorities.  

p. The Contractor will adhere to Nepal’s environmental legislation and World Bank's safeguards 

policies and all related regulations, standards and good practice guidelines. In case of significant 

differences between WB policies and Nepal’s environmental legislation, which are relevant to the 

conduct of the project, the Contractor will notify the Client, who, after consultation with WB and 

Nepal’s Authorities, will inform the Contractor how to proceed.   

q. Unscheduled inspections of all works and installations may be carried out by representatives from 

the Client at any time. The Nepal’s authorities will have the right for unscheduled site inspections and 

compliance checks, as well as the levelling of fees and fines for non-compliance.  

r. The Contractor will employ sufficient numbers of qualified environmental staff to ensure 

environmental compliance with ESMP and IREMPs, perform day-to-day management and supervision 

of works, conduct dialogue with designer, construction management and authorities, and manage 

environmental monitoring and reporting. The CVs of key staff (environmental / EHS manager and 

deputy) will have to be approved by the Client before staff may be mobilized to site.  

 


